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THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF He 4 NEAR THE MELTmG LINE 

James Karl Hoffer 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 
Department of Chemistry, University of California, 

Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

Coristantvolume heat capacity measurements have been made on He 

covering the entire volume range of the bcc solid phase and the high 

volume portion of the hcp phase. The C measurements extend to low 
v 

4 

enough temperatures to determine the entropy accurately and the direct 

volume measurements were sufficiently precise to establish the V-T 

phase diagram. The entropy-volume relations in the various two~phase 

mixtures were then used to calculate the P-T phase diagram. The hcp-

bcc solid-solid transition was found to have a more regular behavior 

than previous direct PVT data would suggest. Combined with data re-

cently obtained in this laboratory on the superfluid liquid phase the 

low temperature P-Tand V-T melting lines were accurately determined, 

yielding quantitatively the minimum in the P-T curve at O.776°K and the, 

maxima in the V-T freezing and melting curves at O.80lo K and o.886°K 

respect i vely • ' 

No linear term in the heat capacity of the hcp phase was observed, 

and the data yielded a temperature independent GrUneisen parameter of 

2.80±O.05 except within O.02°Kof the transition temperatures where a 

small anomaly was observed. The bcc data were sufficiently extensive 

to determine the thermodynamic properties qualitatively throughout the 

phase. The volume dependence of the heat capacity was found to be normal, 



yielding values o~ 3.0±o.5 ~or the Grnneisen parameter, except within 

O.02~K o~ melting, where an anomaly similar to but larger than that in 

the hcp phase was observed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Helium was first solidified by W. H. Keesom
l 

in 1926, by applying 

approximately 125 atmospheres of pressure to fluid He
4 

at 4°K. The 

solidification was detected by the formation of a solid plug in the 

capillary connecting the experimental cell to the pressure system, 

I thus,' blocking the transmission of pressure. When working with a glass 

apparatus, Keesom was unable to see a liquid-solid interface, although 

he could detect it mechanically with a stirring bar suspended in the 

pressure cell. He concluded that solid He4 was completely transparent 

and had the same index of refraction as the liquid. (Un~er appropriate 

lighting conditions, the solid can be visually observed freezing from 

the liquid and has been photographed, notably by Shal t nikov2 and more 

recently by Vos et al.3) 

Keesom made the first comprehensive study of the melting pressure 

curve and found that at temperatures below 1.6°K, the melting pressure 

started to level out. From his measurements he concluded that at OaK, 

it woulCj. still take a finite pressure to solidify He 
4

• As his measurements 

also suggested that the slope of the melting curve would be zero at OaK, 

Ehrenfestlpointed out that this was the best verification of the 

third law of thermodynamics. This in turn would indicate that the 

liquid at OaK, as well as the solid, would be in a perfectly ordered 

state, a condition difficult to realize for a liquid. Simon4 pointed 

out that indeed the liquid was perfectly ordered and that the lambda 

transitioh marked the onset of the ordering process. Simon also noted 

that the disappearance of an entropy difference between liquid and solid 
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meant that as T ~ 0, Uliquid - Usolid + P(Vliquid - Vsolid) = '.I!6S ~ O. 

Thus either (a) both UI · 'd ~ U l'd and VI' 'd ~ V lid as T ~ 0, 1qu1 so 1 1qU1 so 

which would imply that the two phases became identical; or (b).6.U ~ - P.6.V 

as T~O. Simon's data (and Keesomts to a degree) clearly indicated that 

VI' 'd - V l'd was always greater than zero, and in fact increased 1qu1 so 1 

slightly with decreasing temperature. Thus the conclusion that U l'd· so 1 

becomes greater than Uliquid as the temperature is lowered was inescapable. 

Keesom himself could not accept this fact, and in his calculations5 he 

set U lid = Ul . 0d at 0°1(. It is, of course, unusual that the OOK so 1qu1 

energy of solid helium is greater than that of the liquid, because the 

stable state for all other substances at OOK is the solid, which thus 

must have less energy than any other possible state. 

. 4 ( 3 ) The reason that· the stable state of He and of He as well at 

OOK under its OW'll vapor pressure is the liquid is due to the role of the 

large zero point energy. The amplitude of the zero point vibrations is 

large compared to the size of the atomic diameter and this forces the 

atoms to stay relatively far apart even in the condensed state. (The 

zero point energy thus acts as a large repulsive energy acting against 

the weak attractive energies in helium.) 

In contrast to the very unusual behavior of liquid helium (caused 

by the large zero point energy and the degeneracy of momentum states 

at low temperatures), early experiments on solid helium showed that it 
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had relativeiy normal thermodynamic properties. The specific heats 

measUred by Kaischew and Simon
6 

and Keesom and Keesom7 increased only 

slightly faster with temperature than the Debye theory would predict. 
8 . 

Keesom and Taconis showed that the crystal structure of the solid was 

hexagonal close packed (hcp) and the theoretical model of London9 pre-

dicted that at lower molar volumes the face centered cubic (fcc) would 

be the stable structure. 
, ...• 10 

Measurements by Dugdale and Simon showed 
\ 

that the thermodynamic properties of the solid could be fit to a reduced 

expression of the Grlineisen type and also showed that at low molar 

volumes there was a first-order transition from hcp to fcc. (The fcc 

structure was confirmed by Mills and Schuch~11) A more thorough deter-
'.. 4 

mihation of the melting properties of solid He by Simon and Swenson,12 

1 t b S 13,14,15 d t t t of·. 10 K f' d ·th and a er y wenson, . own 0 empera ures con lrme e 

earlier conclusions of Simon on the sign of 6U (liquid -+ solid) ,showing 

that below _1.4°K, 6S(liq~id -+ solid)was essentially zero (see Fig. 1). 

Swenson commented that thermal measurements on the melting transition 

below the A.-pointwould,quickly become too inaccurate to be practicable, 

since the heat of melting was so small. 

16 
Constant volume specific heat measurements by Keesom apd Keesom 

established that the thermal expansion coefficient of liquid He
4 

was 

'. 17 
pegative below the'lambda temperature. Later Atkins and Edwards 

determined that the expansion" coefficient became positive again at 

temperatures below 1.15°K, in agreement with a much earlier guess by 

Simon.
4 

Arguing that the thermal expansion coefficient in the melting 

solid should behave analogously to that of the liquid, Goldstein18 postu-

lateda minimum in the melting curve at low temperatures where the thermal 
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Fig. 1 Melting parameters for He
4 

below 4°K 
These data are entirely due to Swenson 
(Ref. 13) and neglect the presence of 
the bcc phase. (cf Fig. 30) 

XBL685-2785 
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expansion coefficient in the freezing liquid became positive again 

and predicted that in the region of negative thermal expansion co-

efficients the solid would exhibit a "mild transformation-like process." 

The minimum in the melting curve is now well. established, the best 

measurements to date being those ofStraty and Adamsl9 who measured 
I 

pressures directly. 

In the temperature region where Goldstein predicted the fltransformation

like" process, Vignos and Fairbank.20 found a new solid phase of He 
4 

and 

from their sound velocity measurements they were able to deduce the P-T 

boundaries of the phase. Schuch and Mills~l determined that the structure 

of the new phase is body centered cubic (bcc). Grilly and Mills, who 

earlier made measurements
22 

on the melting of solid He
4 

and did not detect 

the narrowbcc phase, then did more measurements23 with greater care and 

were able to establish the V-T diagram reasonably well. The P-T and V-T 

phase diagrams are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. (These diagrams 

are based largely on PVT properties derived from the present work.) 

24 
Ahlers measured the constant volume heat .capacity of three samples 

of bcc solid, confined to the loW volume end of the phase because he 

depended on forming a solid hcp block in the capillary to seal his 

calorimeter •. He reported that the heat capacity decreased with in-

creasing molar volume, in agreement with Goldsteins' prediction of 

anomalous properties. Edwards and Pandorf25 didsirnilar measurements 

over a slightly wider range of the bcc phase but were unable to determine 

the volume dependence of the heat capacities, i.e., within the precision 

26 of their data, the heat capacities were independent of volume. Gardner, 
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150 r----.......,...------r--------.-----, 

30 hcp 

125 
IT 

25~------~------~ 
1.4 1.6 1.8 

10025.01 r---...------.-..,.... 

75 4.99 0.25 0.50 0]'5 

50 

hcp Liquid I 

25 

Liquid II 

3 4 

XBL685-2617 

Fig. 2 The pressure-temperature phase diagram o~ He4 below 4°K. 
The phase lines below 2°K are based on the present work. 
The melting line above 2°K is due to Grilly and Mills 
(Re~. 22). 
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28 
~, Liquid + vapor 

'. 
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X B L684-2444 

Fig. 3 The volume-temperature phase diagram of He ~ 
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working in this laboratory, was able to establish definit~ly that the 

heat capacity increased with increasing molar volume and reported an 

anomalous "pre-melting" tail in the bcc heat capacities. Such a IItailll 

was also observed by Edwards and Pandorf25 who, however, implied that 

it may have been the result of experimental errors due to pressure 

inhomogeneities. GardnerJ measurements in the hcp phase gave evidence 

for a linear term in the low temperature heat capacities. Such a linear 

term would be difficult to explain theoretically, but had also been 

reported by Frank27 and HeltemeB and Swenson. 28 More recent work by 

Sample and Swenson29 has shown a much smaller linear term, which the 

authors conclude is an "apparatus effect." This places much doubt on 

the reality of the linear tenn seen by Heltemes and Swenson!, Moreover, 

no linear term is evident in the hcp heat capacities measured by either 

30 31 
Edwards and Pandorf or Ahlers. 

The present work was undertaken to extend the coverage of the bcc 

phase beyond that covered in Gardner's theSiS, so that the thermodynamics 

of the phase could be more reliably calculated. The pre-melting "tail" 

found by Gardner was also investigated thorougp'ly.New measurements on 

thehcp phase were undertaken to investigate the reality of the linear 

heat capacity term. Molar volumes were more precisely determined, 

permitting an independent evaluation of the V-T phase lines. In the 

process of analyzing the results, it became evident that the low tem-

perature heat capacity measurements and the molar volume measurements 

were sufficiently precise and sensitive to permit an accnrate evaluation 

of the entropy of melting and the P-T phase diagram. [. Re calling 

Swenson's comments on the impracticability of making thermal deter-

1\ 
·.1 
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minations of the heat of melting below "'1.5°K, 'one should realize that 

the present work reflects the enormous increase in the sensitivity of 

low-temperature ca1orimetrywhich'has occurred (quite independently of 

this author) since the time of Swenson's p~per, 1950. J In addition ,to 

the low temperatureP-T diagram, it has been (possible to define the low 
I 

tempe~ature V -Tlines precisely for the freez'ing liquid and the inelting 

solid. Maxima are found in both curves, ,in agreement with the qualita

tive estimates of Mills and Sydoriak.32 This has been made possible 

through measurements of the constant volume low temperature heat capacities 

of fluid He4 , carried out in this laboratory by Dr. C. G. Waterfield 

and the author. 

Notation 

The P-T and V-T diagrams are quite complex and it will be convenient 

to apply a systematic notation to the eight different P-T lines in Fig. 2 

and the eleven different V-Tlines in Fig. 3, even though a few of these 

will not be referred to again. The P-T lines will be given the notation 

(a~b) where the phases a and b are the ones in equilibrium at a given 

P-T line. (Correspondingly, the two-phase mixed regions in the V-T 

diagram are denoted as a-b.) The V-T lines will be given ,a notation 

descriptive of the type of transitions occurring at the lines under 

conditions of constant volume. Hence m will imply a solid melting, 

f will imply a liquid freezing, and tr will imp:t-y a solid-solid trans-

,formation. The lambda curve, where there are no two phases in equi1-

ibrium, I'Til1 be denoted (",)in both diagrams. 



notation 

(hcp-II) 

(hcp-bee) 

(bee-II) 

(bce-I) 

(hep-I) 

(A) 

* (II-vapor) 
. * 

(I-vapor) 

* 

-10-

P-T phase line.s 

transition at the line under con
ditions of' constant pressure 

hep ++ liquid II 

hep ++ bee 

bee ++ liquid II 

bee ++ liquid I 

hep ++ liquid I 

liquid II ++ liquid I 

:Liquid II ++ vapor 

liquid I ++ vapor 

These two lines are commonly collectively referred to as the saturated 

vapor line. 
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notation 

(hcp, mIl) 

(hcp,tr) 

(hcp,mI)·· 

(bcc.,m) 

(bcc;m )t 

(bcc,tr) 

(II, fh 

(I,fh 

(A) 

(II,vap)· 

(I,vap) 

I 
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V-T phase lines 

transition at the line under con
. di t ions of constant volume 

hcp ++ hcp-Il 

hep ~ hep":bee 

. hep ++ hcp-I 

bce ++ bee-II 

bee ++bec-I 

bee ++hep-bee 

II ++ solid-II 

I ++ solid~I 

II ++1. 

IT ++ II-vapor 

I ++ I-vapor 

t To be strictly consistent, one should distinguish the two bcc melti~g 

. curves as (bcc,mII) and (bee,mI). However, the (bee,mI) line is only 

O.OlOoK long, and both V and dV/dT are continuous for the two lines. 

:f: Again, to be consistent, one should distinguish which solid is freez

ing from the liquid. The notation would necessarily be quite clumsy; 

(II,f hcp), (II,f bcc); (I,f hcp),and (I,f bcc). The values of 

dV/dT on the freezing curve aTe discontinuous at the triple points, 

but only by. -3 -4'10. 
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II. APPARATUS AND EXPERDvIENTAL TECHNIQUES 

The apparatus and experimental techniques employed in this project 

were described thoroughly in Gardner's thesis. 26 and therefore only a 

brief description will-be given here. Several improvements in the appar-

atus were made and these will be de~cribed thoroughly. The fact that 

only a few changes were made. and the nearly trouble free operation of the 

apparatus for long periods of time point to the technical excellence of 

the system which Gardner devised and constructed. 

One of the easiest ways to begin to describe the apparatus and at 

the same time clear up inconsistencies in nomenclature is via a brief 

dictionary. 

A. Dictionary 

1. Calorimeter 

. Literally, the word calorimeter means a "calorie meter" or a device 

for measuring heato It is used here to denote the beryllium-copper con

tainer which holds the He 
4 

sample (at constant volume) and the addenda 

that are permanently thermally connected to it. ThUs the heater, the 

thermometers and the valve are integral parts of the calorimeter. The 

word "cell" refers to only the beryllium-copper container and the valve. 

The cell was machined from "full hard" Be-Cu, obtained by heat treating 

"half hard" Be-Cu (Berylco-25) for 2 hrs. at 315°C. 

2. Cryostat 

The work "cryostat" is used here to denote the apparatus which is em

ployed in cooling the calorimeter down to temperatures of O.3°K. The 

cryostat mechanically supports the calorimeter by five .007" mylar discs 

which produce only a weak thermal link. The calorimeter is connected to 

the gas handling system by a thin stainless steel capillary which passes 

• 



, 
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through the cryostat. This capillary is thermally attached to the coldest 

stage of the cryostat and thus is.a weak but not negligible thermal con-

nection of length £ between the calorimeter and the cryostat. The usual 

approach is to consider one-half of the capillary (1./2) as an integral 

part of the calorimeter but it will be seen that this is not important. 

Thermal links between the calorimeter and thJ cryostat are also formed 

by the twelve wires connecting the heater and thermometers to the meas-

uring circuitry. These are made of .003" manganin wire and provide only 

a small heat leak. The only strong thermal link between the calorimeter 

and the cryostat is through the lower heat switch and this link can be 

broken at will. This heat switch also serves to support the calorimeter 

against torsion when the valve is actuated. 

I 
3. Dewar System 

The dewar system is also employed in cooling the calorimeter and 

thus is a part of the cryostat. The dewar system used here is a typical 

one, being composed of two concentric dewars (the outer for liquid 

nitrogen and the inner for liquid helium) and all the hardware necessary 

in controlling and measuring the pressure (and thus temperature) of the 

liquids in them, such as pumps, valves, meters, etc. In operation, most 

of the cryostat is in direct thermal contact with liquid helium (He
4). 

But the calorimeter and parts of the cryostat (such as the He3 system) 

which will be ultimately colder than the liquid He 4 in the dewar are 

thermally isolated from the liquid helium bath by being surrounded by 

an evacuated can. Thermal contact can be made, however, by the upper 

heat switch and/~r stagnant He3 gas in the He3 pumping line. Figure 4 

shows these features more clearly. 
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Radiation trap 

Upper heat switch 
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XBL684-2442 

·Fig. 4 The calorimeter and the lower portion of the cryostat. 
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4. Measuring Circuitry 

Measuring circuitry refers to the electrical circuitry used in 

measUring the temperature of the calorimeter and the amount of energy 

put into the calorimeter-during a heat capacity measurement. The 

thernlometer circuitry) which is the more intricate of the two, is de-
. . I 

signed to measure the resistance of the germanium thermometers by stand-

ard dci potentiomet:ric techiliques, with special emphasis on very low 

thermals, noise, and leakage. High voltage sources are thus guarded. 

Guarding is employed in the heater circuitry as well to prevent leakage 

currents from passing through the detector. Such leakage currents 

would otherwise give a false zero reference during a heat input. 

5. , Ga s J:1a,ndling System 
I I 

The gas handling system is a network of tubes, valves, and tanks 

designed to introduce a'sample of fluid He4 at a desired pressure into 

4 
the calorimeter,and to measure the number of moles of He in the exper-

imental samples. See Fig. 5 for details .• 

6. The Valve 

The valve is a unique feature of the apparatus. It is an integral 

part of the cell (or more aptly, the entire cell is a valve) as can be 

seen in Fig. 6. The valve is normally operated at 4.2°K but can be 

successfully operated at any temperature above 1.OoK. After He4 is 

condensed into the cell at 4.2°K, the valve is closed by lowering a 

shaft onto the actuating screw and applying 25 to 30 inch-pounds of 

torque. The He
4 

in the capillary can then be pumped away (although at 

temperatures below 2°K this would take a very long time). After raising 

." 
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Fig. 5 The gas handling system. 
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the valve shaft and opening the lower heat switch, the calorimeter is 

virtually isolated from its surroundings. This is a vast improvement 

over the conventional Ifblocked-capillary technique ll of containing a 

sample of He 4 at constant volume (by freezing the He 
4 

in the capillary 

and forming a solid, immobile block) ~ While the blocked-capillary 

technique seems to be capable of maintaining the sample at constant 

volume, small regions of density inhomogeneity in the sample near the 

capillary cannot be avoided. Another inconvenienc~ is that the helium 

in the capiilary usually has a much greater thermal conductivity than 

the metal capillary itself and l!3-rge heat leaks are introduced. Further-

more, if the sample is going through a liquid-solid transition, the 

geometry of the solid block is unavoidably altered. While the use of 

fine capillaries stuffed with still finer wires can minimize these 

problems by reducing the amount of He
4 

in the capillary, it would be 

preferable to eliminate them completely, especially in studies of solid 

4 
He at melting. One alternative is to prepare the sample at room tem-

perature and seal off the capillary. This requires a cell designed to 

withstand considerably higher pressures, which would then interfere 

with heat capacity measurements below O.6°K where the heat capacity of 

the cell pegins to be a considerable fraction of the total heat capacity. 

Changing the density of the sample is not trivial in this case, because 

the cell must be altered each time. 

The present system eliminates the problems of the blocked capillary 

and maintains its feature of convenience. In fact, during the latter 

half of the present measurements, spanning a period of over ten months 

and measurements on fifteen separate samples, the cryostat was never removed 

from the dewar system. Even then the valve was still functioning properly. 

, 
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4 
The valve can be made completely leak tight, even to superfluid He 

at high pressures, by taking considerable care in its manufacture and use. 

Since it is felt that most of the "bugs!! are out of the present system, 

the design of the valve will be more completely described in the next 

section. 

B.Changes Made in the·' Apparatus 

Gardnerts thesis reports data from fourteen different samples (IX-XXII), 

the latter four (XIX-XXII) having been measured by the present author. At 

this time the bellow$ in the cell, which act secondarily as 'a safety disc 

(rupturing at about 200 atm),were accidentally ruptured. Thereupon, a 

number of needed improvements, brought to light during the course of the 

earlier work, were incorporated into the apparatus. 

The cryostat. was lengthened approximately 14" by eliminating the 

Waste space beneath the calorimeter and can. This increased the bath 

life at 1.loK to about 18 hr. Much time was then required to reattain 

the delicate alignment of the various parts of the cryostat such as 

the heat switches and the valve actuating shaft. The cryostat was 

completely rewired with no significant changes. 

Attempts to repair the cell valve proved unsuccessful for some time. 

The large force on the needle required to make the seal leak-tight tended 

to bend the needle shaft. To avoid this. the shaft was made from fully 

hardened Be-Cu except for the tip, which was a separate, annealed piece 

of Be-Cusoft-soldered on. The ends of the actuating screw and the 

o needle were tapered 5 to prevent them from galling the threads when 

they became slightly deformed from contact of the harder steel bearing. 
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Locating dimples were also put into the ends of these pieces (with an 

1/811 ball end mill) to locate the bearing exactly. This kept the transfer ,..(, 

of forces perpendicular, an important criterion. The needle angle was 

changed from 59° to 58° and the seat was made deeper, to promote a greater 

area of contact. Finally, it was found that by eliminating the plating on 
! 

both seat and needle, the seal could be made with considerably less force. 

However, it was necessary to polish these mating pieces to a high degree 

errr). Apparently the gold and nickel plating used by Gardner served only 

to fill in the heaviest machining marks, and thus a larger force was needed 

to make a seal. The plating itself seems to be porous enough to cause some 

difficulty, since its use on highly prepolished surfaces was not advan-

tageous. 

Because the needle does not turn but only moves vertically, once it 

is pressed into the seat it deforms to the exact dimension of the seat 

and thereafter can be opened and closed successfully many times. If the 

cell is dismantled for any reason, the tip must be remachined and re-

polished because it is impossible to put things back together with 

exactly the same relative orientation. 

A smaller, shorter capillary was substituted for the original. It 

was about 10 cm long (vs. 30 cm) with a 0.027" O.D. and 0.019" LD. 

(vs 0.0042"XO.027ff
). Thus the ratio length/area (£/a), and therefore 

the heat leak was not changed appreciably, but the thermal time constant 

2 
(at ) was decreased almost ten-fold. Therefore the capillary relaxed 

much faster, typically within a few minutes, so that a well-defined 

linear afterdrift could be obtained in a heat capacity measurement. The 

new capillary was small enough to be soldered directly into the 1/2" 

, 
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stump of' the old capillary connect,ed to the cell. This f'acilitated 

•• , ' 

convenient removal of' the cell. 

The only change in the measuring circuitry was the removal of' a 

capacitive ground in the L N electronic null detector. The ef'f'ect of' 

( this ;ground was to round of',f' the square pulse of' the heating circu~t 
;' 

, and thus caused an ef'f'ective error of' 15 millisec in the timing circuit. 

This' error accounts f'or about 3Cf{o of' the "linear termfl seen by Gardner 

in hcp solid, due to his use of' progressively shorter heating periods 

at lower temperatures. 

4 
In" the gas handling system, a He trap was added in series with the -

4 
existing liqUid nitrogen trap (see Fig. 5). The entering He sample thence 

4 had to pass through a liquid nitrogen trap, a He trap at 4.2°K and back to 

room temperature bef'ore passing in,to the cell. 

The pair of' copper tanks into which the He
4

sampleiB expanded after 

the experiment were soldered together with a heavy copper block. A well 

in the block was f'illed with mineral oil and a very sensitive mercury-

in-glass thermometer was placed inside. Thermocouples were attached to 

various parts of' the tank assembly to ensUre that everything was uniform 

in temperature. Gardner had measured only the temperature of'the air in 

the insulating compartment and the new system resulted in a considerable 

, increase in the precision of' the molar volume determinations. 

C. Changes in Experimental Techniques 

No major changes were made in the methods of' data measurement f'rom 

that employed by Gardner. Ef'f'orts were made to be more consistent in 

the f'illing of the cell, so that the filling pressure, combined with the 
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P-Ymeasurements of Hill and Lounasmaa3~ could be used to help in deter-

mining the molar volumes of the samples. Hence the cell was always 

filled at exactly 4.220o K, and a sensitive torque wrench was used to 

close the valve consistently. The lower end of the actuating shaft, 

which tended to run about one degree hot, was precooled by leaving it 

in contact with the valve stem. In this position the cell would not 

cool below 4.6°K at which temperature it was slightly overpressurized. 

After raising the shaft the sample was depressurized and thus quickly 

cooled. When the desired pressure was achieved at exactly 4.22°K and 

the shaft was again lowered into position, the cell did not warm sig

nificantly. The cell valve was then quickly closed. Although the re-

sulting precision of the filling pressure-volume relationship was im-

proved, it was not as precise as the improved gas volume measurements, 

as will be explained later. 

A thorough re-examination of the gas thermometer and vapor pressure 

measurements taken in this laboratory during the original calibration of 

the germanium thermometers used in this project resulted in an adoption 

of a new resistance-temperature relation. This change affects the 

° ° temperatures reported by Gardner between lK and 2 K by as much as 3 

millidegrees. Combined with tl1e effective error in the electronic 

timer circuit, this change necessitated a complete recalculation of all 

of Gardnerts data. Hence all of the data measured by Gardner will also 

be incorporated in this thesis and it will not always be distinguished 

from the data of the present author. 

One additional technique employed by the author was the measurement 

of heat capacity points using a negative heat input. This was done to 
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measure the heat capacity of supercooled bccand to study the pretran-

sitional tail in stable bcc. 'A large negative heat leak was first 

established by pumping the He3 chamber down to O.3°K. The calorimeter, 

at a temperature betw'een 1.4 and 1.8°K, would then cool reasonably rapidly. 

However, the heat leak wasi, bal/inced by running a 'small current through 

the heater sufficient to maintain zero drif.t at the thermometer. A fore-

drift was thus established, after which the heater current was turned 

off for a measured period of time. Tw'o to three minutes w'ere required 

before the amount of cooling w;as enough to yield an accurate heat capacity 

point. The heater was turned on again to establish an after-drift. In 

the supercooled bce phase, points could be taken in this manner until the 

shock of turning the heater on caused the nucleation of the stable 

bcc-hcpmixture. 

In stUdying the bcc pre-transition anomaly by this method points 

were taken first in thebcc-II mixed state. The resulting (bcc,m) 

transition temperature was .--2 mOK lower than the one observed from the 

normal, positive,'C data. This is due to the gradient which necessarily 
v 

exists in the bomb during the negative fore- and after-drifts. The heater 

was located on the middle of the cell while the capillary, which effected 

most of the heat leak, was at the bottom. Thus the sample at "equilibrium" 

necessarily had a temperature gradient both within itself and w'ith 

respect to the calorimeter as measured at the thermometer (located above 

the heater). 

The supercooled bec phase could be more easily studied by the con-

ventional technique but not to as Iowa temperature. To do this, the 

He3 chamber was kept O.2°K below the desired starting temperature so 
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that the heat leak would be small during the fore- and after-drifts. 

calorimeter was cooled from the bcc-II melt to a "safe" supercooled 

temperature, usually not more than 20 millidegrees below the stable 

limit, by closing the lower heat switch very lightly. By carefully 

opening the heat switch the metastable supercooled bcc would persist 

and normal heat capacities could be taken. If the supercooling had 

gone too far the first heat input would nUcleate the stable mixture. 

By this technique, the bcc phases of samples 25A and 25B were studied .. 

These phases supercooled to as low as l.43°K, 35 millidegrees below 

The 

the lower triple point. Data were successfully taken as low as L.439°K. 

This was the only way to study these samples in the bcc phase because 

their narrow stability range (~ 4-5 millidegrees) was well into the 

"tail." The bcc phase in these samples did not successfully nucleate 

from the hcp-bcc mixture.. These two samples show interesting non

equilibrium behavior and w"ill be more thoroughly discussed in a later 

section. 

, 
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III. MOLAR VOLUME DETERMINATIONS AND THE 
VOLUME-TEMPERATURE PHASE DIAGRAM 

cm3/m6le, the bcc radge 
I, 

represents a total volume. variation of 

I 
less :than 1.25%. 

.. I 
Fu~therrn.6re , if two samples of different molar volumes 

are to have any temperatures in common in the bcc phase, their molar 

volumes cannot differ by more than 0.04 cm3/mole. That is, if a differ-

ence of more than 0.'C!l~ in molar volume exists between two bcc samples, 

one· will have melted l:lefore the other has formed. The fact that the bcc 

phase can besupercooied_ conaiderably,thu8 broadening the phase, has im-

proved the situation somewhat. However, it is· still necessary to measure 

molar volumes with high precision if one seeks to determine the accurate 

volume dependence of the thermodynamic properties of the bcc solid. 
24· 2 . 

Therefore Ahlers and Edwards and Pandorf 5 have calculated the molar 

volumes of their samples from the bcc PVT data of Grilly and Mills. 23 

They applied a correction to the temperatures reported by Griliy a~d 

Mills23 to make their determinations of the triple point temperatures 
I 

agree with those reported by Grilly a.nd Mills. 23 Gardner concluded that 
-. ~ _. .-

Grilly and Mills' temperature scale was correct but that their triple 

point determinations were in error. He therefore calculated molar 

volumes from Grilly and Mills23 V-Tdata with nb correction to their 

temperature scale. He also measured molar volumes independently by 

measuring the number of moles n in his samples. He then based the 

volumes of his cells on the 4.22°K P-V isotherm of Hill and Loum.smaa,33 

combined with his filling pressures. His results suggested a systematic 
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deviation in molar volumes from those of Grilly and Mills 23 but the 

scatter in his data was too large to be conclusive. The improvements 

in the gas handling system have substantially improved the precision 

of the n determinations in this work, and do show significant deviations 

from the data of Grilly and Mills, 23 in agreement with Gardner. The 

V -T phase diagram as determined by Grilly and Mills23 is unusual in 

that it has a "moustache" shape, i.e., there are two inflection points 

in their V -T curves. This is also evident in their P-T data and par-

tially in the P-T data of Vignos and Fairbanks 20 and thus considerable 

weight has been given to it. The PVT data of Grilly and Milll3 gives 

rise to regions where the average thermal expansion coefficient is 

negative, in agreement with predictions of Goldstein. 18 However, as 

will be shoWn in a later section, the directly measured thermodynamic 

properties of bcc He
4 

yield only positive values of the thermal expansion 

coefficient. Thus it would be preferable to determine molar volumes 
23 

independent ly of the data of Gri lly and Mills if a re lia ble che ck on 

their conclusions is desired. Therefore in this work the assignment of 

molar volumes to the samples and the reassignment of molar volumes to 

the samples studied by Gardner is intimately connected with the estab

lishment of a new V-T phase diagram for bcc He4. 

A. Assignment of Molar Volumes 

The thirty different samples described in this work have been studied 

in four cells that have slightly different volumes and heat capacities. 

The same Be-eu body was used in all four and the valves were essentially 

the same, but were not all machined from the same piece of stock. 

Variations in the amount of indium used in soldering the cell together 

, 
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and different amounts of heater wire, varnish, etc., give rise to different 

volumes and heat capacities. The samples correspond to the cells as shown 

in Table I. The absolute volumes of these ce1ls at their working tempera

tm::es (below' 4.2°K) were neVer directly determined. tn principle, the 

vol1lIIle could be determined i:i.t room temperature by filling with water but 
I I I, ' " ' 
I, i ,', I ' 

the c~rrection for the' therInal contraction of Be-Cu between room temperature 

and 4~K is not well knowri (Ahlers34 estimated this correction to be ~l%, 
based on the Gr111J:eisen relation). The volumes of the cells thus could be 

determined more accurately by filling them with liquid N2, for which the 

P ... V ,..Tdata are well established. "Liquid ~2 could also be used. But the 

molar volumes of liquid N2 or H2 are not known much more accurately than is 
,4, ' , 

that of liquid He along the freezing line, as determined by Grilly and 

",' 22 23 ',-' 4 
Mills. ' It is also felt that the molar volume of bcc solid He at any 

point on the melting line has been determined by Grilly and Mills with an 

accuracy sufficient for the calculation of cell volume. Thus the volume 

of the cells, where possible, have been determined from the work of Grilly 

" 23 
and Mills, but using only one value on their bcc V-T melting curve. The 

procedpre is described below. 

The melting temperature of the bcc phase of sample 24, the first 

sample measured in cell No.3, is 1.6360oK.Tqe bcc phase of sample 12, 

the first sample measured in cell No.2, melts at 1.656°K and thebcc 

melting temperature of sample 11, one of the two samples measured in cell 

No.1, is 1.647°K. Since these three melting temperatures are so close, 

it was decided to base the molar volume assignments on the bcc melting 

line (bcc,m) of Grilly and Mills23 at a temperature near 1.63°K. (The 

actual point chosen, which is somewhat arbitrary, is 1.627°K where 
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Table I. 
f) 

Sample No. Cell No. Experimenter Basis of molar volume assignment 
~ 

9 0 Gardner Entropy in the hcp phase above 
1

0
K 

10 1 Gardner T(hcp,mI) 

11 1 Gardner T(bcc,m) 

12 2 Gardner T(bec,m) 

13-14 2 Gardner Entropy in the hep-bee mixture 

15-18 2 G?rdner T(bee,m) 

19-22 2 Hoffer T(bce,m) 

24-38 3 Hoffer Direct measurement of number of 
moles (n) 

, 
'Ii; 
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V(bcc,m) = 21.020 crr.?(mole), The volume of cell No.3 was then computed to 

be 11.4525 cm3 • Having decided on this value; a molar volume may be assigned 

to every sample measured in cell No.3 because precise determinations of n 

were made for all of these samples. For most of the samples measured in 
1 ~ i 
r· 'I 

,cells 1· a'nd 2, n was also determined 
I: , 

but not' as precisely. 
! 

Therefpre the 
I: 

'molar': volumes for these samPles were 
·1 

assigned on the basis of properties 

other than n~ To do this, the transition temperatures of the samples meas

ured in cell No.3 were plotted vs. their molar v·olume. These points' are 

identified in the V-T diagram in Fig. 7 by solid triangles. Four samples 

(24,' 25B, 26 and 29) pass through the bcc phase (for sample 25A, n was not 

determined directly) and a line was drawn through their (bee, m) transition 

temperatures. Points were read from this line and first and second differ-

enees were smoothed. The smoothed line, which still passed through the four 

points, was substituted for the original. 

When the evaluati'on of tne entropies permitted the determination of the 

pressure-tempe!atnre (P-T) phase boundaries of the bee phase, it was possible. 

to evaluate the average compressibilities, K, and tlle average isobaric thermal 

. expansion coefficients, CX, of the bee phase.. . It was fmmd that a small bu:rnp 

in the ex vs T and K vs T plots occurred between 1.48°K and 1.60
o

K. This is 

in the region over which there were no data from cell No.3 to aid in d~fining 

the (bee, m) line,and indicates that a faulty interpolation had been made. 

Therefore the (bcc,m) line was adjusted to give continuously smooth values of 

K (they were essentially constant). The new line, also smoothed as before, 

differed from the original only between 1.47 and 1.61
o
X, and only by 0.0025 

cm3 fmole at most 0 A much smaller bump st ill exist s in the ex values and will 

be ignored. (The values of the average values of ex and K are very sensitive 

to the ~l1ape of the bee phase diagrams because the phase is so narrow.) 
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After this small adjustment to the (bcc,m) line was made, it was considered 

definitive. Then, for all those samples measured in cells No.1 and 2 for 

which T(bcc,m) was known, .a molar volume was· assigned on the basis of the 

new (bcc,m) V-T line~' 

I :r'he transition teniperature~ for the ceLL Nos., 1 and 2 samples were 
. ! 

then plotted vs. their assigned molar volumes in Fig. 7. There were 

'"twelve transition temperatures on the lower V-T boundary of the bcc phase, 

where bcc+hcp -+bcc (we shall denote thiS transition as (bcc,tr)). A line 

was drawn through these points and when the line was smoothed, it was 

found that the second differences were codstantwithin the scatter of the 

data. Thus the (bcc,tr) V-T line can be expressed by·an equation having 

a constant second derivative; 

( 2 (. ) , dV:bce, tr 

dT
2 -0.83333 c~ /mole _ oK?-; (IIL1) 

V(bec,tr) .,;),. 21.24477 + 0.51000 • T -0.416667 • T2 c; /mole 

( IIL2) 

The lower and upper triple points of the bee phase had been observed 

directly on many of the experiments at 1.465±:gg~6 OK and 1. 774±.002°K . 

respectively. The newly determined (bcc,tr) line and the (bcc,m) line 

crossed at 1.465°K, in agreement with the direct determination of the 

lower triple point temperature. The (bec,m) line, which previously' had 

been defined only up to L74°K,was now extended smoothly to higher tem

peratures while being constrained to cross the (bcc, tr) line at L 774°K. 
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This approach may not be accurate because the liquid on the freezing 

line undergoes at.. type transformation at 1. 764°K. This brings about a 

discontinuity in the second derivative of the melting pressure (d2p/dT2). 

It can be shown that· . 

1 
V. 

l 

dV. 2 
, l 

dT (III-3 ) 

where dV i/dT is the slope of· the Vi -T phase line, a
i 

is the isobaric 

thermal expansion coefficient of the pure phase i at the phase line, Ki 

is the isothermal compressibility of the pure phase i at the phase line, 

and dP/dT is the slope of the P-T phase line at T. 

Thus a discontinuity in iP/dT2 would cause a discontinuity in 

iv /dT
2 

if dV /dT, dP/dT, dK! dT and da/dT are all continuous. There is 

no reason to expect discontinuities in K_ or a in the pure bcc phase, nor 

in their temperature depend~ncies, and this in turn rules out a dis-

continuity in dV /dTsince 

dV. 
l 

dT = 

a. dP 
V.K-. (K

l 
- -T) 

l l .... d 
l 

and dP/dT is continuous because the volume and the entropy are both 

(III. 4) 

continuous at the t..-transition. However, W:hile there is therefore a 

discontinuous second derivative in the (bcc,m) line at 1.764PK, the 

effect on the volumes would be very small, and would not appreciably 

affect the smooth extrapolation given here. For this reason no dis_ 

tinction is made in the (bcc,m) line notation as to which liquid (I or 

II) is formed at melting. Smooth data along the (bcc,m) and (bcc,tr) 

lines are presented in Table II. 

, 
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Table IL V .... T- phase boundaries for bee He 4 

,"I 
\ 

... T V (bcc~m~ V (bee, tr):f: 
.* 

21.10483 21.11517 1.44 , 

* 21.09902 1.46 21.10120 

1.465 .21.0978 21.0978 

1.48 21.09260 21.08690 

1.50 21.08552 21.07227 

1 .. 52 21 .. 07772 21.05730 

1.54 21.06913 21.04200 

. 1~56 21.05968 21.02637 

1.58 21.04925 21.01040 

1.60 21.03767 20.99410 

1.,62 21.02475 20 .. 97747 

1.64 21.01025 20.96050 

1.66 20.99390 20.94320 

1.68 20~97540 20.92557 

1.70 20.95428 20.90760 . 

1.72 20.92993 . 20.88930 

1.74 20.90173 20.87067 

, 1.76 20.86773 20.85170 

• 1.774 20.8381 20.8381 

1.78 * 20.82373 20.83240 

* By extrapolation 
:f V (bcc,tr) = 21.244767 + 0.51000 T - 0.416667 T2 
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Samples - 9, 10, 13, and 14 could not be assigned molar volumes 

from the bcc melting line. The first three lie at volumes below the bcc 

phase. Sample 14 - lies at such a volume that it would pass through 

the bcc phase very near the upper tip of the phase and Gardner was unable 

to obtain clear data in the phase. His data in the hcp-bcc mixture were 

clear and extended to 1. 75°K, permitting a reliable extrapolation to 

slightly higher temperatures. When it was later determined that along 

the (bcc, tr) line, S = 101.30 T' (mJ /mole-OK), S/T3 for sample 14 

was extrapolated to this value. It was thus determined that T(bcc,tr) 

= L766°K and the molar volume of sampleNo~ 14 was assigned accordingly, 

based on Eq. (III.2). (Incidentally, the bcc phase would be only .003° 

wide at this volume and would melt to the normal liquid (I), where 

equilibrium is very sluggish. This explains why Gardner could not obtain 

clear data.) 

Sample No. 9 could be assigned an unambiguous molar volume based on 

S vs. V plots in the hcpphase from .7 to 1.5°K. The melting transition 

in this sample (hcp,mI) was given only little weight in the determination 

of the (hcp,mI) V-T line~ 

Sample No. 13 was rather isolated in volume frpm all other samples. 

It was therefore not assigned a molar volume from S vs. V lines in the 

hcp phase, because such lines are not linear. However, sample No. 13 

begins transitioning to bcc at 1.66°K. This transition, where hcp 

~hcp + bcc is denoted (hcp,tr);and could be assigned an unambiguous 

molar volume on the basis of the linear S vs. V lines in the hcp-bcc 

mixed phase, at temperatures of 1.68, 1.70, and 1.72. At higher tem

peratures, this molar volume had to be given considerable weight because 

, 
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Table III. MOlar volumes of the samples 
(' 

iii 
Sample No .. V ( cm3jmole) . Sample No. V 

31 20.4560 22 21.034 

10 20 .. 431 16 21,,065 

9 20.521 17 21.070 

13 20.742 25A 21.0944 

14 20.846 25B 21..0957 

21 20.885 38 22.312 

15 20.900 37 22.365 

29 20.9031 36 22.578 

18 2009215 28 22.947 

26 20.9602 30 23.415 

19 20.984 35 23.792 

20 20.987 34 24.669 

12 20.997 33 25.495 

II 21.004 32 26.2g7 

24 * 2],,0135 27 29.584 

* Saturated liquid volume below 3.578°K 

" 



sample No. 13 is a key to the thermodynamic treatment of the upper triple 

point. 

Sample No~ 10 is only included because Gardner based his evaluation 

of the linear term in the heat capacity of thehcp phase on it. The heat 

capacities are not reliable and the (hcp,mI) transition was obtained only 

from cooling curves. A molar volume was nonetheless assigned on the 

basis of the (hcp,mI) transition temperature and the (hcp,ml) V -T data •. 

This completed the assignment of molar volumes to all of the samples 

and the va lues are collected in Table III. 

B. Some Comments on the Experiments of Grilly and Mills 

There are several reasons why it may be more accurate to use Grilly 

and Mills' V-T data23 as a volume standard near 1.E>K than at other 

temperatures. To understand these, one must first look to how Grilly 

and Mills made their measurements. 

Grilly and Mills introduce He
4 

from a room temperature manometer 

into their experimental cell at low temperatures, monitoring the pressure 

continuously_ When freezing occurs, their piston begins to move con-

tinuously and they then remove weights until a balance is achieved. In 

this manner they accurately measure the melting pressure. Because they 

know the volume of their system, they can determine the molar volume of 

the He
4 

in their cell at any time if equilibrium is established. Thus 

they should also be able to measure accurately the liquid volume in the 

superfluid phase and at freezing, V(II,f). However, to determine accur-

ately the volume change on solidification, they must know when their 

cell is full of solid at the melting volume, V(bcc,m). This is unavoidably 
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complicated by several factors.· First, to promote the freezing process, 

4 
they must either overpressurize the He or cool the cell below the 

freezing temperature. In their earlier paper
22 

Grilly and Mills mention 

the use of sub-cooling by as much as .40°. Since in that work they did 

not know about the existence of the bcc phase, nor did they see evidenel 
of it, they avoided this technique in their later work where freezing 

was accomplished by slight overpressurization. This has the effect of 

warming the cell because warm fluid is first pushed into the system 

and also the heat of melting is released as solid forml3. It is known 

from this work that the bcc phase supercools easily. Thus when Grilly 

.and Mills think that they have stable solid bcc phase at melting, they 

could well have supercooled bcc phase at a temperature where the bcc 

phase is not thermodynamically stable. Grilly and Mills present data 

points on the hcp-bcc P-T line and on their boVm vs. T diagram which are 

below L465°K, where tp.~ bcc phase is not stable. Thus they presumably 

. are looking at supercooled .bcc. They report the lower triple point 

temperature as L437°K, over .018° lower than the calorimetrically 

obtained values. 

In this work it will also be shown that K I for bcc becomes quite 

large near the melting line, and thus the onset of pure solid as detected 

by Grilly and Mills may not be very sharp. In fact, because the bee 

phase is so narrow at both ends, they could easily push well through 

the stable range, ending up with either supercooled (or "quenched," 

since it was formed by pressurization) bee or an hep-bce mixture. 

At the high temperature end of the phase, Grilly and Mills23 report 

the upper triple point at the saine temperature as the f... point, L 7600 K. 
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This is not surprising, because in the present experiments it is observed 

that hcp-I persists to the lambda temperature T(A), when the samples are 

cooled down. The stable bcc does not nucleate until slightly below T(A). 

Thus starting in the pure liquid at -1.764, whep Grilly and Mills pressur

ize to form solid, their cell can easily warm .010° whereupon hcp ;will 

form. Even when they reach "equilibrium" in the liquid-solid mixture, 

it will be a metastable one. And due to the warming effect, theyc~n 

probably compress the sample all the way to the hcp melting line (which 

in this case is also a metastable line) without stable bcc ever forming. 

By drawing a smoothly curved line through the hcp-bcc points on the 

P-T diagram of Grilly and Mills (Fig. 1 of ref. 23;' see also Fig. 27 

of this work) except the lowest three and the highest one, much more 

reasonable values for the triple point temperatures are obtained. Thus 

it appears that near the ends of the phase Grilly and Mills do'not form 

hcp-bcc mixtures at equilibrium. Slow equilibration of hcp-bcc mixtures 

are noted in this work also, and will be discussed. in Section IV .. 

Along lines of constant temperature the bcc phase is wid~st in both 

pressure and volume at 1.60-1.64°K. No danger of pushing through the 

phase and possibly forming small amounts of hcp spould be present. 

Gril1.y and Mills t cell should not warm past the upper triple point, and 

thus"should have only bcc sol::j.d in their cell. 

There is one other reascm why their (bcc,m) line could be too high 

at the highest temperatures. The (II,f) V-T line which they report does 

not dip as sharply at T(A') as one would expect from considerations of 

3'" 2 2 measured values;' of d P/dT. Since they measure 6Vm, the (bcc,m) 

line would also be affected. 
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Finally, in spite of all of the difficulties that this author can 

imagine, it appears that on the whole Gri11y and Mills have measured 

V(bcc,m) very accurately near the middle of the phase. This is borne 

out by the A. transition temperatures in samples 27, 28, 30, and 32-38. 

,These samples lie at volumes which pass through the superf1uid ~norma1 

transition and the V-T A.-line can be evaluated. Comparing volumes, 

excellent agreement is found with the recent rneaS\lrements of Kierstead.36 

The agreement is better than ±0.01 cm3jmo1e between 22.3 and 24.5 c~jmo1e, 

but begins to deviate systematically at higher molar volumes. The reader 

is referred to Kierstead IS paper36 for a thorough comparison of his molar 

volume measurements with those of several other workers. 

C. Comparison of Assigned Molar Volumes to other 

Measurements Relating to Molar Volume 

From the measured values of n for samples 11 and 12, combined with 

their assigned molar volumes, the volumes of cells No. 1 and 2 respec-

tively can be determined, baSed on the same point as is the volume of 

cell No.3. Molar volumes can then be calculated for all the samples 

measured in cells No. 1 and 2 for which n has been determined, (samples 

Noo 10-18 inclusive) as a check on the assigned molar volumes. Assigned 

molar, volumes also can be compared with molar volumes determined from 

the filling pressure at 4.22°K and the P-V isotherms of Hill and 

Lounasmaa.33 The comparisons are presented graphically in Fig. 8 as 

a plot of ~V VI_V, where V is the assigned molar volume and VI is a 

measured molar volume of one type or another. It can be seen that the 

pressure measurements yield volumes which are on the average about 
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Fig. 8 COIrlparison of measured molar volumes V' with the assigned molar 
volume ,V. 

26 
The open symbols represent the samples measured by Gardner. 
Circles represent Vtdetermined from the measurements of the 
number of moles in the sample. Squares represent Vt deter
mined from transi~j.on temperatures combined with V-T data of 
Grilly and Mills.) Triangles are for the filling pressure 
combined with PV data of Hill and Lounasmaa.33 
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0 .. 045 cm3/mole higher than the ass igned molar volume s. The five sample s 

from cell No. 3 w'ithin the range of the graph show' significantly less 

scatter than do the samples from other cells but the average discrepancy 

is about the same.. There is fair 'correlation between values of 6V 

significantly higher ,than 0.045 cm3/mole and samples w'ith high meaisured 

I 

molar volumes. It is as.sumed that this is due to' permanent deformations 

in the Be-eu needle tip. On disassembly of cell No~ 2 such 
-I 

a deformation 

. w'as noted. and it was calculated that it would produce a total change in 

V (cell N04 2) of about ~0.4%. This is comparable to the molar volume 

discrepancy in sampie 18. No needle deformation was observed upon 

disassembly of cell No" 3~a consequence of the 'use of theloW'er closing 

torques mentioned in Section:r:L If a' needle is deformed, it is done 

so at the time'the valve is clqsed and this is the time when the filling 

pressll-re is recorded. How'ever the deformation would take place just after 
'. . 

the sample is trapped in the cell: and would thus upset the P-V relation-

ship. 

Molar volumes can also be calculated from trans! tion temperatures 

and the V -T phase lines of Grilly and Mills423 The comparisons w'i th 

assigned molar volumes are shown as squares ih Fig. 8. The lines drawn 

through the squares represent the exact difference betw'een the V-T 

. . 23 
phase lines of Grilly and Mills and the ones e.stablished in this work, 

and thus do not necessarily pass directly' through the square symbols. 

The (hcp,tr) and (bcc,m) 6V lines reflect the characteristic 

"moustache" shape of the bec V-T phase diagram defined by Grilly and 

Mills. 23 While there are no inflection points in the (bcc,m), (bcc,tr) 
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and (hcp,tr) V-T lines defined in the present analysis, it may of course 

be argued that such inflections have been defined not to exist. In view 

of the other thermodynamic properties of the solid phases, it would be 

difficult to justify inflections in these V-T lines. However, it will 

be seen that some thermodynamic properties, such as K(bcc,m) and 

~V(bcc,tr) do show wiggles along the extent of the bec phase, reminiscent 

of the "moustache." These are however a consequence of the extreme narrow-

ness of the stable bcc phase and the accompanying difficulty in treating 

the thermodynamic data in the ultra-narrow high and low temperature tips 

of the phas e. 

To compare the results of this work with measurements of thermo-

dynamic properties in the hcp and bce solid phases published by other 

investigators it is necessary to assign molar volumes to their samples 

on the basis of the present phase diagram. The old and new values of 

the molar volumes of the samples studied by Ahlers
24 

and Edwards and 

Bandorf25,30 are collected in Table IV. The new values were assigned 

on the basis of the reported transition temperature on the (bee, tr) 

line. Graphical comparison of their data will be presented at the 

time the. phase diagrams are discussed in detail. 

'1". 
J 

• 
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Table IV. :Reassignment of molar volumes to published 'Work· 

The reported volumes 'Were assigned on the basis of Ahlers' a 
. . . .. c 

adjustment of Grilly and Mills' bee melting curve data •. New volumes 

have been determined from the (bec,tr) line of this 'Work. 

Author Run Re120rted Volume New Volume 

Edwards b 

and 
Pandorf 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

2 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 .. 962 20.940 

20.955 20.930 

20 .. 940 20.911 

20 .. 921 20~882 

20 .. 807 20.772 

21.028 21.026 

20.998 20.984 

20.998 20.971 

20 .. 943 20 .. 916 

20 .. 932* 20 .. 900 

20.927 20.$97 

* This sample· also reported by Edward and Pandorf in Ref. 30. 

* Determined from (hcp, tr) line 

a :See Ref. 24. 

b See Ref" 25. 

c See Ref. 23 

*. 

. , 
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rv.DESCRIPTION OF nmDiIDUAL EXPERXMEN'rS 

In this 'W'ork, the heat capacity C
v 

has been stuq,ied at various 

molar volumes and temperatuxe.. For the purpose ,of evaluating the thermo- .; 

dynamic properties of the system it is most advantageous to deal with 

the Helmholtz free energy A 'When the experiinentally manipulated variables 

are Yand T. For if A is lCno'Wn as a function of VanclT, A(V,T), then 

all the thermodynamic properties can be directly calculated.. Since 

A = U - T$, 

if both the entropyS and the energy U can be calculated from the heat 

capacities then A(V,T) can be eiraluated. The entropies are easily ob-

tained, since 

f
'1'C 

S(V,T) = . '. .r dT 

·0 

and the measurements of C extend to 10'W enough temperatures to permit 
·v 

an accurate extrapolation to o oK.. Ho'Wever" the energies can only be 

calculated rel&tive to the Oo~ values" since 

. .~" 

U(V,T) = L Cv dT+U(V,O) 

. 0·.·· . 

The values of U(V ,0) depend on V (the 2:eroof>energy is 'arbitrary ,.but 

V(V,O) is of'ten measured relative to the energybf :the vapor at OOK) and 

cannot be determined directly from only thermal measurements. Thus 

in order to evaluate A(V,T) it would he necessary to obtain U(V,O) 

'at every volume of interest from other published 'Work if only one phase 

had been covered by the range of the measurements. The range of the 

t: 
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present experiments, however, extends into various two-phase mixtures 

where the fact that the two phases must be in equilibrium imposes a 

constraint on the system. Tl:tis:constraitJ.t renders the pressure P inde-

pendent of V at a constant temperature and under the'se circumstances 
. I 

the ,Clapeyron equation must hold: 

The ~~ relations can be calculated from the present data, and thus the 

pressure in the various two-phase mixtures can be evaluated by inte-

grating 

peT) = J T: dT + p(o) 

o 

Absolute pressures can thus be calculated along the phase boundaries if 

peT) is known at anyone temperature.. In the pure phases, pressures may 

be calculated because 

( oP ) 
dT""v 

and therefore at constant volume 

Because the voltune range of the two-phase mixtures covers the volume 
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range of the bcc phase and the measured volume range of the hcp phase 

(V> 20.45 cm3jmole), it is possible to evaluate p(V,o) over the same 

volume range" Therefore U(V,o) may be evaluated since 

V 

U(V,O) = -{ p(V,O) dV + U(V' ,0) 

Vi 

if the energy at OOK is known at only one volume VI. Thus the complete 

thermodynamic properties of the system can be evaluated from the measured 

heat capacities, depending on published data for only one transition: 
-, 

pressure and one value of the energy at 0°1(. 

In the next and following sections the overall thermodynamic proper

ties of He 4 w'ill be presented and discussed.. They are the principle 

subject of the thesis. In this section however" the individual experi-

mental samples w'ill be discussed. The heat capacity measurements on an 

individual sample cannot yield all the thermodynamic properties of the 

sample, but nevertheless do show'many important details of the system. 

Because the phase diagram is so varied between molar volumes of 

27.0 and 20.0 cm3jrnole, a given constant volume run can have as many as 

eight distinct transitions or as few as one. Therefore, l.t will be in

structive to first describe sample 26" which shows seven transi tions 

between 1.2 and 2.3°K, several of which are common to many of the runs. 

Thereafter, samples will be discussed in chronological order, including 

the samples reported in Gardner's thesis.
26 

The reader will find it 

1 
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helpful to refer to Fig. 7, where the measured temperature range of each 

sample is shown, or to Fig. 3 where a more complete V-Tphase diagram is 

illustrated • 

A. The Samples 

Even though the temperature range is so short, the heat capacity 
. I 

of any one sample and the di.scontinuities in the heat capacity at the 

various transitions span so many orders of magnitude that it is difficult 

to. show all these features in a single diagram. It is for this reason that 

the results of the heat capacity measurements on samp~e 26 are plotted in 
. . . 3' 

the rather unconventional form of 10glO (ciT) vs T, as shown in Fig. 9. 

starting at the lowest temperatures attainable in the apparatus 

(~'.3°K), the calorimeter is completely full of hcp solid.. The thermal 
I I 
I 

conductivit:t: af' the solid at these densities and temperatures is so high 

that the calorimeter relaxes instantaneously to a linear afterdrift after 

a heat input (See Fig. lOA) •. 

At 1.2493°K, the solid begins to melt to superfluid liquid (II). 

At constant volume, melting of a solid does not take place at a constant 

temperature as it does at constant pressure. Thus the transition appears 

physically as orie of second order, i.e. there is nO latent heat (Lili) 

because there is no change in total molar volume (bY i::: 0). There is, 

however, a discontinuous change in the heat capacity. Goldstein38 and 

Lounasmaa39 have shown that the change in heat-capacity is always positive 

passing from the pure phase into the mixed phase, and that 

1 

VKi 
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where (~~) is the slope of the V-T phase line and /(i = -

is the isothermal compressibility of the pure phase i at 

1 (dV i) 
dP· 

Vi T 
the phase line. 

This formula will be used latex to calculate values of K .. along the 
l 

various phase boundaries. 

Between 1.2493 ° and 1.465°K, sample 26 is a mixture of hcp solid, and 
I 

'superfluid liquid. The thermal conductivity of this hcp-II mixture is 

dominated by the very high conductivity of the superfluid and thus the 

heat capacity after-drift is again instantaneous. Because the 6C at 

1.2493 is 'very small « la{o of the total Cv )' the transition cannot be 

detected during the experiment. It can only be seen once the heat capa-

cities have been evaluated from the data and plotted in a sensitive 

manner, such as C/~ vs T. The heat capacity of the hcp-II mixture 

rises sharply with temperatu:re principally due to the large Cv of the 

superfluid. Thus at 1.465°K, even though the superfluid accounts for 

only 2% of the total sample, the heat capacity is about twice that of a 

sample containing only the bcp phase~ 

At 1.465°K sample 26 changes from a mixture of hep and II into a 

mixture of hep and bec.- This is the low'er triple point (t.T.,Pe')" where 

the three phases,hep, bec, and II ean exist in equilibrium. In the 

P-T diagram, this occurs at one value of T and P and is thus a true point~ 

But in a V-T diagram, the triple "point II occurs as a vertical line, 

because the xelative amounts of the three phase in equilibrium can be 

different, yielding a variable total molar volume. (It is conventional 

not to d:raw the triple point "line ll on the V-T diagram, and thus the 

reader must be awaxe of the fact that in referring to any given point 

on a V-T diagram, the state of the system at that point is determined by 

'." 

II: 
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the pure phase lines vertically above and below the given point.) At 

total molar volumes higher than 21.098 cm3jmole (the upper volume limit 

of pure bcc) the hcp-II mixture changes into a new' mixture of'bocand II 

at the triple IIpoint." Energy must be supplied to effect the transforma-

tion:, and thus the transition is like one of IIfirst order ll i.e., there 

is a latent heat6H, and the entropy'S" is discontinuous (6S = T-6H). 

(Therefore in a S-V diagram, the triple IIpoint" will appear as an area, 

as also will'both mixtures and pure phases.) 

Since there is no change in total molar volunie fora given' (constant 

volume) s~mple the triple point transition differs from a constant pressure 

first order transition such as ice melting at O°C. Thus the latent heat 

and the change in energy 6U , which are related by 6U =6H + J!6V, are 

equal. The heat capacityCv = (~)V is thus infinite at the triple point 

because the temperature remains constant. In practice what is experimen-

tally determined at the triple point is 6U. This is done by starting 

from the hcp-!I mixture at" say, 1.460 oK,and then putting in enough 

energy to) (a) warm the mixture to the triple point temperature (lo465°K), 

(b) effect the complete transition to the new hcp-bcc mixture, and thus 

one must} unavoidably, (c) warm the new mixture to a temperature :slightly 

above the triple point, say, 1.470°x., The energy supplied in a) and c) 

can be subtracted from the total by extrapolating the heat capacity of 

the two mixtures to 1.465°K and integrating graphically. It is found 

that the hcp-Ilmixture can be superheated abol.lt,2 millidegrees, and the 

bcc-hcp mixture can be supercooled about 3 millidegrees, and thus it is 

possible to measure the heat capacity of either mixture right up to or 

slightly past the triple point temperature, thereby considerably improving 
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the accuracy of the calculation ofLlU. The two solid phases are quite 

sluggish in equilibrating, and at the triple point this is compounded by 

the fact that the liquid phase (II) seems to freeze quickly to one of 

the solids (pl'obab1y bcc, because the calorimeter superheats considerably 

during the energy in;put) and thus the relative amounts of bcc and hcp 

are far from their equilibrium values at the end of the heating period. 

It can thus take up to an hour before the phases are in equilibrium, 

as indicated by a linear drift. This can be improved by putting in 

enough energy at the start to overshoot the transition considerably, thus 

ending up at about 1.48 to 1. 49°K, (this also indicates that the super-

fluid phase freezes perferentially to bcc). This causes no significant 

errGr, because the energy input. is very accurately determined and the 

heat capacity of the skipped portion of the bec-hcp range can be measured 

at a later time, by stopping just short of the triple point 'when cooling 

down the sample. Since the energies involved in the portions a) and c) 

are usually small compared to the total, even when their temperature 

ranges are relatively long, the determination of LlU (L.T.P.) is one 

of the most accurate measurements in this work. In some samples, three 

or four different determinat,ions yielded the same LlU (L. T.P. )to better 

than ±O.05%. Over a large portion of the volume range of existence of 

pure bec there is a Imler triple point transition and the magni tude of f:\U 

(IloT.P.) varies from 0 to ~120.millijoules. Thus, once thef:\U (L.T.P.) 
9' 

vs. V relati0nship is establ:ished, it may be a more sensitive method of 

deterniining molar vollunes than the use of tTansi tion temperatures eom-

binc:d .;ith V~T phase lines. The LlU (L.T.P.) - V relation has the added 

advantage, of being linee.r, because at 1. 465°K the initial energy 
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U(hcp-II) is a linear combination of U(hcp,mI:t) and U(II,f) and .the 

final energy U(hcp-bcc) is likewise a linear combinat ion of U(hcp, mIl) = 

U(hcp, tr) and U(bcc, tr). However, at volumes between 20.910 and 

20.838 cm3/~01e, there is no lower triple point transition, while there 

is a region of pure bec.· Hence the U: (L.T .. P. )-V relation cannot .be used 

to define volumes for the entire volume range of the bcc phase .. 

On the high temperatare s:ide of the lower triple point, the composition 

of sample 26 at equilibrium is -75% hcp .:. -25% bce.. As the temperature 

is raised, the percentage of hcp decreases almost linearly (since the 

(bcc,tr) and (hcp,tr) lines are almost straight and nearly parallel) 

until the -hcp fraction disappears completely at 1.,640 o K = T (bcc,tr). In 

taking a heat capa.ci ty point in this region, the. heat input upsets the 

equilibrium ,between the two solids and equilibrium (at a new compos ition 

ratio) ,is not- reestablished for about 3 to 5 minutes. (See Fig~ 1018.) 

As T (bcc,tr) is approached, the equilibration period lengthens dras

tically, because almost all the hcp is gone. (See Fig~ 10e.) It appears 

that the heat input forms nearly pure bcc at the surface of the cell, 

and if the final equilibrium mole fraction of hcp is very small the 

approach to equilibrium is very slow. (In addition it appears that the 

bcc tends to supercool, probably in the forin of· relatively isolated 

annuli of pure solid.) Thus it may take up to one hour for equilibrium 

. to be established. A convenient feature of the heat capacity of the 

hcp-bcc mixture is that a plot of CjT vs. T is always a straight line. 

The thermodynamic implications of this are not straightforward, because 

so many parameters are changing. But the linearity permits an accurate 

evaluation of the entropy and a convenient extrapolation of Cv (hcp-bcc) 
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to T, ,(~ee, tr). The points tailing off of the hcp_bce line in Fig .. 9 

are due to a lack of equilibrium, which in this case results in a low 

heat capacity. By waiting even longer on afterdrifts, the data are 

observed to fallon the line again. The onset of pure bcc solid is 
I 

detected by a change I to rapid equilibration and lower heat capacity. 

I 

This is easily seen in the afterdrifts. The transition temperature, 

T (bcc, tr) is more accurately measured by a relatively wide point 

spanning the transition than by a narrow one, due to the uncertainty in 

the state of equilibrium in the hcp-bcc mixture very close to the transi
! 

tion. Such a point is called a "mixed" heat capacity point, because it 

begins in one equilibrium phase (in this case the first "phase" is it-

self a mixture of two solids (phases J) and ends in another thermodynamically 

different phase. The transition temperature can be derived from the 

"mixed" point by an elementary application of the lever rq.le. Fortunate-

ly, the ability to measure the heat capacity of the pure bcc phase in the 

supercooled state, therefore spanning T (bcc,tr), has permitted very 

precise determinations of this transition temperature. 

Once in the pure bee phase, the afte~drift is similar to the early 

points in the hcp-bcc mixture. The relaxation time is on the order of 

2 to 3 minutes, up until the highest 10 to 15 millidegrees of the phase. 

(See ,Fig. 10D.) Thereafter the relaxation time begins to increase 

slowly and this is accompanied by an abnormal increase in the heat 

capacity. Just short of the melting point of the bcc phase, T(bcc,m), 

the relaXation time has lengthened to -10 min (see Fig. 10E) and the 

heat capacity is -10 to 15% greater than would be expected from a rea-

scm.ble extrapolation of the lower temperature data. Thd:s pretransition 
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effect will be discussed later, but it is worth mentioning that the heat 

capacity afterdrifts do become truly linear, in contrast to the case at the 

hcp-bcc ~ bcc t:ransition. 

There is one feature of' the afterdrifts in both the hcp-bcc and the 

bcc phases that deserves special notice. When the heater is turned off, 
I 

the·teIlIperature of the calorimeter continues to rise for a considerablie 

length of time and equilibrium is frequently established from below the 

final equilibrium temperature (neglecting the overall drift). 

This behav:i.or also occurs in samples where pure hcpsolid exists at 

temperatures higher than 1.5°:rc.· Edwards and Pan~or;O also reported 

similar observations on hcp solid but .stated that the observed effects 

could be removed by annealing their samples just below the melting point 

before cooling. They also reported that the heat capacities were inde-

pendent of this phenomenon. However, the "afterheating 'T observed in 

the present work was not removed by similar annealing. A possible ex-

planation for this contrasting hehaviorlies in the use of sintered copper 

in Edwards and Pandorf's 25,;30 calorimeter. Their cell was made from· 

copper and the sintering was done inside the cell. Thus their samples 

should warm uniformly, but the small pore size (lO~) in the sintered 

copper might produce density iphomogeneities in their samples if frozen 

quickly. The present cell contained no such thermal contact agent and 

the samples of He 4 had an annular width of _1 cm. The heater is located 

about 3 cm below the thermometers, and thus the thermometers do not 

register the temperature of the hottest spot on the calorimeter during a 

heat input. It is assumed that the "afterheating" is due to an excep-

tionally low boundary resistance between the Be-eu cell and the compressed. 
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If the thermal conductivity across the Be-Cu -7 solid He 

boundary was greaner:"than that of the Be-Cu cell itself, then during a 

heat input, a vertical temperature gradient would be established within 

the sample. When the heater is shut off, the gradient would dissipate, 
I 

causing the upper portion of the sample and thus the thermometers, to 
I 

continue to warm. Effectively, it is as if the cell was not present 

and the heater and thermometers were attached directly to the solid He4 

sample (although at different places). The cell relaXes within ~l sec 

(as seen by a short lag in the heating rate just when the heater is 

turned off) presumably to the gradient already existing in the solid 

sample.. The cell is thereafter relatively ineffective in dissipating 

the gradient in the sample due to the lack of heat exchange material 

and the high heat capacity of the sample .. 

In the hcp-bcc mixed region near T (bcc, tr) the "afterhea ting r.r is 

extremely long and is followed by a cooling drift which becomes linear. 

only after a very long time, as mentioned earlier.. The change from 

"afterheating" to cooling is very sharp, and it appears that the sample 

is generating its own heat. This is probably the case; the heat being 

stored first by the production of pure bec phase near the heater. The 

vertical gradient developed in the sample during the heat input begins 

relaxing as soon as the heater is turned off. At the same time, however, 

the pure bcc near the cell begins to ~evert exothermally to the stable 

.. 

mixture. When this heat has been released, there '.is no!longer a vertical -

temperature gradient in the sample, but there is an axial gradient. The 

converting bcc acts as a heater wrapped uniformly around the hcp-bcc 

sample. Thus when it stops releasing heat, the outside of the sample is 
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warmer than the inside, and a cooling afterdrift results. Thus the' 

overall afterdrift appears as a superimposition of an "afterheating" 

onto an "a ftercooling" from a still higher temperature.. These after-

drifts have frequently shown up to five or six inflections in the 

"linear" portion, presumably due to the spread of nucleation of hcp 

I 
into narrow pure annuli of bcc. The nucleation of hcp is therefore 

thought to be very sluggish. This is substantiated by the fact that 

as soon as the hcp-bcc mixture is converted into pure bcc phase, 

T 2: T (bcc, tr), the bcc phase can be successfully supercooled as much 

as 20 millidegrees before it "pops If back to the stable mixture. (Super-

cooling can be carried farther, anq. in practice is, by warming the 

sample into the bCQ-II region before cooling. This no doubt removes all 

traces ofhcp nucleating centers~) 

It is found that the heat capacity of the bcc phase is the same 

. regardless of how it is formed. Thus at 1~645°K, the heat capacity of sample 

26, only ... 005°K from T (bcc,tr) is the same when 1) the previous point 

started in the hcp-bcc mixture and thus was a "mixed lf point, 2) the sample 

was cooled from the bcc-II region slowly to the start of the point, 3) the 

previous points started well down in the supercooled region., or 4) the.· 

heat capacity was measured in the negative manner outlined in Section II. 

This would suggest that bec solid anneals by itself rapidly, i.e. within 

~10 min •. Most solids anneal rapidly at temperatures just below melting 

and of course solid bec He4 is practically at its melting temperature 
\ 

over its entire range of existence. 

Sample 26 begins to .melt to super'fluid liquid II at 1.6950o K, 

T(bcc,m). The heat capacity discontinuity is difficult to estimate 
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precisely because of the uncertainty as to where the pretransition 

"tail" stops and melting begins. There is, however, a vertical dis ... 

continuity in C
v 

at T (bcc,m). and "mixed" points spanning the transition 

all yield approximately the same transition temperature. It should be 

emphasized that all of the points shown in Fig. 9 were not taken on the 

same pass. Except for the highest molar volumes, there is always such 

a vertical discontinuity in the heat capacity in spite of the "tail." 

For molar volumes higher than ~21.05 cm3jmole, which melt below ~1.55°K, 

the heat capaCity of the bc.c-II mixture is not much larger than that of 

pure bcc. and then the premelting tail obliterates the vertical discon-

tinuity. 

The melting of the bcc phase is marked. by a sudden conversion 

from long relaxation times to very short ones. The "afterheating" 

quickly dies out and does not occur 10 or 15 millidegrees higher in 

temperature. The excellent thermal conductivity of the superfluid frac-

tion causes heating to be uniform, even if the introduction of the heat 

is not. Points taken with negative heat inputs through the (bcc,m) 

transi tion show' the same change in the afterdrifts (in reverse of course) 

so it is certain that the various afterdrifts are properties of the 

corresponding phases and are not dependent on sample history .. 

The heat capacity of the bcc-II muture rises steeply, due to the 

large C of the superfluid fraction just as in the hcp-II mixture.. At 
v 

1.764°K the well known !I.-transition takes place and the heat capacity 

becomes very high. The !I.-point behavior was studied in detail only 

in sample 29. At any volume in the bcc-liquid region, the !I.-point occurs 

at the same temperature, because it is a result of the liquid properties 

• 

.~ , 
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along the freezing line. It is referred to in the literature as the 

"upper lambda point" because it lies at tl1e upper end of the "lambda 

line" in the P-T diagram. (The A.-line traces the loci of the A. point 

temperatures as a function of V or P.) The upper A.-point occurs at a 

lower temperature and a lower molar volume than does the corresponding 

"lower A.-point" on the saturated vapor line .. 

At the upper lambda point sample 26 changes from a mixture of bcc 

and superfluid (bcc-II) to a mixture of bec and "normal" liquid' (bcc-I). 

This is not, how'ever, a "triple point," because as Kierstead has pointed 

out,the properties of normal and super fluid liquid "differ only in the 

way their properties change as the temperature or pressure moves away 

from the lambda line. ,,35 T1t the temperature of the A.-point T(A.), I and 

II have the same properties and are thus not separate phases. 

On the high temperature ,side of the A.-point, the heat capacity of 

the bcc-I mixture first drops very quickly, then begins to rise slowly. 

It is well established40 that the upper triple point (U. T. P.) of the 

bee phase lies (:L0±1.)1O-3oK above T(A.).. Thus at 1.771+°1(, sample 26 

should change from a mixture of bee and Ito hcp and I. However, it is 

found that the bcc-I mixture superheats 15 to 20 millidegrees past T 

(U. T .. P.) before the hcp phase "pops" out. The sample then quickly cools 

to'about T (U .. T.P.) + .005°K, and thereafter slowly cools toward T (U.T.P.) 

in an exponential manner. True equilibrium is not established even 

afte:r two hours, so in practice it has not been possible to determine 

T (U.T.P.) directly. It has been assumed that T (U.T.P.) == T(A.) + 

O.OlOOOK = 1.774°K. (The most careful measurements to date have shown 

that this is accurate to ±.0010.) The latent heat at U.T.P. has not been 
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determined directly, but has been derived from the entropy calculations 

and will be discussed later ... 

The heat capacity afterdrifts show slight afterheating in the 

bcc-I mixture and equilibrium is established from below the eventual 

linear drift line. Normal cooling afterdrifts are seen in the hcp-I 

mixture but the relaxation time is much longer, increasing from ~10 min 

just above T (U.T.P.) to ~30 min near T (I,f) where the hcp-I mixture 

is finally converted to pure liquid I.. The heat capacity of the hcp-I 

mixture is very high and the discontinuity at 2.2822°K, T (I,f), is 

large, due to the steepness of the (I,f) V-T line in this region. 

In the pure I phase, the heat capacity is relatively small and 

is onlymildly dependent on either temperature or molar volume. The 

afterdrifts are normal and have a short relaxation time, as shown in 

Fig. 1031'. 

Sample 26 thus shows seven distinct transitions and passes through 

eight thermodynamically distinct regions. Had the molar volume of 

sample 26 been about .012 cm3jmole higher, the sample would have just 

cut the maximum in the (hcp, mIl) V-T line defined later in this work .. 

There then 1;70uld have been eight transitions below 2.5 OK, although the 

hcp-II -7hcp transition would be practically undetectable. For the 

rec6rd, there would be another detectable "transi tion lt at approximately 

20 oK, where it is estimated that the rising pressure of the sample 

would cause the cell to explode. Fortunately no such transition ever 

occurred. 

It will now be easier to present the description of the other 

samples. The reader is again referred to the V-T phase diagrams in 

... 
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Figs. 3 and 7. Because Gardner did not describe his individual experi

ments, a brief description of them will be given also .. 

Sample 9, V = 20.521 cm3 /mole, was measured in cell No. 0 .. ,Un

fortunately the heat capacity of the empty cell was never measured, and 

therefore to' evaluate the heat capacity of-sampl,e 9, it was necessary to 

guess at the value of the empty heat capacityo Even a crude guess would 

suffice above 1. 5°K, . where the empty heat capacity is less than 1% of 

the total. At lower temperatures the empty is a bigger fraction of the 

total, increasing to 10% at 0.8°K and ~25% at 0.4°K. The heat capacities 

reported for the sample thus should not be given much weight below 1 0 K. 

However, they seem reasonable and are probably accurate to ~5"/o. 

Sampie 9 is valuable because the (hcp, mI) transition was measured 

precisely by the use of "mixed" points. A portion of the hcp-I mixture 

was also measured. The molar volume was estimated from the filling presSl.lre, 

and it checked well with the (hcp,mI) transition and the entropies in the 

hcp..,I mixture. No direct II101ar determination cotlld be made, because while 

the number of moles n had been measured, the volume of the empty cell 

had not. (No other samples were meas)ll'ed in this cell .. ) 

Sample 10, V = 20"!431 cm3/mole, was the first sample studied in 

cell No.1. The molar content measurement is thought to be erroneous 

and therefore the molar volume has been assigned fromtne (hcp,. mI) 

transition temperature. 'Unfortunately the hcp-I mixture was not measured 

and thus the transition temperature had to be evaluated from cooling 

curves, which are only precise to ±. 003 °K~ It has been well estab lished 

that a cooling curve transition temperature is ~.003°K lower than one 

measured by a "mixed ll point, due to thermal gradients in the calorimeter 
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during cooling. While this has been corrected for, the lack of a "mixed" 

point analysis is a serious disadvantage. Gardner based his evaluation 1 

of the linear term in the heat capacity of hcp solid on sample 10 0 This 

sample does show a linear term but none of the eight other samples in 

the hcp phase do. It is thought that the measurement of the empty cell 

heat capacity is erroneous, because sample 11, also measured in the same 

cell, shows a similar anomaly 0 (in the hcp-II phase). Sample 10 will be 

graphically compared with s,ample 31 which has a, .similar molar volume. 

Sample 11, V = 214004 c~/mole, also was measured in cell No.1. 

Below the L.T.P. the sample is always in the hcp-II mixture and it 

shows a large linear term below 0.6°K. None of the ten other samples 

in the hcp-II mixture show a linear term. Furthermore, the heat capacity 

of the sample is about 1-2% higher than would be expected at·· all temperatures 

above 0.6°K. It has therefore been given little weight in the evaluation 

of S vs. V relationships. The data below 0.6°K have been discarded en-

tirely and the entropy calculation was begun at 0.6°K, assuming a 

starting value based on the linear S vs. V plot of the other hcp-II 

samples •. The entropy thus also slowly becomes higher than would be ex-

pected with increasing temperature. 
"~.,~ 

Sample 12, V = 20.997 cm'lmole, was the first sample measured in 

cell No.2." The heat capacity of this empty cell seems to have been 

accurately measured but for unknown reasons the heat capacity of sample 

12 is also abput 1-2% too high above OQ7°Ko Below 0.7°K the heat capacity 

is -,% too high. This sample is also in the hcp-II mixture below the 

L.T.Po and a procedure similar to that used on sample 11 was employed in 

evaluating the entropy. It was not possible to accurately evaluate 



6U(L.T.P.) for this sample, and the entropy was :thus restarted at 

1.465°K in the hcp-bcc mixture based on- the linear S vs. V relationship 

there. The data in the bec phase are not precise for either sample 11 

or 12. Fortunately sample 19 which shows much less scatter lies .at a 
i 

similar molar volume· and thus this range of the bcc phase is well repre
I 

I 

sented. The transition temperatures measured for samples 11 and 12 are 

still quite precisely determined. and thus these two runs have con-

siderable merit. 

Samples 13, 14, and 15 all begin in the pure hep phase. All these 

samples intersect the (hep, tr) line. Thus they do not melt but begin 

transforming into bec solid at the transition. r.here cannot be a 

L.T.P. transition for these samples because they are still in the hcp 

phase at 1.465°Ko Sample 15 passes through the pure bcc phase but the 

data are not very precise. Since sample 29 lies at almost the exact same 

molar volume, the bce data of sample 15 was given little weight. Sample 

14 also passes through the bec phase, although as mentioned in Section III, 
. I 

the data are inconclusive. Sample 13 does not cross the pure bce phase 

and the molar volume was assigned on the basis of the S-V lines in the 

hcp-bcc mixture. Unfortunately the measurements on these three samples 

do not extend into the hcp-I mixed phase •. , 

, Samples 16 and 17 pass through the low temperature portion of the 

bce phase. Heat capacities were only measured in the immediate vicinity 

of the bce phase and there are no 6U (L. T.f.) measurements on these 

samples. 

Sample 18 begins in the pure hcpphase. Like sample 26, the hep 

phase melts to II. The (hep, mIl) transition temperature was determined 
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from one of the cooling curves which showed the transition clearly. 

Gardner's interpretation of this transition temperature was based on a 

flmixed" point and is erroneous because the point unfortunately also 

extended into the L.T.P. transition. There are no data in the hcp-II 

mixed phase and therefore it was not possible to evaluate b.C (hcp, mII). 

It was therefore also difficult to evaluate b.U (LoT.P.) accurately, 

especially slnce the value was very small at this volume. The measurements 

were not continued past the (bcc, m) transition and the data in the bcc 

phase show considerable scatter. In fact, the scatter in the bcc data 

on samples 12 through 18 increased chronologically. At the beginning of 

the measurements on sample 19, it was discovered that one of the external 

solder joints to the high resistance thermometer had deterioratedo This 

was repaired and subsequently the noise level in the thermometer circuit 

decreased ~10 fold. 

Consequently the heat capacity data on sample 19 through 22 show 

much less scatter in the bcc phase than do those of the other samples 

measured in cell No.2.. Samples 19, 20, and 22 start at ~.3°K in the 

hcp-II mixture. When the volume of sample 19 was first determined, it 

was seen to be very close to the (hcp, mII) phase line. At that time 

the relationship between the minimum in the melting pl;'essure curve and 

the ,shape of the (hcp, mII) V-T line had not been analyzed, but it seemed 

plausible that there was a maximum in this line below 1 0 K. Since no 

transitions below 1 0 K were detected in Sample 19, an attempt was made 

to add a little more He4 to the cell. At 4.2°K, ~3 psi more pressure 

was put into the capillary than was used in filling sample 19. TJ:ie cell 

valve was quickly opened and closed. The resulting new sample, 20, was 
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actually less dense by 0.003 c~ /mole so the att.empt was a partial 

failure~ Measurements on sample 20 were made only below 1.3°K, and 
. , . 

also in the vicinity of the (bcc,m) transition to evaluate the volume • 

It has since been established that there is indeed a .max;imum in the molar 

volume of the solid at ~.9°K but that the magnitude of the transitions 

for Ii sample passing through the maximum would be tob small to be detec-
I 

table •. When the data on sample 20 were analyzed and the molar volume 

was seen to be bigger instead of· smaller than sample 19, another attempt 

was made to decrease the molar volume. The capillary was loaded with 

~50 psi more than before and was closed off at the room temperature end 

before quickly opening and closing the cell valve. When the measurements 

on this new sample, 21, in the bcc phase indicated that the molar volume 
1 i , 

had been decreased far too Imlch, it was decided not to continue the meas .. 

.' 0 
urements below 1.52 K. This has proven to have been an unfortunate de-

cision because the data below 1.52°K would have shown an (hcp,tr) transi

tion at ~1.50oK which would have been valuable in defining the (hcp,tr) 

V-T phase line. Nevertheless, the long temperature range of the hcp_bce 

mixed phase in this sample illustrates that C (hcp-bcc) = A-T + B.T
2

, as 
v 

shown in Figo 11. 

The number of moles. n in sample 21 was not measured and. in any case. it 

would not have been of any help in evaluating n for the two preceding samples. 

For purposes of calculating the ~ heat capacities of these samples, n 

was evaluated from the assigned molar volumes and the cell volume. 

The data on sample 22 extended from .3°K to 3.4°K and siX transitio.ns 

,,'ere seen. One point was quite accidentally taken in the supercooled bcc 

phase (up until this point was analyzed it had not been realized tr18.t the 

supercooled bee phase could be investigated). For this sample, an attempt 
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Fig. 11 Experimental heat capacities 01' sample 21. 

This represents all the data taken on this sample. 
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to meaSure .6U (U. T. P.) 'Was made. But before the transition set in, the 

(bce-I) mixture had superheated over 20 millidegrees. For sample 22, 

n was not measured because at the end of the experiment the valve to 

the, measuring tanks was left closed accidentally. The bellows in the 

cell ruptured overnight at an unknown pressure. (Probably -4000 psi, 

because the 1500 psi Heise gauge, open to 'the cell, was rt).ined due to 
I 

the inelastic deformation of it~ Bourdon tube.) 

Sample 23 was measured after the cell was repaired. The (bcc,ni) 

transition was carefully measured over a two week period. Its shifting 
, , 

value indicated that the molar volume was changing and thus the cell 

valve leaked. One interesting observation on this sample is that there 

was no pretransition anomaly in the bce phaseo The transition temperatures 

indicate that the temperature width of the bcc phase is 2-3 millidegrees 

less than would be expected. Unfortunately the heater also malfunctioned 

during this experiment and the heat capacities are not quantitatively 

reliable. They will therefore not be' presented. 

The celi valve was repaired before ~ample 24 was studied. Due to 

the improved alignment of the lower heat switch, it was possible to 

measure the heat capacity of the new empty calorinleter (cell No.~:3) 

to o33°K~ In previous cells, it had not been possible to measure the 

"empty" heat capacity below _.5°K with the heat ,swi tchfully open, while 

the added heat capacity of a sample permitted "full" heat capacity 

measurements down to -.32°K. In fact, the heat capacity of cell No.1 

below 
o .5 K was measured with the heat switch lightly closedo The heat 

capacity of the samples measured in cell number 3 should therefore be 

more accurate than those measured in earlier cells below 0.5 oK. There 
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does in fact seem to be a difference of 1-1/2% in the heat capacities 

measured in cell No. 2 and those in cell No.3, at the lowest tem

peratures. This difference decreases to -1/2% above 1
0

K, which is 

within the overall experimental uncertainties. 

Sample 24, tpe first sample studied in cell No.3, was studied 

for over a two week period. No shift in the (bcc,m) transition tem~ 

perature was detected, nor did any gas·· accumulate in the capillary 

over this period. It was concluded that the cell valve did not leak. 

Extensive measurements on the bcc phase in both the supercooled and 

stable regions using both negative and positive ,6Tts were made. The 

(bcc,m) transition and the pretransition anomaly were also studied in 

both directions. The (bcc, tr) transition was also studied carefully, 

using both short and wide ,6Tts. The data are presented in Fig. 12, 

where it is seen that the data in the pure bcc phase are independent 

of sample history. The (bcc,m) transition appears to be -.002°K lower 

When measured from the "negative" points, due to the gradient in the 

calorimeter when the heater is on. The highest hcp~bcc mixed phase 

data represent the true equilibrium properties. It was necessary to 

wait over two hours on each point for a linear afterdrift. Conse

quently, the points for which linear afterdrifts were not established 

tail off the hcp-bcc line. The wide points which span T (bcc,tr) 

give the most reliable values for this transition temperature and 

these values agree to within ±.OOloK. 

To extend the coverage of the data to the low temperature portion 

of thebcc phase, a volume of 21.1 c.;(/mole was desired for the next 
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sample, 25. An initial volume of 21.0944 cm3 fmole was achieved, repre

senting the consistency of the gas filling procedures. Sample 25 was 

studied for over six w'eeks, during which time many interesting non

equilibrium effects were observed. 

At this volume '.6U (L. T. P.) is very large be'cause the hcp-II mixture 

must be converted to JJ9% bcc - 1% hcp. Thus th'e diff'icul ties in es

tablishing equilibrium in the hcp-bcc phase when the mole fraction of 

hcpis small [near T (bee, tr)J are present here even at the beginning 

of the hcp-bcc range. Furthermore, the hcp-bcc range is only a few 

millidegrees wide and if in passing over the L.T.P. the energy input 

is just slightly too large, the entire mixed phase will be missed. Hence 

it was not possible to produce the stable hcp-bcc mixture at equilibrium 

by starting from below the L. T.P. Upon cooling the bce phase down from 

temperatures above the L.,T.P .. , the phase supercooled so far that by the 

time the hcp nucleated,enough energy had been removed from the sample 

that it was well into the L. T.P. transition. Consequently, it was not 

possible to measure the'heatcapacity of the hcp-bcc mixed phase. 

The bcc phase could only be successfully studied by starting at 

temperatures above T(bcc, m) and then supercooling the phase. The pure 

bcc phase could be supercooled 40 ml1lidegrees, and the heat capacity 

was measured as low as 1.44 OK, which is 25 millidegrees below the 1.. T. P. 

The stable portion of the phase was very narrow', less than. 008 OK, and, ' 

was strongly affected by the pretransition anomaly. 

Pure bcc could not be successfully produced by starting from the 

hcp-II mixture and passing through the L.T.P. and the hcp-qcc mixed 

range. When this was attempted, the heat capacities and the qualitative 
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behavior of the afierdrifts. suggested that the sample oscillated between 

pure bcc and hcp-bee mixture in the region between T (L.T.P.) and 

T (bcc, m)o The (bce, m) transition temperature, when discernible, 

was several millidegrees too high, suggesting. that the bcc phase so formed 

was too dense. This raises the question of what WHS in the missing space .. 
I 

The answer might lie in the work of Shal,riikov,2 who in studying the 

freezing of solid helium visually noted that frequently the growing 

crystals blocked off small volumes of liquid which could not be frozen 

by an increase of pressure.. . Shal'nikov' s stUdies were for the isothermal 

freezing process.. This is,. oB course, a first order process and hence 

one might expect the isothermal transition at the lower triple point to 

follow similar behavior, while the same is not necessarily true for 
I 

the constant volume second order freezing of the solid during cooling. 

Sample 25 was kept below 2°K for four weeks during the first set of 

measurements.. It was then kept for a week at 4°K while calculations were 

completed. It was then studied below 2°Kfor another week., It was ob

vious that the . valve leaked slightly during the week at 4°K, because 

the (bcc, m) transition temperature shifted to lower temperatures, and 

the bcc (supercooled) heat capacity was measurably lowe.r.. The sample, 

measured before and after the one week period, is therefore denoted 25A 

and 25B respectively. The volume of sample 25B was measured directly by 

expansion, and the molar volume of sample 25A was obtained from the 

(bcc, m) V-T line" The data on sample 25A are subdivided into set 1 and 

set 2. Set 1 contains all the hcp-II and hcp-I data, as well as data 

in the pure bcc phase and bcc-II mixture taken by first warming through 

the L.T.P. (see Fig. 13a). Set 2 contains bcc data taken by supercooling 
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XBL684 ~2461 

Fig. 13 Experimental heat capacities o~ samples 25A and 25B. 
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the phase.. Even the runs in thi.s set do not always show the same· 

behavior., Apparently the pre-transition anomaly can, but does not always, 

nucleate the stable hcp-bcc mixture.. The anomalously high points in 

Fig.. 13b are also accompanied by afterdrifts characteristic of the 

hcp-bcc mixture. (The true heat capacity of the hcp-bcc mixture, as 

determined by extrapolation of the data for othtfr samples, would be much 

higher.) The (bcc, m) transition temperature seems to be independent 

of this effect, as the sample, when showing evidence of hcp nucleation, 

falls back into the pure bee phase before the transition .. ·These same 

effects are seen in sample, 25B, Fig. 13c, where fj,ll the bcc data were also 

begun in the supercooled state. While it is certainly not felt that these', 

observations represent any true equilibrium phenomenon, it is felt that 
I I 

. I I 

the data do repre!3ent what happened in the sample at the time, because 

experimentally, an equilibrium, as determined by a linearafterdrift, 

was obtained after every heat capacity point. The hea..l"y lines in Fig. 13 

represent what is thought tb be the true thermodynamic behavior of the 

samples. 

Sample 26 did not show' a linear term in the heat capacity of the 

hcp phase, as had been reported by Gardner using the same apparatus. 

4 
As a control, it was decided to measure the heat capacity of liquid He ' 

unde,r its saturated vapor pressure. Sample 27 W'8S thus introduced at 

-85 psia at 4.2°K. A transition occurred at 3. 578 oK; where the fluid 

crossed the wpor line.. Below this temperature there W'8S alw'8ys vap()r 

above the liquid, and hence the condition of saturated vapor pressure 

was attained. From this transition temperature and the data of· 

41 
Kerr and Taylor, a molar volume of 29.707 cm3jmole is obtained. 
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This is not in agreement with 'the value of' 29.584 c';;jmole obtained from 

the gas expansion. The molar volume of' the liquid at OOK, also from 

41 3 Kerrand Taylor, is 2 7• 579
3 

cm Imole, while at the low'er lambda point 

it is 27.387 cm3jrnole. Thus below 2°K the cell was always at least 92% 

full of liquid. Below 1 0 K C has been assumed equal to C t and , v sa 

the data are presented in Fig. 14. The data from sample 30 below 1 0K 

are also included in Fig. 14. At a molar volume of 23,415 cm3/mole, 

sample 30 is in the pure liquid (II) phase,close to the freezing line 

(II,f). Aside from the many inter,~sting features of the pure liquid C
v 

data, the important point here is that there is no obvious linear term 

in the heat capacity. Therefore, even if' there are differences in the 

behavior of the "empty" calorimeter when empty or when full of ~e4,. 
these difference do not give rise to a linear term in the heat capacity. 

Incidentally, the lower laIPbda point T(A.) in sample 27 was seen at 

2.174 oK,. This is about 0.002 OK higher than the currently a.ccepted value. 

This is consistent with the values of o:r(A.), T (L.T.P.) and T (U~T.P.) 

reported here, which are about 0.001 OK h:igher than other calorimetric 

values .. 24,25,35 Thus it is quite possible that all the temperatures 

reported here above 1 0K are too high by 0" 001 oK. Caveat legator 1 

Samples 28, 36, 37 and 38 begin in the hap-II region, imd were used 

in defining the S vs V relations below the :4.T.P. All four intersect the 

freezing line (II, f). Sample 28 intersects the line only a few tenths 

of a millidegree above the L. T. P. It w'as found that the II phase could 

be supercooled about O.OOlOoK, whereupon the solid which nucleated was 

bce. The bcc-Ilmixture could be supercooled to ~1.39°K before the stable 

hcp solid appeared. Hence it was possible to measure two different 
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I. 0 .---------"-r---.,.--,-----r--.--.--., 

o. I 

0.01 

0.001 

0.3 

• - Sample 27; V sat. 
a - Sample 30; 23.415 cm 3 /mole 

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 
T (oK) 

1.0 

. XBL684- 2539 

Fig. 14 Low temperature heat capacities of samples 27 and 30 • 
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", 

transitions at 1.4656°K = T (I,f), one where hcp + II ~ II, and another 

where bcc + II ~ II. The difference between the two .6C' s was about 

10%, ref'lectinga difference of -5% in dV/dT on the (II,f) V-T line. 

Different notation has not been applied to this V-T line above and 

below'T (L.T.P.), and it is worth repeating that just above 1. 465°K, 

II should freeze to bee, while below' it should,thermodynamically, freeze 

to hcp. Kinetically, this mig'):1t not be favorable. and it is ,possible 

that even below 1.465°K, II will freeze to metastable bcc. This could 

explain why other investigators report the L.T.P. at such low values.20 ,23 

However, the observations on sample 28 do not prove this postulate, as 

the freezing temperature was measurably above, not below, T (LeT.P.). 

Incidentally, there therefore should have been a L.T.P. transition in 

sample 28 but it would have been immeasurably small. Moreover, the 

hcp-II mixture superheated past it, hitting the (II,f) transition first. 

Samples 36,37 and 38 intersect the (II,f) line above the L~T.P. 

,and while the transition temperatures were determined accurately for 

the latter two, the heat capacities were not reliable, due to a mal

functioning of the calorimeter heater at higher potentia:),.s. (The 

eventual death of the heater by open-circuiting caused the termination' 

of this set of experiments.) The data for samples 36, 37 and 38 at . 

temperatures above 1.465°K are therefore not included in the data tables, 

nor were they used in defining S-V relations. 

Sample 29 is similar to sample 26, but being at a low'er molar volunie, 

the hcp intersects the (hcp, tr) line just above T (L.T.P.) •. The upper 

lambda point transition was measured carefully in this sample, using 

.6T's as small as 100 ~ deg. The data are shown in Fig. 15. An interesting 
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~U.T.P. 

14 (superheoted),\ _ . 

. ~ 1 0 

I 13 hcp - I 
Q) -0 
E 

" to-:> 12 -
> , 

U Samp Ie 29 

I I 20.903
1 

cm 3 / mole 

10 

1.75 1.76· 1.77 1.78 1.79 1.80 
T (OK) 

XBL.684-2538 

Fig. 15 Experiment.al heat capacities of' sample 29 in the 
. . 

vicinity of the A transition. 
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feature is that the heat capacity afterdrifts (under these conditions 

of short 6Tf s) relax just as quickly above T(A.) as below, in coIitrast 

to the behavior at the lambda point in the pure liquid. The bcc is an 

excellent heat conductor, and being over 95% of the .sample, fills the 

cell in much the same way that sintered copper would. T(A.) could there

I fore not be directly detected, and had to be evaluated from the heat 

capacity data. As in other samples, the bce .. I mixture superheated 

extensively. 

The sample passed into the bcc phase near the high temperature end 

o·f the phase and attempts to supercool the bec were not as succ'essful 

as for higher volume samples. This is no doubt a direct consequence 

of the higher temperature. 

Since no linear term in the hcp phase of' sample 29 was Seen, 

sample 31 'Was filled at the same pressure as Gardner's sample 10. The 

data for both samples are shown in Fig.. 16. It is obvious that there is 

no linear term in the heat capacity of sample 31 either. The effect 

in sample 10 is therefore not real. and as mentioned previously, must 

be due to errors in the determination of the "empty" heat capacity. 

Samples 32, 33, 34 and 35 all lie in the region of the pure 

liquid. Since this thesis is mainly concerned w'ith the phase diagram 

and'properties of the solid phases, the data for these samples will not 

be presented here. The entropies were used, however, in defining 

(~)T ,uv for the liquid at the freezing line, which is used in deducing 

the shape of the (II,f) V-T curve below 1.465°K,. 

.. 
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B.. The Data 

On the follow'ing pages, the raw data for the majority of the 

samples are presented.. The units of heat capacity are Joules/mole-oK. 

Curvature correction has been applied to the data, since in many cases 

the heat capacity is increasing much faster than ~. The size of the 

corrections rarely amounted to more than 0.1%. No corrections w'ere 

applied to "mixed" points. 

Unfortunately, space limitations prevents the inclusion of the 

size of the 6T used in each point. Such data are necessary only in 

working out transition temperatures. Therefore a table of transition 

temperatures and the ,accompanying heat capacity discontinuities are 

presented in Table V" which immediately follows the raw data. 
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SAMPLE NO. 9 V = 20.521 C C/MOlE 

N T C T C 

," 
1 1.63194 .577759 26 • 53953 .014612 
2 1.76883 .814332 27 • 57744 .017 qt 7 

3 1.81672 1.277618 28 .61646 .021 952 
;. 4 • 53752 .014165 2~ .66492 .O?7579 

5 .56240 .016686 3) • 71306 .034725 
6 .61.189 .021454 31 • 75003 ~04000R 

7 .67122 .028538 32' • 81604 .052116 
A .721 77 .035680 33 .91023 .072875 
9 .75980 .042136 34 1.00308 .1001?? 

10 .81448 .052107 35 1. 11929 .147408 
11 .871 77 .064544 36 1.26554 .223293 
12 .93532 .081284 37 1.42179 .340749 
13 1.01172 • 104773 39 1.46889 .38'1195 
14 1.10257 .140851 39 1. 52475 .443426 
15 1.21922 .1941<;5 4) 1.61883 .558407 
17 1.41501 .332072 41 1. 69514 .673387 
18 1.51629 .. 433202 42 1.72541 .725998 
19 1.66399 .623318 43 1. 74784 .766205 
20 1.80858 3.6533.08 44 1.77486 .R 07 fl24 
21 ~37492 .004971 45 1.84651 12.5?1 R70 

.22 .39140 .005689 46 1.86877 13.129990 
23 • ~9804 .005841 47 1. 93170 14.407550 
24 .40715 .006342 4~ 2.06037 16.451720 
25 .43214 .007601 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * 

SAMPLE NO • 10 V 20.431 CC/MOlE 

2 • 41185 .006380 22 .4990 A .011246 
3 .44972 .008244 23 • 53625 .013968 
4 .48428 .010306 24 • 57622 .017344 
5 .53950 .014266 25 • 62101 .02l756 
6 .60059 .019702 26 .67317 .027A99 
7 .66050 .026378 21 • 73553 .03646? 
8 .72405 .034841 28 • 79986 .04698A 
9 .78019 .043511 29 • 86766 .06051 7 

10 • R43 95 .055853 30 • 90762 .i>6q997 
.. 11 .91852 .072763 31 • 99077 .093117 

12 1.00923 .0990.46 32 1.10897 .13543? 
13 1.12756 .143449 33 1.22780 .192346 
14 1.26519 .215342 34 1. 36074 .27A4~9 

15 1.43898 .346334 35 1.53662 .439V50 
16 1.58621 .497168 36 1. 73636 .637A44 
17 .33847 .003583 37 • 33856 .003604 
18 .3(1)56 .004471 38 • 36749 .OO4,)R3 
19 .1961 fl • "05663 B .39999 .005846 
20 .43367 .1)07371 40 • 43343 .()n7:389 
21 .46448 .009043 41 • 46194 .008897 
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N T C ~ T r. 

42 .49240 .010804 94 .46122 .008865 
43 .53112 .013550 95 .49921 .011257 
44 .57120 .016830 9~ .54007 .014242 
45 .61877 .021434 97 • 57829 .017494 
46 .67395 .028051 98 • 62257 .on90l) 
47 .73681 .036562 99 • 68520 .029396 
48 .80376 .047557 100 • 75818 !' 039c}82 
49 .88746 .065186 101 • 83514 ~053608 
50 .98968 .091231 102 .92989 ~ 075770 
51 1.08677 .125834 103 1 •. 03631 .107828 
52 1.19492 .174215 104 1.14345 .• 1 50114 
53 1. 34433 .265146 105 1.26748 .214776 
54 1.52745 .424991 106 1. 43641 .339687 
55 1.65679 .581951 · 107 1.62518 .540960 
57 .36331 .004439 108 1. 74689 .740570 
58 .39086 .005466 109 • 97508 .OR86l53 
59 .42442 .006918 110 1. 08792 .126652 
60 .1+5515 .008527 III 1.21169 .183326 
61 .48451 .010326 112 1.34901 ,,26A.A26 
62 .51570 .012347 113 1.52861 .427572 
63 .55291 .0152<;6 114 1.68710 .616657 
64 .59911 .019492 115 .36389 .004412 
65 .65051 .025106 11~ .39835 .005751 
66 • 71392 .033216 118 • 41266 .009523 
67 .78264 .043855 11~ .51511 .012348 
68 .85473 .057697 120 .56393 .0161A7 
69 .94573 .079937 121 .62311 .021A83 
70 1.05236 .1133176 123 • 15144 .039900 
71 1.15736 .15.6148 126 1.04594 .111679 
72 1.25286 .2057CO 127 1. 16019 .158534 
73 1.38477 .294481 128 • 32295 .003135 
74 1.54092 .438493 129 • 34954 .003944 
75 1.69893 .642071 130 • 38022 .OOr;054 
76 1.81932 • 886949 131 .41543 .006510 
77 1.86708 5.396549 132 • 45204 .008397 
79 .40512 .006054· · 133 .; 48435 .O10?9~ 

80 .44180 .007815 134 • 5233 q .01794R 
81 .47239 .009517 135 .57149 .016A67 
82 .50857 .011918 136 .62875 .02?607 
83 .54931 .015013 137 • 70040 .031367 ~. 

84 • 59488 .01 QC18 133 • 78090 .Q4384'5 
85 .64525 .024389 · 139 • 86584 .060390 
86 .70523 .032118 14:> • 96955 .086659 .. 
87 .76578 • 041031 141 1.08908 .1?7365 
88 .83142 .052991 143 1.39097 .305116 
89 .89610 .06721R 144 1. 56836 .476874 
90 .95540 .082493 145 .87318 .062216 
')1 • 3639 R .004454 146 • 93685 .0776A4 
92 .39182 .00SSl:.} 147 1.03001 .105687 
93 .421 69 .0C6840 148 1. 15451 .153933 
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N r C T ( 

1St) 1.37236 .287284 153 1.78082 .830457 
151 1.50482 ··.406772 154- 1.82027 .P.86190 
152 1.66711 .606300 156 1. 85216 1.019426 

'* :0: * * :0: * * * :0: * * * :0: :0: * * * * * * :0: :0: * * :0: :0: * * * * 
I 

SANlPlF. NO. 11 V .- 21.)·04 CC/MOLE 

1 1.34576 .488840 45 1. 60514 1.631118 
2 1.35350 .571306 4S 1.61489 ·1.hhA5q5 
3 1.36405 .601395 47 1. 6241 8 1.727295 
4 1.37812 .646 cH3 48 1. 63306 1.770 C 5 8 
5 1. 398 7S .732823 4~ 1. 641 7 5 1.855109 
6 1.42291 • R42 780 50 1.64913 2.543646 
7 1.44205 .917C89 51 1. 65736 3.375193 
8 1.45358 1.012042 52 ·1.6693q 3.947811 
9 1.46091 .913569 53 1.68348 4.4C}SlO6 

10 1.46465 4.628t4R 54 1. 69911 5.460662 
14 1.46658 3.238248 55 1.71589 6.9197.37 
15 1.46711 12.093920 56 1. 73213 9.029180 
16 1.47214 1.680040 57 1. 74T~3 12.404360 
17 1.47841 1.870719 58 1.76374 17.728220 
18 1.48662 1.910621 59 1. 77973 12.395710 

.19 1.49604 1.988977 60 1. 77930 15.981190 
20 1.50441 2.041586 61 1.78154 17.470260 
21 1.51.307 2.116762 62 1.7817.9 17.753130 
22 1.52185 2.171487 63 1. 78409 15.060890 
23 1.53028 2.251566 64 1. 78883 13.335100 
24 1.53836 2.315599 65 1.82467 14.571570 
25 1.54537 2.3h1907 6S 1.85015 15.557270 
26 1.55304 2.451531 67 1.88240 15.867390 
27 1.56135 2.528067 68 1.93839 16.1.00350 
28 1.56862 2.571944 69 1.99082 16.943700 
29 1.57480 2.606628 70 1.54121 ?353741 
30 1.35309 .581678 71 1.56179 2.532290 
31 1.38709 .691651 72 1. 57732 1. ':\ 36735 
32 1.43028 • R76984 73 1.58693 ] .041770 
33 1.46175 1.218544 75 1.59790 ].588761. 

1034 1.46558 5.139058 76 1.60196 1.614275 
35 1.40997 5.280899 77 . 1.60666 1.637901. 
36 1.48879 1.936638 78 1.61133 1.645730 

• 37 1.52316 2.226646 79 1. 61598 1.6781.60 
38 1.54855 2.453760 80 1. 62037 1.697615 
39 1. 56497 2.608415 81 1.62467 1.7?6770 
40 1.5H054- 2.701460 82 1. 628132 1.741011. 
41 1.53709 2.686947 83 1.63285 1.7A341)4 
42 1.581318 2.44144q 85 1. 6391 3 1.81.17RR 
43 1.589/t8 2.200582 86 1.64133 1.8551.14 
44 1.5952d 1.585376 87 1. 64377 1.943663 
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N T C N T C 

88 1.64571 2.149786 112 • 47849 .012080 
89 1.64734 2.756462 113 .51456 .01504~ 

90 1.64936 3.269507 114 • 55550 .~19011 

91 .36040 .005171 115 .605ClO .0')4743 .• 
92 .39139 .006591 116 • 6 70S 4 .0'34?9~ 

94 .46299 .010892 117 • 75571 .050350 
95 .49575 .013424 113 • 85375 

I 
~075739 

96 .53830 .q17227 119 • 95768 ~1 13462 
97 • '58780 .022571 12:> 1. 06997 1.17')764 
98 .64906 .030847 121 1.13735 .2?3f54 
99 • 71 759 .042473 12~ 1.15803 .244704 

100 .79124 .058418 123 1. 1 7797 .263611 
101 .87582 .082801 124 1.19274 .?8~R63 

102 .98466 • 125618 125 1.20871 .29721'4 
103 1.10212 .194844 126 1.22576 .32101'1' 
104 1.21136 • 2999<; 7 127 1.24448 • ~ 45 ~ 16 
105 1.31194 .470336 128 1. 26761 .380742 
107 • 32290 .1)0376R 12~ 1. 28998 .418586 
108 .34582 .004578 13:> 1.31161 .467246 
109 .37608 .005847 131 1.333{H .518192 
110 .41169 .007673 132 1.35600 .5809311 
111 .lt4762 .009881 133 1.37876 .6591777 

* *' .... 
*' 

... 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

... 
* * * * * * * * * .,.. .,.. .... 

SAMPLE NO. 12 V = 20.997 CC/MJlE 

1 1.33353 • '500Se2 26 1.67369 3.995736 
2 1.35182 .552625 27 1.68394 4.514776 
3 1.37277 .616931 23 1.55511 2.469798 
4 1.39421 .693C69 29 1. 56820 ').608187 
5 1.41630 .785935 30 1. 57270 2.623193 
6 1.43903 ~ 8992C8 31 1. 57643 ') .697950 
7 1.45854 2.519911 32 1. 58058 2.671373 
8 1.46626. 208.430300 33 1.58525 2.74461R 
9 1.47084 4.376475 34 1.58982 2.748180 

10 1.48656 1.899757 35 1.59722 ?001809 
.11 1.50126 2.036186 36 1.60891 1.614736 
12 1.51193 2.099728 37 1.62220 1.67':0\869 .-
13 1.52650 2.227449 38 1. 63508 1.741R3~ 

15 1.55478 2.487510 39 1.64616 1.839627 
16 1. ~646/t 2.5476CO 4) 1.65599 2.71697~ • 
17 1.57142 2 •. 600487 41 1.66373 3.'585157 
18 1.57806 2.643201 '+2 1. 66981 3.B4R?8CJ 
21 1.59827 2.1~66R4 43 1. 67346 4.0091'14 
22 1 • ..,1230 1.643361, 44 1. 6768~ 4.1R3119 
23 1.63192 1. 7 42212 45 1.6798(, 4.36'1105 
24 1.64921 2.06ge72 4~ 1.68242 4.442'107 
25 1.66246 3.500581 47 1. 6A511 4.'176RIR 
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N T C r r: 

48 1.68794 4.758442 77 • 91701 .0963?0 
51 .37696 .005Q48 78 • 941 70 .105776 
52 .41434 .007935 79 .96171 .113'33? .. 53 • 45182 .010275 8J • 97753 .120795 
54 .47747 .012168 81 • 99024 .i2701? 
55 .49815 • 013927 82 1.00339 .132716 
56 .51276 .015145 . 83 1.01712 .139741 
57 .52836 .016647 8!t : 1.03122 .147'568 
58 .55330 .018994 85 1. 044i- 9 ~1554A4 

59 .59485 .02:\723 8~ 1.05846 .163551 
60 ·.63806 .029518 98~ 1.072S7 .172971 
61 .69169 .038234 87 1.08064 .18401, 
62 • 75681 .050Q40 88 1. 08642 .18747, 
63 .82110 .065851 89 1.10136 .19471'4 
64 • 89A 50 .089631 9J 1. 11629 .205034 
65 .99693 .129595 91 1. 14301 .223603 
66 1.08582 .180234 92 1.18160 .261022 
67 1.15991 .2385<;7 93 1.22106 .305616 
68 1.25335 .~52058 9!t 1.26186 .364950 
69 1.35409 .574405 95 1.30472 .446]46 
70 .52177 .015929 96 1. 36529 .61028? 
71 • 56467 .019976 98 1.55142 2.437674 

I 

72 .61725 .026666 99 1. 55467 2.488033 
73 .68024 .036141 10) 1. 55686 2.496802 
74 .74459 .048109 101 1. 55922 2.51572' 
75 .80626 .062536 102 1.56186 2.540271 
76 .87003 .080050 103 1. 56513 2.507A3~ 

* * 
... 

* * * * * * *' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** .... 

SAIv1PLE NO. 13 V = 20.742 CC/MOLE 

1 1.36510 .329287 19 1. 77166 '1.26473'1 
2 1.39146 .351492 2) .39722 .OOA440 
3 1.44863 .'tlO4Q9 21 ./t 1858 .007509 
1+ 1.5J591 .475525 22 .4410') .00871)6 
5 1.55479 .538317 23 • 46944 .010576 
6 1.59336 .598863 24 .50171 .012A90 ... 7 1;61353 .'>42371 25 • 5391 6 .016081 
8 1.62648 .653183 2S • 58212 .020260 
9 1.63831 .667645 27 .62721 .025401 

" 10 1.64985 .699004 28 • 68057 .0~?786 

11 1.65907 1.361359 n • 74403 .047'173 
12 1.66609 2.539715 3J .81020 .055644 
13 1. ·:)77~O 2.386373 31 .881g1 .073279 
14 1.6Q340 3.016464 32 .97532 .1 (q 6'27 
15 1.71667 3.375770 33 1. 083 ~ '5 .144711 
16 1.73981 ~.692278 34 1. 19865 .205105 
17 1.75365 '5.747962 35 1.33139 .300Q":n 
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N T C \I T C 

36 1.46778 .433514 42 • 78604 .050975 
37 .51575 .(14031) 43 • 86510 .OAR700 
38 .55936 .017894 44- .919')3 .~83561 

39 .60605 .022773 45 • 95056 .093092 
40 .65325 .028813 4S .98313 .104006 
41 .70845 .036922 47 1.02005 .117698 

.... 
*i * * * 

I 

* * * * * ..... * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

S AMPL E NO. 14 V = 20.846 C CI MOLE 

1 .45348 .009924 46 1.25315 .259498 
2 .4-7211 .011187 47 1.28578 .2838]8 
3 .4-]262 .012740 48 1.31940 .3l0A35 
4 .51861 .014921 49, 1.34396 .322427 
5 .557':>4 .018498 50 1. 36688 .352?7h 
6 .604R4 .023724 52 1.41375 .386079 
7 .65760 .030740 53 1.44284 .434220 
8 .71997 .040525 54 1.46319 .4564?7 
9 .78527 .052728 55 1.48167 .47774? 

10 .85062 .067935 61 1. 53963 .546231 
12 1..01589 .121535 62 1.55079 1.604747 
13 1.11244 .165381 63 1.556&1 1.973666 
14 1.24160 .245540 64 1.56553 2.123449 
1 7 .58354 .021431 65 1. 57694 ?206718 
18 • 63636 .027732 6~ 1.58749 2.296960 
19 .68955 .035414 67 1.59912 2.4111r;9 
20 .74073 .043995 68 1. 61002 2.510980 
21 .80791 .057656 69 1.62038 ?607777 
23 .97063 .104865 70 1.63105 '1.710350 
25 1.15836 .191783 71 1.64541 2.935415 
26 1.25734 .256399 72 1. 6565 A 3.098555 
27 1.36182 .343861 73 1.67057 3.199029 
28 1.43648 .420113 74 1.68640 3.418h06 
30 1.48782 .476914 75 1.70148 3.595802 
31 1.50549 .4CJ81?3 76 1. 71357 1.732781 
32 1.511 fJ9 .516778 77 1.72259 3.861549 
33 1.51597 .519242 78 1.73288 3.959h?2 
34 1.52321 .533077 79 1.74361 3.981449 • 
35 1.53000 .539023 8:> 1.752S7. ~.961045 

36 1. :;3955 .561568 81 1. 76214 5.55?694 
37 1.54666 .672970 82 1.77019 7.6957~~ 

38 1.54952 1.715642 83 1. 77597 H.7?0029 
39 l.S5379 1.711963 Sit 1.11874 11.1A7f,~0 

40 1.55749 1.~71557 85 1.77650 153.41 ~40() 
41 1.169h9 .lq8787 8S 1.77604 ?Ol.R14700 
42 1.1'3705 .199543 91 1. 73190 1.6ROA61 
44 1.210/+8 .?173R7 92 1.734g2 3.Ah8604 
45 1. 22702 .234191 93 1. 7/tl0 0 ~.9784?5 
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N T C T r. 

94 1.74699 3.977897 .101 1. 76027 3.955837 
95 1.74942 3.703771 104 1.76090 3.841 R06 
96 1.75051 3. 739677 105 1. 761 73 3.~O7~65 

• 97 1.75143 '.,)I22e8 106 1.76260 3.8721374 
98 1.75243 3. 732C<;6 107 1. 76394 4.107537 
99 1. 75345 3.749460 108: 1.76611 3.835F86 

100 1.75484 3.g41359 10~1 1.76915 2.882587 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

SAMPLE NO. 15 V = 20.900 CC/MOLE 

2 1.6404'1- 2. <:;4 A3 01 39 • 70605 .039108 
3 1.64838 3~117702 40 • 77526 .051848 
4- 1.66097 3.2450(11 41 • 84396 .O677?7 
5 1.67313 3.344170 42 • 93879 .096060 
6 1.68233 3.424168 43 1.07033 .149381 
7 1.68793 3.320265 44 1.18835 .214414 
8 1.68993 3.370790 45 1.30129 .799410 
9 1.S9185 3.320773 . 46 1.38873 .379834 

1 0 1.69380 3.336814 47 1.42432 .427227 
11 1.69580 3.394348 48 1.44715 .447557 
12 1.69763 3.320185 49 1.45591 .468167 
13 1.69<;58 3.3420E6 50 1.46190 .471416 
14 1.70148 3.236153 51 1.46800 .490448 
15 1.70347 3.283312 52 1.47129 .495CJ17 
16 1.70518 2.927661 53 1.47544 .629669 
17 1.70652 2.738900 54 1.47883 1.1'56910 
18 1.70785 2.343069 55 1.4790B 1.111191 
19 1.70998 1,.986953 56 1.51585 1.812793 
20 1.71307 1.978440 57 • 36583 .00533? 
21 1. 71603 1.991506 58 .38888 .006370 
22 1.71805 1.966651 59 • 41856 .007977 
23 1.71946 2.011871 60 • 45523 .010324 
24 1.72111 2.014132 61 .48217 .012?() 1 
25 1.72207 2.051088 62 • 51411 .O1480? 
26 1. 72446 2.066018 64 .59448 . .022949 
27 . 1.728F7 Z.OQ99c4 65 • 65246 .0,0'562 
28 .35381 .004930 6~ .71012 .039n4~ 

29 .36079 .005223 61 • 77924 .052998 
30 .37346 .005680 68 .87618 .0166'; t; 
31 .39318 .006614 69 • 99499 .116441 
32 .42294 .008230 70 1.12850 • 119') 3 7 
33 .45969 .1110544 71 1.28211 .2843';7 
34 .48985 .012803 73 1. 50939 1.7A?45"1, 
35 • 52886 .016090 7~ 1. 561 g 8 2.2"'2407 
36 • 56H 76 .0200<;5 75 1.61361 2.77A??,0 
37 • 60568 • :)24360 76 1.66773 3.391501 
3g .64749 .029810 77 1.69697 3.275}19 
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N T C N T r. 

78 1.69812 3.268724 88 1.71808 1.967'?70 
79 1.69974 3.520126 8~ 1.72212 7.021773 
80 1.70289 3.679974 90 1.726) 2 2.0756'57 ,., 

81 1.70543 3.361325 91 1. 73150 7.13'5128 
82 1.70641 3. 128246 92 1. 73602 ?7780'59 
83 1.70746 2.641295 93 1.73952 7;.86',) 18 ~ 
84 1.70893 1.900267 94 1. 74124 5~.477?R9 
85 1.71057 1.914547 95 1.74248 

I ~ 
7!.02779J 

86 1.71221 1.929566 9~ 1.74390 7.'583690 
87 1.71471 1.988491 97 1. 74527 7.770978 

* * * * * * * * * 
... 

* "" "" * * * "" "" * * * * "" "" "" * * "" * "" ... 

SAMPLE: NO. 16 V = 21.065 CC/MOLE 

1 1.48703 2.116297 30 1. 56543 2.014460 
2 1.49239 2.106173 31 1.57163 2.098(164 
3 1.49709 2.158825 32 1. 57894 '/.197645 
4 1. 49947 2.044938 33 1.58357 7.761937 
5 1.50055 2.105067 34- 1. 58803 2.335973 
6 1.50240 2.157427 35 1.59239 2.414289 
7 1.50546 2.201156 36 1.59651 2.483317 
8 1.51187 1.290363 37 1.60260 2.597553 
9 1.52006 1.334352 38 1. 48911 7.055389 

10 1.52800 1.361651 3~ 1.49522 2.1 19443 
11 1.53569 1.408531 4) 1.50121 2.163382 
12 1.54300 1.495740 41 1. 50416 1.65492'> 
1~ 1.54950 1.793971 42 1.50509 1.842763 
14 1.55528 1.912886 43 1.50599 1.838578 
15 1.56074 1.959478 44- 1.50677 1.56R315 
16 1. 56598 2.023424 45 1. 50844 1.484996 
17 1.57105 2.096931 46 1.51157 1.304176 
18 1.57594 2.159432 48 1.51813 1.325580 
19 1. 50854- 1.280083 4~ 1. 52324 1.3':;5026 
20 . 1. 51 706 1.311722 50 1.52934 1.378765 
21 1.52454 1.347254 51 1.53650 1.473':;46 
22 1.53167 1.382493 52 1.54283 1.497300 
23 1.53925 ·1.433743 53 1. 54591 1.5448':;1 
24 1.54614 1.601807 55 1. 54716 1.646639 
25 1.55205 1.889465 56 1. 54762 1.67274A 
26 1.55751 1.930409 57 1.54820 1.7)0397 
27 1.56119 1.<:)70644 58 1. 54928 1.R0444() 
28 1. 56208 2.003196 5~ 1.55247 1.8945CR 
29 1.56367 ?1)06256 60 1. 55750 1.930'55? 

* * * *' * * 
... 

* :0: :0: * "" 
:0: * :0: * * * * * :0: * "" * * * * * * :0: .... 
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S"MPlE NO. 17 V = 21.070 C C /MOlE 

N T ,C T r: 

5 1.47079 2.034589 41 1.51405 1.318608 
6 1.47315 1.997179 42 1.51894 1.346469 
7 1.47548 1.640541 43 1.52341 1.370881 
9 1.47922 2. 124267 44 1. 52815 1.404490 
9 1.48603 2.073439 45 1.53139 1.4480"5 

10 1.49254 2. 103243 46 1. 53326 1.484300 
11 1.4<i725 2.065170 47! 1.53424 1.'525441 
12 1. 48253 2.032935 49! 1.53551 1.595771 
13 1.49474 2.128700 4=:J 1. 53612 1.622115 
14 1.50243 1.644519 51 1.53774 1.725794 
15 1.50971 1.307051 52 1.53888 1.879186 
16 1.51503 1.314940 53 1.54025 1.825C'5() 
17 1.51820 1.3340eg 54 1.54187 1.84'5147 
18 1.52198 1.35612<:) 55 1.54404 1.819666 
19 1.52631 1.395888 56 1. 54643 1.851284 
20 1.53080 ,1.426866 57 1.54901 1.875996 
21 1.53343 1. '509442 58 1. 55169 1.807677 
22 1.53549 1.577512 60 1.47680 2.028691 
23 1. 53805 1.739630 61 1.48723 2.091278 . 
24 1.54153 1.791654 62 1. 49475 2.131430· 
25 1.47843 -,2.005590 63 1.49893 2.098086 
26 1.49138 2.115326 64 1. 50080 1.762241) 
27 1.49663 1.85504<} 65 1.50137 2.010'967 • 
28 1.4969'1 2.06<}415 67 1. 50583 1.292371 
29 1.49697 1.76<}677 68 1.51008 1.304013 
30 1.49744 1.824198 69 1.51581 1.3116H7 
31 1.49808 1 .900665 70 1.52334 1.369090 
32 1.49869 1.770630 71 1. 52940 1.412251 
33 1. 49954 1.695953 72 1.53195 1.453546 
34 1.50068 1.484925 73 1.53583 1.620553 
35 1.50158 1.280815 74 1. 5446 B 1.821010 
36 1.50257 1.284601 75 1.55571 1.934964 
37 1.50358 1.285527 76 1. 5661 1 2.063051 
38 1.50532 1.293538 77 1. 575 B 6 2.18'J844 
39 1.50733 1.297211 78 1. 5852 '5 2.335462 
40 1.50975 1.308319 79 1. 594) 7 2.483065 

* * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * ** * 
" 

S AMPl E NO. 18 V - 20.9215 CC/...,OlF 

.. 1 1.53895 2.07<}517 =:J 1.61271 2.8173A9 
2 1.54479 2.130608 10 1. 62342 2.943?71 
3 1.54973 2.188613 11 1.63372 3.0315n2 
4 1.55692 2.270524 12 1. 64365 3.1 56995 
5 1.56612 2.174614 13 1.65321 3.21)0075 
6 1.57706 2.'t69147 14 1.66246 3.3?504A 
7 1.58959 2.577610 15 1. 67146 3.4~5803 

~ 1. 60142 2.702018 1~ 1. 676!t6 3.0h0460 
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N T C T r: 

17 1.67793 3.073496 48 1. 72016 2.201'375 
18 1.67933 1.273417 49 1.72104 2.1?44A' 
19 1.68128 3.234945 50 1.72187 2.2'57715 
20 1.68702 2.189622 51 1. 72336 2.3'30066 
21 1.69269 1.88445 '3 52 1. 72503 7..826738 
22 1.69638 1.393288 53 1. 72625 4.025977 

·23 1. 70134 1.947774 54 1.72651 '51.4528 ?6 
24 1.70624 I 1.968215 55 1.72771 6

1
.? 7541 0 

25 1.66377 3.477069 56 1.31983 1.31 A 465 
26 1.68tt84 2.723080 57 1.39590 .414R73 
27 1.68818 1.769986 58 1.45763 1.123543 
23 1.6<}215 1.945285 59 • 41267 .007740 
29 1.69577 1.1321104 60 • 42957 .008696 
30 1.69913 1. 865486 61 .45057 .010069 
31 1.70366 1.947643 62 .47245 .011673 
32 1.70911 2.022075 63 • 49955' .013759 
33 1.71423· 2.009601 64 • 52825 .016321 
34 1.71891 ?154962 65 • 55916 .019353 
35 1.72263 2.546198 66 • 60044 .O2400{) 
36 1.72564 3.979448 67 • 64024 .029058 
'37 1.72772 6.404801 68 • 67401 .034)07 
38 1.72993 6.862770 69 • 71781 .041341 
39 1.68496 1.793918 70 • 768:' 1 .051107 
40 1.63661 1. ~51226 71 • 82664 .064273 
41 1.68955 1. R 86 711 72 • 8861 7 .0803'59 
42 1.69475 1.900824 73 .94703 .100265 
43 1.69979 1.925764 74- 1.02236 .129450 
44 1.70441 1.966284 75 1. 11200 .173063 
45 L 70916 2.016.3 69 76 1.21368 .? 35967 
46 1.71329 2.047459 77 1.36195 .39498R 
47 1.71724 2.092867 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

S AMPL E NO. 19 V = 20.984 :C/MOLE 

1 1. 36954 .577090 13 1.58157 7.64A736 
.2 1.38430 .622154 14 1. 59204 2.701731 

3 1.40002 .674519 15 1. 59797 7.7Q601' .. 
4 1.41611 • 746299 16 1. 60445 ?A21714 
5 1.43154 .816450 17 1.61151 2.403546 
6 1.44700 .'394916 18 1.62155 1.649011 
7 1.46533 3.490442 B 1.62879 1.689;;>56 
8 .1.43104 1. :'314710 2) 1.63345 1.697854 

1008 1.47099 3.019842 21 1.63649 1.7]7A04 
9 1.49278 1.381874 22 1. 63979 ].779(149 

10 1.51722 ?')70872 23 1. 64522 1.7')6125 
1 1 1.5464Q 2.341465 24- 1. 6500 13 1.78195? 
12 1.5050l 2.519374 25 1.65')37 ].A27670 

I! 
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N T C T r: 

26 1.66054 1.860816 75 1.00751 .129416 
27 1.66435 1.91527/+ 76 1.07946 .166447 
28 1.66818 2.119723 77 1.14223 .2086::37 

• 29 1.67105 2.780905 79 1.176~ 8 .1'37831 
30 1.67406 3.727247 79 1.19151 .1'56777 
31 1.67787 3.981025 80 1.20<.J70 ,.276416 
32 1.58205 2.619836 81 1.2,3276 .300233 
33 1.58710 2.7223C7 82 1.26098 .338661 
34 1.59440 2.188856 83 1~28104 .373351' 
35 1.600<.J5 2.846946 84- 1.29750 .4041'2R 
36 1.60548 2.862738 85 1.31636 .43R463 
37 1.60804 2~744613 8S 1.33925 .491'549 
38 1.60961 2.735714 87 1.36289 .5551">7 
39 1.61128 2.235811 88 1.3861B .630657 

1039 ,1.61124, 2.298992 89 1. 40991 .731299 
40 1.61335 1. 650747 9:1 • 35093 .00477'5 
41 1.61615 1.636935 91 , .36982 .005 15 R 8 
42 1.61918 1.634874 92 .38815 .006458 
43 1. 62569 1.667015 93 .40633 .007466 
44 1.63593 1.712781 94 .4239? .0084~8 

45 1.64595 1. 763496 95 .44608 .009<134 ' 
46 1.65533 1.821602 96 • 46659 .0113]3 
47 1.66087 1.858117 97 .50990 .014757 
48 1.66316 ' 1.899847 98 • 53446 .01 70::3 8 
49 1 ~ 66559 1.942446 9::] • 56141 .019768 
50 1.66768 2.0470<;4 100 .59001, .02301'0 
51 1.66949 2.255925 101 .61681 .026524 
52 1.67089 2.687249 102 • 64608 .030556 
53 1~67182 3.413437 103 .68169 .035858 
54 1.67300 3.690467 10!t .71779 .042294 
55 .35749 .005032 105 • 75656 .049837 
56 .37837 .006020 106 • 79512 .0582A5 
57 .40170 .007187 107 • 83368 .068326 
58 .43266 .009038 108 .87368 .079199 
59 .45351 .010371 109 .92249 .0951'89 
6C> .4- 7273 .011764 11:> .98048 .117522 
61 .4B919 .013028 111 1. 04378 .147118 
62 .50746 .014558 112 1.10955 .186788 
63 .52677 .016333 113 1.16765 .231654 
64 e 54770 .018361 114 1. 20956 .2741'09 
65 .573 97 .021175 115 1. 24825 .315567 
66 .60232 .024480 116 1.28375 .372237 

. 67 .63110 .028412 117 1. 3266 '3 .461665 
68 .66076 .032545 118 1. 37288 .589244 
69 • 696 bO .038449 1U 1.38362 .627913 
70 .73394 .('\45258 12:) 1. 38902 .6420511 
71 • 77505 .053735 121 1.39832 .6752 Lt6 
72 .82345 .065304 122 1.41120 .727q9'1 
73 .880b!t .081420 123 1.42510 .78941'6 
74 .93853 .10f)9f.5 124 1.43939 .86091 'i 
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N T C N T ( 

125 1.44974 .917041 141 1. 66409 1. R 792? 9 
126 1.45438 .935720 142 1.66604 1.96174'1 
127 1.45913 .974567 143 1. 66816 ?OAO?OA 
128 1.46371 .993598 14~ 1.66181 1.835460 
129 1.46581 515.696500 145 1. (641) 8 1.A73?97 
130 1.46581 783. 729800 14f, 1.66580 1 ~ 9, 574'54 

1130 1.47418 3.7313C3 147 1.66791 ?P61S99 
131 1 .46585 138.065400 148 1. 66951 ?~300731 
132 1.47502 2.850924 14:} 1.67114 2~970R?6 
133 1.664'+4 1.968231 150 1. 67230 3.454195 
134 1.67032 2.611683 151 1.67411 3.811910 
135 1.67173 3. (t86817 152 1. 71606 6.715970 
136 1.67399 3.R164Cl 153 1.73017 8.476633 
137 1.68029 4.130737 154 1. 74454 11.23;>090 
138 - 1.691 94 4. 764356 155 1. 75790 15.74?550 
139 1.70739 5.R87674 156 1. 77140 15.9'57300 
140 1.66174 l.g39169 

* 
.... 

* * * 
.... ... 

* * 
.... 

* '* * 
... 

'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .,. .... .... " 
.,. 

SA MPL f NO. 20 V = 20.897 ::C/M'JLE 

.1 1.62483 1.632226 27 .71775 .042263 
2 1.63689 1.710901 28 • 75461 .04941l 
3 1.64827 1.7684C7 2~ • 19577 .059261 
4 1.65936 1.891858 3) • 8461 1 .071637 
5 1.66794 2.888751 31 • 89866 .087511 
6 1.67241 3.789905 32 • 95308 .10724'1 
7 1.61457 3.846091 33 1.01695 .l34989 
8 1.66964 3.487526 34 1.08288 .170379 
9 1.67050 3.668179 35 1.14580 .215293 

10 1.671 03 3.767668 36 1. 201 7 8 .266478 
11 1.67169 3.792609 37 1. 25667 .3367A5 
12 1.07185 3.748452 39 1.31129 .440979 
13 1.67257 3.766391 39 1. 0274.4 .139554 
14 1.67324 3.859526 4) 1.061(>1 .tS7777 
15 .38329 .006183 41 1.080()0 .166696 
16 .40711 .007478 42 1.09987 .1A1903 
17 .42782 .008661 43 1.12154 .195674 
18 .45027 .010165 44 1. 14421 .717710 
19 .47550 .011962 1044 1.14456 .21127~ 

20 .49933 .013813 45 1. 16534 .731157 .. 
21 .53036 • 016660 46 1.19067 .21)8325 
22 .56094 .019743 104~ 1. 19094 .253')73 
23 • 588 H2 .022886 47 1. 215=)0 .282739 
24 .61540 .026050 48 ·1. 24414 .315~'50 
., e:; 
'"- -- .6't5~9 .030484 49 1.272)0 .35R127 
26 • b 8 250 • ') 36167 

... 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ... 

iii 
.-
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Sl\MPLE NO. 21 V = 20. B 85 CC/MOLE 

N T C N T r. 

1 1.51950 1.801581 24 1.71787 3.68A457 
2 1.52769 1.882875 25 1. 72366 2.971579 
3 1. 53720 1.969423 27 1.73254 2.049487 

.. 4 1.54995 2.084441 2B 1. 73927 ? 0 85 77 '5 
5 1.56289 2.204946 2~ 1.74278 2.161371 
I:> 1.57609 2.332273 3) 1. 74565 /'.711125 
7 1.58989 2.465159 31: 1.74112 2.3227')') 
8 1.60327 2.593856 32 1.7483 9 '1.49000? 

, 9 1.61604 2.130946 33 1.14914 2.654609 
10 1.62987 2.856164 34' 1. 74941 2.805929 
11 1.63675 2.903034 35 1.75026 3.758901 
12 1.6/+269 ,2.967664 36 1.75089 6.2010')R 
13 1.64915 3.045101 37 1.75184 8.56A('69 
14 1.65559 .3.10lf.?7 33 1. 75272 9.111520 
15 1.66177 3.185157 39 1. 75370 9.358100 
17 1.66898 3.262R17 40 1.75554 9.811173 
18 1.67471 3.'318917 41 1.12328 1.954120 
19 1.68018 3.393615 42 1. 72636 1.97092A 
20 1.69262 3.501930 43 1.72926 1.996229 
21 1.69933 3.588418 44 1.13208 ,).023893 
22 1. 705 70 3.646505 45 1.73572 2.060645 
23 1.71216 3.110913 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
... 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * ... 

S AMPL E NO. 22 V = 21.334 CC/MOLE 

1 .36127 .005121 23 .91317 .1010'16 
2 .38191 .006015 24 • 95614 .119365 
3 .40146 .0010~3 25 1.00493 .144911 
4 • 42541 .C084C1 2'.> 1.05212 .1 73 760 
5 .451 77 .010120 27 1.10021 .20941 2. 
6 .46981 .011368 28 1.15586 .763'541 
7 .48199 .012120 29 1.21277 .31~1n9 

8 .50633 .014256 30 1.26879 .424 38 ~ 
9 .52463 .015870 31 1. 33739 .'59018~ 

10 .54336 .017629 32 1.41388 .885609 
11 .56422 .019842 33 -1.45.592 1.130009 
12 .58766 .022589 34 1.46963 6.1 58704 
13 .60Y05 .025261 35 1. 48227 1.929017 
14 .63082 .028138 36 1.48844 2.026355 
15 .65694 .031933 37 1.49484 2.06609? 
16 .68724 .031238 38 1. 50079 2.108941 
17 .72.019 .043520 39 1.50630 2.146220 
1 9 • 75 <) 78 .051951 40 1. 51369 2.776619 
19 .79839 .061929 41 1.52014 ?2A5106 
20 • 82569 .069671 42 1.52613 ?34?37n 
?l .8/+850 .076902 43 1.52856 ?~?O·H)'5 

22 .B779,:} .1")86616 44 1. 5342 8 1.39'1173 
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N T C N T r. 

45 1.53822 2.431879 94 1. 49052 ?023147 
46 1.54266 2.523866 95 1.51245 2.192112 
47 1.54780 1.907665 9~ 1.52811 2.176940 
48 1.55550 1.441211 97 1.53430 '2.41904Q 
49 1.56112 1.448672 98 1. 53653 2.470966 
50 1.56448 1.472552 99 1.53818 2.455621 
51 1.56882 1.487188 100 1.54080 ?567566 
52 1.57306 1.505461 101 1. 54244 2.560344 

I 

53 1.57716 1.5201g~ 102 1.54762 1.43A84B 
I 

54 1.58094 1.540490 103 1. 54261 1.377778 
55 1.58466 1.568542 105 1.56154 1.4526()0 
56 1.58712 1.580117 106 1. 57365 1.501 Po7? 
57 1.59011 1.599301 107 1.58537 1 • 5 67 09 8 
58 1.59282 1.604501 108 1. 59484 1.62?OAI) 
59 1.59413 1.615984 109 1.60188 1.801)349 
60 1.59620 1.638000 110 1. 60758 2.381968 
61 1.59836 1.667877 III 1.61230 2.5434R1 
62 1.59962 1.695226 112 1. 62272 ?775061 
63 1.60111 1 • 7371 77 113 1. 63600 3.107730 
64 1.60259 1. 801030 114- 1. 64709 3.44()200 
65 1.60397 1.865309 115 1. 65855 3.847311 
66 1.60454 1.917222 11~ 1.66928 4.301606 
67 1.60517 2.043802 117 1. 67947 4.8?7281 
68 1 ~ 60605 2.176747 118 1.68894 5.189381 
.69 1.60686 2.415946 119 1.69805 6.04800'5 
70 1.60791 2.487544 12·0 1.70753 6.884891 
71 1.60958 2.498029 121 1.71738 7.961)616 
72 1.61350 2.578081 122 1.72734 9.364372 
73 1.62026 2~ 715117 123 1.73735 11.2~4510 

74 1.62737 2.R87412 124 1.74766 14.040120 
75 1.63502 3.077037 125 1.75532 16.791030 
76 .3564R .004905 126 1. 76004 ]9.520510 

/ 77 .38150 .006030 127 1.76334 22.622010 
78 .41658 .007860 128 1. 76774 . 18.3195AO 
79 .45287 .010009 12~ 1.77113 15.583400 
80 .48590 .012555 130 1.77347 15.47.3650 
81 .51911 .015365 131 1. 77605 15.787480 
82 .55980 .019386 132 1. 77875 15.?7A860 
83 .60923 .025254 133 1.78141 }5.7.84780 
84 .67415 .0350C2 134 1. 78406 1'5.2'57010 
85 .75258 .050200 135 1. 78667 15.393100 
85 .83621 • 072805 136 1.78979 15.617130 
87 .92587 .105722 137 1. 79346 15.418730 ..... 

89 1.03149 .161088 139 1.81149 14.6489';0 
89 1.14389 .2507E5 139 1. 77384 70.930920 
90 1.26379 .418943 14) 1. 7759'+ 11)3.8828CO 

. 91 1.39778 .909073 141 1. 7811 0 73.367930 
92 1.46200 1.539254 142 1.79197 14.666560 
93 1.47279 7. 'to 1 (\ 00 143 1. 80324 14.639440 

lO9~ 1.468'38 5.024':>75 144 1.91507 14.737R30 
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N T C T C 

145 1.82679 14.R74970 151 2.31605 5.818530 
146 1.84140 15.066750 152 2.52296 4.494967 
147 1.38351 15.712080 153 2. 85031 4.984450 

.. 148 1.95842 1.6.845020 154 3.15738 5.414030 
149 2.05961 IB.016110 155 . 3. 43371 5. A40 C3 8 
150 ;>..1 n 52 ,19.43281.0 

* * * * * 
... 

* * * *: * * * * * * *: * * * * * * * * * >/< * * * .... 
1 

S~MPLEI NO. 24 V = 21~J135 (C/'1 OL F 

1 1.26B52 .402C83 39 • 50972 .0145':\0 
2 1.28500 .430550 40 • 5367 A .017COI' 
3 1. 30166 .463362 41 • 5631 3 .019735 
It 1.32062 .504784 42 • 59277 .023106 
5 1.33799 .5492.39 43 .621~9 .026 A 12 
6 1.35669 .603354 44 • 65429 .0,:\1608 
7 1.37809 .675655 45 .68794 .037059 
3 1.40233 • 7690"33 46 • 72262 .043436 
9 1.42781 .'388331 47 • 76111 .051577 

10 1.45259 1. 330253 48 • 80882 .063416 
11 1.47185 5.778737 4:) .85592 .076873 
12 1.4892l 1. 9321 <;7 5a .'89374 .089445 
13 1.50919 2.077446 51 .941 b 7 .107865 
14 1.53026 2.2615120 52 1.00092 .135,93 
15 1.55271 2.452119 53 1.05511 .165479 
16 1.57643 2.032181 54 1.111b2 .205909 
17 1.60608 1.605312 55 1.18915 .279913 
18 1.63421 2.294550 56 1.26914 .408737 
19 1.64775 3.192716 57 1. 3543 8 .598701 
20 1. 65400 3~400351 58 1.42394 .878?47 
21 1.66528 3.1321996 59 1.46531 2.6504~O 

22 1.60499 1.602620 60 1. 50532 2.075531 
2~ 1.61326 1.646594 61 1. 54927 .7.300245 
24 1.62177 1.684378 62 1. 57034 1.7447A1 
25 1.63032 1.786619 63 1.57382 1.91912') 
26 1.63170 2.701722 64 1. 57854 1.165051 
27 1. 64344- 2. Q 810ao 65 1.58321 1.5351'94 
213 1.64884 3.243408 66 1.59087 1.5431::\9 
29 1.65548 3.457221 67 1.60052 1.577005 
30 .33691 .004187 68 1.60996 1.6 3? 864 
31 .34902 .004658 69 1. 62032 1.67872') 
32 .:~6331 .005234 .70 1.62899 1.750951 
33 .37893 .005943 71 1. 63299 1.A264R6 
34 • 394 76 • () 06114 72 1.63670 ?509681 
~5 .411 88 .007643 73 1. 64223 1'.9990 A 1 
16 .it30,)9 .008732 71t 1.64785 ~.2()42:B 

37 .4-5223 .0100SQ 75 1.65462 3.4n306A 
38 .'t7783 .'}11948 76 1.66188 3.719435 



N T C \I T r: 

77 1.66799 4.037091 127 1.57555 1.77960':> 
78 1.32584 .521067 129 1. 5771 5 1.47891)~ 

79 1.'+2049 .860230 12~ 1.58161 1.499150 
80 1.47044 6.348206 130 1.25423 .249576 
81 1. 49837 2.047088 131 1.32735 .5~2A61 

82 1.52749 2.241914 132 1. 41903 .R5135~ 

H3 1.54490 2.384353 133 1.46458 3.1401'50 
84 1.56334 2.538959 134 1.47265 11779487 

1.57494 2.047086 135 
I 

85 1.53962 ?~37553~ 

86 1.58060 1.494467 136 1. 55008 2.471714 
87 1.58645 1.515801 137 1. 55966 2.392423 
88 1.5U9!7 1.533878 133 1.56654 2.233022 
89 1.59316 1.540222 139 1.57286 1.95<)634 
90 1.59595 1. 553531 143 1.58088 1.572 A 29 
91 1.59911 1.585464 141 1. 58916 1.564361 
92 1.60236 1.580135 142 1.59696 1.566028 
93 1.60572 1.609625 143 1.59788 1.563451 

1094 1.60908 1.622411 144 1. 59926 1.573796 
95 1.61219 1.637739 193 1. 46908 9.57271 A 
96 1.61522 1 • .',41666 194- 1.49643 1.993167 
97 1.61830 1.662558 195 1. 52757 2.243081 
98 1.62108 1.675064 196 1. 54345 2.396844 

1099 1.62421 1.690155 197 1.55731 2.524157 
100 1.62720 1.706181 198 1. 56495 1.568166 
101 1.63002 1.735144 19~ 1.5(8)0 2.580A72 
102 1.63229 1.~00398 20:) 1. 57097 2.613774 
103 1.63428 1.934255 201 1. 57395 2 .'i99 329 
1 () 4 1.63549 2.228842 202 1. 57756 1.Fn5659 
105 1.63634 2.577790 203 1.58226 1.5131 H3 
106 1.63732 2.896950 204 1. 58135 1.'533118 
107 1.63879 2.947050 205 1.59246 1.C;51460 
109 1. 64084 2.Q14806 20~ 1. 59740 1~575833 

. 109 1.64387 3.010605 207 1.60232 1.5<)4882 
110 1.64843 3.".05444 208 1.607~3 1.615470 
III 1.55307 1.380319 209· 1.61228 1.636965 
112 1.56040 1.354577 210 1.61678 1.660C;<H 
113 1.56510 1.415713 211 1. 6213 0 1.68'3909 
114 1.56840 1.448402 212 1.62572 1.111759 
115 1.57151 1. It 42 3 E 7 213 1. 62996 1.757617 
116 1.57539 1:417452 214 1.63326 1.831329 
117 1.57921 1.492784 215 1. 635i- 9 2.075982 
118 1.55573 2.314143 216 1. 63730 2.680957 
119 1.55840 2.3831GO 217 1.63880 2.914956 
12':: 1.56114 2. 1+89909 218 1.64082 2.987268 
12 1 1.5,>444 2.493364 2B 1.64328 3.066460 
12 ? 1.5~}732 2.(t35206 22J 1. 64614 ':I.1432R6 
123 1.570G3 ? • ')-4·7210 221 1.65050 3.?A3653 
124 1.57192 2.188701 222 1.656?1 3.474(166 
125 1.57313 2.024533 223 1.1;,5027 3.312<)97 
126 1.57433 1.8940S3 224 1.64642 3.19h994 
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N T C N T (. 

225 1.64247 3.092484 242 1. 56093 1.421944 
226 1.63934 2.973146 243 1.55329 1.3<)4211 
227 1.6't001 2.990092 244 1.54804 1.37662'5 
228 1.63857 2.<)48151 245 1.55064 .633621 
22 9 1.63708 2.90·13547 246 1.63866 2.991296 
23,:) 1.63547 2.646540 247 1.63796 2.935027 
231 1.63344 1.96f.3:4 243 1. 63 J!t 8 2.<)179H3 
232 1.63024 1.779362 249 1.63699 ?'.8957~0 

233 1.62605 1. 726944 25J 1.63650 ::>.881129 
234 1.62177 1.690851 251 1. 63599 2.801942 
235 1.61736 1.661819 252 1.63545 2.66629? 
236 1.61183 1.632987 253 1. 63485 ?429459 
237 1.60623 1.608755 254 1.6341 7 ? 1 06 831 
239 1.59938 1.577292 255 1. 63340 1.<)4905<) 
23<) 1.59013 1.537019 25~ 1.63258 1.B56739 
240 1.58068 1.500280 257 1.63172 1.80<)231 
241 1.57090 1.460641 

* 
.... 

* * * * 
... 

* * :« * >1< * * * * * * * * >:< * * * * 
.... 

* * * *' .,. .,.. ... 

S AMPL E NO. 25A V .:: 21.0944 CC I~OL E SET 1 • 

1 1.40927 1.016519 29 1.467~6 1.259166 
2 1.41764 1.063134 3:> 1.47061 1 • :3 05 1 1 1 
3 1.42575 1.111712 31 1.47245 1.350713 
4 1.43352 1.1630c;J6 32 1.47352 1.37551 7 
5 1.44096 1.209852 33 1.47485 1.384164 
6 1.44803 1. 25c;J664 34 1.47578 1.331923 
7 1.45468 1.309541 35 1.47666 1.2Qc;J8AR 
8 .1.46123 1.359807 3:' 1.47827 1.135947 

10 1.47604 1.344052 37 1. 4801 7 1.373744 
11 1.47970 1.354809 39 1.48228 1.391569 
12 1.48314 1.386104 39 1. 48486 1.413131 
13 1.48674 1. (t29099 4) 1.48805 1..445314. 
14 1.49010 1.446289 41 1.49150 1.467679 
15 1.49278 1. 1+ 75 31 0 61 .32696 .001706 
16 1.49608 1.503634 62 • 3382 7 .004097 
17 1.49959 1.524894 63 • 35097 .0045RO 
18 1. 50315 1.54c;J3C4 64 .36495 .00515') 
19 1.50656 1.576602 65 • '37978 .005811 
20 1. 51009 1.5c;J9135 6:' .39522 .006549 
21 1.51343 1.f,36021 67 .41111 .·007382 
22 1.51674 1.f,63106 69 .4291 R .00A3<.18 
23 1. ')20 14 1.':183446 69 • 44882 .0095R/ • 
24 1.52352 1.713149 70 .4674 B .010A49 
25 1.53017 1.770641 71 .48571 .O12?15 
26 1.54130 1.q87128 72 • 50')5 g .013783 
27 1.5~335 ".023105 73 • 523.£, 4 e015394 
28 1.')6458 2.16631)1 74 • 5428 R .O17?09 
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N T C T r. 

75 .56298 .0}9338 142 1.45645 1.3760()7 
76 .58226 .021488 143 1. 46239 1.374196 
77 .6U184 .023C'}57 144 1.46352 1.383710 
78 .61488 .025735 145 1. 46465 1.38A733 
79 .1)3566 .028708 147 1.4657 R 34.2659'50 
80 .65585 .031903 148 1.46604 1~81463B 

81 .67818 .035794 14:) 1.464g8 };.809575 
82 .70110 .040244 15) 1.46514 H261602 

I 

83 .72,lg .044972 151 1.46636 1.744176 
84 • 74660 .050440 152 1.46722 1~445446 

85 .76869 .056191 153 1. 4680 /t 1.7. ;> 5191. 
86 • 79254 .062964 15!t 1.469)5 1.294491) 
87 .82125 .072270 155 1.47007 1.40451.8 
88 • 85810 .085668 IS!> 1.47105 1.336~45 

89 ~89843 .102(N8 157 1. 4721 "3 1.302561. 
90 .92772 .1.16832 158 1.47318 1.347707 
91 .96231 .135816 15g 1.47419 1.365238 
92 1.00181 .161252 160 1.47519 1.382500 
93 1.04993 .197619 161 1.47613 1.375054 
94 1.09766 .• 241400 162 1.47706 1.362474 
95 1. 142 70 .29190'5 163 1.478Cl6 1.299032 
96 1.18989 .357055 164 1.47904 1.325793 
97 1.24501 .'-t54231 165 1.48000 1.352774 
98 1.30615 .604066 166 1. 48096 1.353930 
99 1.37470 ..• 852492 167 1.48185 1.325620 

100 1.'t3642 1.195922 168 1.48287 1.406460 
lOl 1.46348 60.595120 169 1.48475 1.434~4"l 

107 1.46361 2.406886 170 1. 4872 5 1.4410A9 
108 1. 4G2 07 2.268855 171 1.49074 1.46?5"l9 
113 1.43212 1.156339 1 72 .1.49473 1.486459 
114 1. /t4803 1 •. 263373 173 1. 49859 1.5183R':\ 
115 1.45974 1.3523(;4 174 1. 86178 15.5171()0 
116 1.46730 19.965040 175 1. 88871 15.9192(')0 
117 1.47095 1.308634 1 71;, 1. 93439 16.493570 
118 1.47268 1.290856 1 77 1.99076 18.540760 
119 1.47424 1.268040 179 2.04508 17.985'550 
120 . 1.47582 1 ~ 278 9q2 179 2. Og8!t 1 19.216170 
121 1.'i"7768 1.329532 180 2.15420 19.7832RO 
122 1.47991 1.376042 181 2. 34611 '5.774050 
123 1.48268 1.401888 182 2. 7030 5 4.7761R1 
124 1.48611 1. 'i"28361 183 3.06982 5.371f339 
125 1.49002 1.451902 184 3.43865 5.85(841) 
126 1.49478 1. 1+84982 185 3. 764=J3 6.3?13()~ 

141 1.443:30 1.233630 186 1.45399 1.135466 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
.... 

* * * * * * * * ,.,. 
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S AMP L E NO. 25A V = 21.0944 CC '''1 OL F. SF T 2. 

N T C T r: 

~~ 42 1.44730 1.10366q 324 1..45800 1.148 l? A 
43 1.44936 1.115112 325 1. 45928 1.157001 
44 1. 45148 1.119867 32~ 1.46057 ].10'5275 

• 45 1.45356 1. 129642 327 1.46184 1.17355? 
46 1.45567 1.139062 328 1.46307 1.187208 
48 1.46011 1.156223 329 1. 464? 9 1.200407 
47 1.45788 1.1438q4 33) 1.46549 1.?730~9 

49 1.46241 1.167399 331 1 1.46493 1.198149 
127 1.46165 1.159768 332; 1.46610 1.226447 
128 1.46'+98 1.1 174488 333 1.46722 1.258945 
129 1.46785 1.189965 334 1. 't6830 1.295999 
130 1.47059 1.?14?37 335 1.46935 1.341098 
131 1.47320 1.252963 336 1.47036 1.364671 
132 1.47575 1.313970 337 1.47131 1.37663? 
133 1.47765 1.35q468 338 1. 47215 . 1.379911 
134 1.47887 1.372262 339 1.47297 1.386560 
135 1.48013 1.393556 340 1.47384 1.32') 62 8 
136 1.48162 1.407132 341 1.47475 1.312548 
137 1.4>3362 1.416780 342 1.47564 1~3373'55 

138 1.48622 1.{t32366 343 1. 47657 1.354916 
139 1.48921 1. '+51 C; 82 344 1. 477ft 6 1.367'533 
140 1.49260 1.474876 345 1.47832 1.377921. 
18q 1.46198 1.165159 346 1.47918 1.387163 
190 1.46459 1.176816 347 1. 47999 1.394318 
191 1.46712 1.193776 349 1.48077 1.3970~9 

192 1.46959 1.212250 349 1.48190 1.3qR414 
193 1.47190 1.245945 350 1. 48407 1.42/A74 
194 1.47361 1. 280505 351 1.48709 1.444487 . 
195 1.47468 1.310516 352 1.49010 1.464'576 
196 1.47544 1.328033 353 1.49311 1.485q77 
197 1.47650 1.351075. 354 1.49656 J.50966n 
198 1.47760 1.365132 355 1.50058 1.534984 
199 1.47886 1.371873 356 1. 50515 1.567141 
200 1.48015 1.379434 357 1. 51049 1.605183 
201 1.48174 1.391953 358 1. 51688 1.657591 
202 1.48366 1.405943 359 1.52393 1.718770 
203 1.48543 1.426144 360 1. 53075 1.77783'5 
204 1.48725 1.435980 361 1.53889 1.864065 
205 1.48922 1.4483C5 362 1. 54822 1.9670}? 
206 1.49223 1.469184 363 1.55708 2.074/27 
207 1.49649 1.496469 364 1. 56536 2.178739 
322 1.45497 1.15212 A 365 1. 5733 1 :>.295501 
323 1.45666 1. 1432 3'i 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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SAMPLE NO. 25B V = 21.0957 CC 1M OL F 

N T C T r. 

366 1. 35042 .753182 .400 1.45861 1.156460 
367 1.37484 .852407 401 1.46146 1.174?01 
368 1.39865 .963568 402 1.46423 1.203?82 
369 1.42166 1.093800 403 1.46674 1.250900 
370 1.44274 1.226466 404 1.469:)5 1.328594 
371 1.45825 1.340489 405 1.47126 1.3168'52 
372 1.47885 1.363023 406 1.47346 lr349567 
373 1.48304 1. 4J.00 69 407 1.47561 1!.367039 

I _ 

37ft 1.48702 1.437001 408 1.47771 1.376062 
375 1.49089 1.465164 40~ 1. 47965 1.3910R4 
376 1.49468 1.491746 41) 1.48167 1.398656 
377 1.49809 1.522273 411 1.48361 1.416190 
37H 1.50311 1.547715 412 1. 48665 1.434'5Cl4 
379 1.45156 1.124319 413 1.49060 1 .461411 
380 1.45433 1.1351C;0 414 1.49446 1.48R047 
382 _ 1.46009 1.163099 415 1.43891 1.08577R 
383 1.46270 1. 182 e 5 7 416 1.44118 1.094375 
384 1.46520 1.211687 417 1.44405 1.10213R 
385 1.46757 1.257556 418 1. 44693 1.111694 
386 1. 469 80 1.303880 419 1.44972 1.1??062 
387 1.47181 1.338762 420 1.45250 1.132824 
388 1.47384 1.345417 421 1.45523 1 .141964 
389 1. 47584 1.359117 422 1.45790 1.1 5455 A 
390 1.47777 1.376032 423 1.46049 1.1 70037 
391 1.47963 1.390106 424 1.46314 1.194497 
392 1.48148 1.3993C2 425 1.46556 1.?35231 
393 1.48333 1. I-t095 36 42S 1.46803 1.':\21444-
394 1.48512 1.418903 427 1.4697 q 1.787233 
395 1.48732 1.438953 428 1.47092 1.317361) 
396 1.49-024 1. /t61744 429 1.47252 1.34071 A 
397 1.49308 1.482613 430 1.47479 1.359459 
398 1.45320 1.133360 431 1.477~0 1.375453 
399 1.45593 1.144145 432 1.48074 1.3967]3 

* 
... 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ... 

S A'..,PL F: NO. 26 V = 20.9602 CC/MOL F 

1 .31105 .003333 12 .58887 .022677 
2 • 32619 .003834 13 .62531 .027221 
3 .34190 .()04422 14 • 66304 - .032535 
4 .35818 .OO'5C74 15 • 699~ 7 .03A4Cl6 
5 .37700 .005913 16 • 74099 .045A8Cl 
6 • 39976 .OO704R 17 • 79071 .n 5A 29R 
7 .42512 .OC845A 18 • R4716 .:1 70074 
8 .lt52'i9 .010234 1~ • 90142 .0 R5 7A5 
9 .4 aD 38 • D 12721 2;) • 9631 9 .1 066') 0 

10 .52200 .01'5734 21 1.02525 • 1 31 f 6 /t 
11 .55606 .019043 22 1. 082't2 .1'58719 
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N T C N T r 

23 1.14230 .191596 79 1. 56433 i'.434509 
24 1.20509 .233402 8) 1.60390 i'.824497 
25 1.27200 .118472 81 1 •. 63401 2.679721 

• 26 1.326't4- .414990 82 1.65485 1.719168 
27 1.36405 • 504062 .83 1. 67337 1.8i'7885 
28 1.40451 .633603 85 1.69840 4.494567 
29 1.43829 .779527 86 1.70488 5.09,90.7 
30 1.46534 2.3190fl4 87 1. 70323 4.975 Q A6 
31 1.50484 1.927461 88 1 • .70204 4.A83510 
32 .33330 .004100 89 1. 69990 4.7488")2 
33 .34802 .004652 9::> 1.69755 4.566911 
34 .36262 .005250 91 1.00652 .124914 
35 .37711 .005912 92 1. 14108 .192056 
36 .391 77 .006604 105 1. 40928 .658447 
37 .40747 .007454 lOS 1.416S7 .687343 
38 .42483 .008439 107 1.42447 .770717 
39 .45632 .010497 108 1.43188 .753763 
40 .311 85 .003344 109 1. 43902 .788387 
41 .32645 .003841 11::> 1.44578 .87'1475 
42 • 34307 .004459 III 1.45537 .8719nO 
43 .36022 .005152 112 1.46364 .971770 
44 .37849 .005968 113 1.46751 9.756623 
45 .39921 .007017 114 1.47180 1.684943 
46 ~41834 .008058 11.5 1.49605 1.850700 
47 .43527 .009095 116 1. 53622 2.177?76 
48 .45978 .010720 117 1.56769 7.465477 
it 9 .48906 .012906 118 1. 58285 7.600326 
50 .51598 .015212 In 1. 60205 '1.797575 
51 .49247 .013205 120 1. 62083 2.953424 
52 .52125 .015665 121 1. 62519 'l.972132 
53 .55268 .0186'90 122 1.63038 2.995364 
54 .58790 .022548 123 1. 63545 3.022142 
55 .62417 .027C72 124 1.64435 1.9464~4 

56 .66573 .0329fW 125 1.65437 1.738525 
57 .11028 • 040274 126 1.66487 1. 7RS 495 
5~ • 760 53 .049620 l27 1.64177 i'.029159 
59 .81418 .061938 129 1.64747 1.706567 
60 .g6948 .076369 In 1. 65250 1.7;:1 864 0 
61 .92938 .095032 13) 1.65745 1.751788 
62 1.00390 • 123063 131 . 1. 66207 1.76,:\733 
63 1.08513 .160601 132 1. 66649 1.7947?4 
64 1.15696 .201821 133 1.67091 1.816479 
65 1.21404 .240584 134 1.67527 1.835714 
66 1.25968 .?97015 135 1.67930 1 • 8 60 4?? 
73 1.43397 .764129 136 1. 68336 1.892429 
74 1.45813 .~87964 137 1.6R738 1.935043 
75 1.46669 4.964942 138 1. 691:) 8 ?049~80 

76 1.47530 1.711856 13=1 1.69375 2.383257 
77 1.49843 1.968665 140 1. 6950!) 3.4h3371 
78 1.')2688 2.096298 141 1.69706 4.521331+ 
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N T C \J T C 

142 1.70114 4.92960R 187 3.61278 ·6.070263 
143 1.70713 5.266962 188 4. 0151 8 7.1074,4 
144 1.71319 5.764749 197 1.12563 .18262 R 
145 1.72151 t. '586455 198 1. 13993 .190539 .' 
146 1. 73140 7.909243 199 1. 15262 .198850 
147 1.74319 9.816996 20) 1. 16480 .::>05867 
148 1.7532.5 12.3133730 201 1.17672 ~21,443 

149 1.75811 :14.1C88CO 202 1.18834 ~2 21 771 
150 1.76176 15.912650 203 1.19897 .229105 
151 1. 76483 1 R. 022980 204- 1.20871 .234157 
152 1.76796 15.784160 205 1~ 21901 .244400 
153 1.77144 14.237740 20~ 1.229:)2 .250697 
154 1. 77570 14. 176110 207 1. 23838 .260651 
155 1.78060 14.291040 208 1.24146 .?733~4 

156 1.7H550 14.353610 209 1. 25602 .294104 
157 1.62530 1.621579 21::> 1.26377 .306951 
158 1.62890 1.637684 211 1.21104 .316493 
159 1.63339 1.650829 212 1.27814 .329099 
160 1.63873 1.674550 213 1.28464 .336933 
161 1.04393 1.6966CB 214 1. 29096 .347808 
162 1.64891 1.717648 215 1.29733 .359408 
163 1.65469: 1.743093 216 1. 30431 .371469 
164 1.6604H l. 769283 217 1.31273 .385707 
165 1.66664 1.798.243 218 1. 32153 .403571 
166 1.61512 1 .. 840977 219 1.33053 .423157 
167 1.68448 1.909071 220 1.33897 .442114 
168 1.68993 1.976809 221 1. 34796 .462031 
169 1.69258 . 2.1455<;1 222 1. 35703 .4R0646 
170 1.69403 2.780548 223 1.36608 .509086 
171 1.69561 3.878339 224 1.37544 .':i33?46 
172 1.69651 4.450382 225 1.38405 .559819 
173 1.69778 4.1)929?0 226 1.39374 .596447 
174 1.70057 4.787644 227 1. 6081 7 7.R6?4~9 

17') 1.70585 5.167771 223 1.61391 2.=J39001 
176 1.86032 14.890810 229 1.62338 3.025342 
1.77 1.92278 IS.g08180 23) 1.64056 ?449V51 
178 2.:)0793 17.057140 231 1.6591 7 1.762442 
179 2.11507 18.477670 232 1.67402 1.838759 
180 2.22015 19.546300 233 1.68359 1.894386 
un 2.3l518 5.679447 234 1.68808 1.946718 
1 d2 2.41779 4. 315089 235 1.69162 2.049244 
183 2.5282~ 4.493245 236 1.69411 ?. 4 86 23 4 
184 2.68237 4~ 722185 237 1.69578 3.161477 
185 2.Y199} 5.060678 238 1.69724 4.518831 
186 3.22145 5.'507461 239 1.69941 4.721?20 

* * ':c * *' * * * * :): * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
... 

* * .,. 
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SA~PLE NO. 27 V = SATURATED L r QU r D VOLtJM E 

N T C T r. 

1 .33871 .003044 51 2.26764 1l.61n390 
2 .35521 .003575 52 2.36417 9.85nOOA 
3 .37328 .004139 53 2. 53561 9.197R]1"l 
4 • 39281 .004802 54 2.80165 9.464659 
5 .41416 00055<;6 55 3. 11318 10.410430 
6 .43800 .006588 56 3. 32581 11.214360 
7 .46572 .,)07922 57 3. 39793 11.548670 
8 .49817 .009767 58

1 

3.44945 11.78]250 
9 .52462 .011513 59 3.516~2 12.041110 

10 .55656 .014056 6:> 3.56579 11.678020 
11 .58922 .017327 61 3.61594 8.87A3.06 
12 .62750 .022559 62 3. 7341 7 8.995461 
13 .70922 .042429 63 3.94935 9.150967 
14 .76714 .068667 64- 4.13688 9.33]AI3 
15 .83696 .123090 65 2.37333 10.hJ3580 
16 .90665 .2ll6E5 .66 2. 77845 9.43090R 
1 7 .97500 .348046 67 3. 17462 10.667680 
18 .32420 .002699 68 3. 45021 11.797630 
19 .34067 .003152 69 3. 55348 17.209190 
20 .36025 .003724 70 3.57512 11.377660 
21 .38160 .004405 71 3. 60070 8.997901 
22 .40473, .005262 72 3.62836 9.007705 
23 .42929 .1)06235 73 3. 67007 9.016141 
24 .45525 .007423 74 3. 74564 9.124180 
25 .48450 .008946 75 3. 93643 9.? 42537 
26 • 51551 .0108B3 101 1.50529 4.619179 
27 .54699 .013228 102 1.58177 5.949598 
28 .57730 .016046 103 1.65818 7.600718 
29 .61301 .020414 104 1. 75401 ] 0.?348B() 
30 .64955 .026507 105 1. 86468 14.371 n60 
31 .69199 .036871 106 1. 99069 20.959290 
32 .75118 .060173 107 2.06098 25.822920 
33 .81635 .103685 103 2.061:)3 25.7;:>4750 
34 • 87749 .169115 109 2.06322 ?5.840640 
35 .9/+3 87 .279328 11) 2.0649:~ 25.966540 
36 1.01235 .448031 111 2. 06699 26.1 56700 
37 1. 088'+8 .717299 112 2.06903 2A.324960 
38 1.17243 1.140265 113 2.16576 4?833~90 

39 1.27778 1.897273 114 2. 16647 43.1 74210 
40 1.38825 3.024622 115 2.16737 43.971030 
41 1.50578 4.690857 11~ 2. 1679 A 44.3117910 
42 1.63472 7.?45414 117 2.16833 44.987870 
43 1.77545 11.109340 118 2.16886 45.424'270 
44 1.91490 16.604630 Il~ 2.16938 46.107750 
45 1.99473 28.935750 12) 2. 16973 4'5.830710 
46 2.05045 24.794960 121 2.16998 4A.5?6790 
47 2.12179 32.684820 122 2. 1 7028 It6.9 87 530 
48 2.177J3 31."09660 123 2.17058 48.234050 
49 2.19987 16.')41910 12(t 2.17109 4P..2~4420 
Sf) 2.22033 13.917630 125 2.17197 49.7]9160 
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N T C T .c 

.. 
127 2.17338 54.B16910 13) 2.17428 51. '514030 
128 2.17382 59.294540 131 2. 17433 4R.113910 
129 2.17419 61.074500 

* * *' * * *' *' * * * * * * * * *' * * * * * 
... 

* * * * * * * * 'f' 

SAMPLE:NO. 28 V = 22.947 : C IMOLE 

1 .35774 .001269 42 1.46692 7.0?2131 
2 .37491 .001465 43 1. 46776 7.060461 
3 .39557 .001741 4!t 1.468:'7 7.063124 
4 .lt 2025 .002145 45 1.46951 7.0 R4?79 
5 .35797 .,:)01276 46 1.47058 7.11024'> 
6 .3678h .001373 47 1. 46455 h.980099 
7 .38136 .001545 48 1.46497 6.987509 
8 .39849 .001772 49 1. 465+0 7.000237 
9 .41797 .002105 5J 1.46590 6.977457 

10 .46080 .003188 51 1.46632 6.994974 
11 .52959 .007087 52 1. 43993 7.236887 
12 .58321 .013564 53 1.44385 7.175561 
13 .61168 .019723 54 1.44804 1.5?AR56 
1 It .64293 • 029623 55 . 1.45406 7.756068 
15 .67722 .045296 56 1. 46015 7.983110 
16 • 70218 .060414 57 1.46377 8.152897 
17 .73344- .085492 58 1.46745 7.13":\338 
18 .79339 .156546 59 1.47263 7.147618 
19 .89998 .390681 92 • 33450 .001025 
20 1.01480 .836166 93 .34177 .001092 
21 1.10146 1.366641 ' 94 • 3511 8 .001171 
22 1.17892 2.053677 95 .36167 .001316 
23 1. '36093 4.949438 . 9:' .31581 .000870 
24 1.39701 6.759042 97 .32109 .000911 
25 1.40611 6.227361 98 1.76372 17.921180 
26 1.41722 6.568507 99 1. 76850 18.170560 
27 1.42851 6.939234 10J 1.7743B IB.501~?0 

28 1.43914 7.308381 101 1.79028 19.467180 
29 1. 44812 7.A43345 102 1.81229 20.9206;:>0 
30 1. 1+6434 "7.847158 103 1. 83565 21. 7(), 170 
31 1.47287 7.176383 104 1.85C)29 ;:>5.070710 
32 1.48341 7.4155.55 105 1. 87308 26.767000 
33 1.49374 7.676083 106 1. 87769 ?8.081J60 
34 1. 50316 7.Q13420 101 1. 878~8 2R.124]~0 

35 1.51237 g.153855 1013 1. 87923 28.616110 
36 1.4S248 R. C 85905 10~ 1.88012 7R.R '>()66() 
37 1.46338 8.147881 11:) 1.E'811 lt 29.2,)140 
38 1 • 404 J't 8.172438 111 1. 88229 ?9.8424RO 
3Q 1.4647.3 R.197314 112 1. 88323 30.703030 
40 1.46541 B.i)86164 113 1.883':>7 3C. 497 (no 
41 1.406,)9 6.99S600 114 1. 88410 10.707070 
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N T C \,I r c 

~ 

115 1.88462 31.018370 216 • 85807 .7.74498 
U6 1.88507 31.328240 217 .91021 .409869 
117 1.88544 31.757170 21B • 96530 .502941 
llA 1.88590 32.102580 219 1.03552 .91R?1A 
119 1.88646 31.034820 22) 1.12873 1.5A196' 
120 1.88696 33.809140 221 1. 2483 8 2.903004 
121 1.887 /t6 35. 539.~ 40 222 1.39141 5.784152 
122 1.88789 49.248950 223 1.3311 7 4;.484461 
123 1. ij8818 60.663420 22!t 1.36297 5.17Q431 
124 1.88853 47.131840 225 1.3953 q 6.161216 
125 1.88938 17.448430 226 1.43477 7.160411 
126 1.89039 17. r:.470 eo 227 1.48160 7.627929 
127 1.89175 15.419380 228 1. 52696 R.564466 
128 ·1.89357 14.2559}0 22~ 1.56688 9.763762 
201 .33942 .001077 23) 1.60410 10.998280 
202 .36157 .001312 231 1.64073 12.335570 
2)3 .38229 .001.571 232 1.67693 13.77901() 
204 • 40355 .001629 233 1. 711~9 15.310480 
205 .43'358 .002427 234 1.74768 17.083110 
206 .46609 .003313 235 1. 77899 18.809620 
207 .49272 • I) 04 370 236 1.80052 ?n.14Aono 
208 • 52464 .;')06351 237 1.81861 21.406 '590 
209 • 55599 .009436 238 1.83731 ??838660 
212 • 6 7685 .0451<;7 239 1.85662 24.725440 
213 .71119 .067042 240 1. 87667 2R.218880 
21't .75598 .108166 241 1.89126 19.626170 
215 .130844 .179206 242 1.90375 1l.3.?4730 

* * * * 
J.. 

* * * * * * * »: * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '0" 

S I\MDLE NO. 29 V = 20.9031 CC/1.10L F 

1 .32493 .1)03693 18 • 71337 .0391'36 
2 .33596 .004075 l~ • 77118 .050719 
3 .34788 .004523 2:) • 84086 .06661 f., 
4 .36073 .005043 21 • 32472 .003701 
5 .37496 .00566B 22 • 33752 • n04146 
6 .39032 .006385 23 .35270 .O()4724 
7 .40689 • 007229 24 .36826 .OO'5:H7 
B .42521 .008218 25 • 38493 .r06134 
9 .44379) .009387 26 .4041 fj .007106 

10 .46186 .010581 27 .42653 .JOR343 
11 .48086 .011946 29 • It502 9 .00983 ? 

12 .50222 .013653 29 • 479c)4 .Ol190l 
13 .52695 .015783 30 • 51004 .014373 
14 .555 S4 .'H852Q 31 • 54431 .0]7414 
15 .5l)cHl .!)?220(l 32 • ') 77 q 2 .0?OH7f., 
16 .626·g5 .026722 33 .61474 .025?3? 
17 .')683') .'132512 34 • 66187 .031670 
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N T. C T C 

.~ 

35 .71657 .040369 85 1.74666 8.762512 
36 • 77584 .051147 8~ 1.74929 9. ~40 721 
37 .83391 .064955 87 1. 75174 9. 92?J 5 '5 
38 .89515 .081584 Sg 1.75404 10.5"14730 
39 .97040 • 106418 89 1. 75621 11.1 64590 
40 1 .04897 .138354 90 1. 75828 1l.8R57RO 
41 1.13573 • 182380 91 1. 760~ 3 12.674]10 
42 1.22658 .239500 92 1.76205 13'. '549710 
43 1.31613 '.310143 93 1.76374 ]4.6431)10 
44 1.40682 .397924 94 1. 76547 13'.162970 
45 1.46528 .674437 95 1.76729 13.012480 
46 1.51148 1.777942 96 1. 76 cH 1 13.0454~O 

47 1. 57489 ?353018 97 1.77188 13.1 73 710 
48 1.6325& 2.923159 98 1. 77547 13.310620 
49 1.42825 .426696 99 1.77994 13.527430 
50 1.44091 .442071 100 1. 78522 13.765460 
51 1.45070 .454336 101 1.79042 13.994420 
52 1.45878 .465580 102 1.79552 14.172880 
53 1. 46505 .475816 104 1.79152 13.462430 
54 1.47073 .487756 105 1.80219 13.578450 
55 1.47481 1.1556S7 106 1. 81274 13.746430 
56 1.47691 1.490616 107 1.82314 13.967040 
57 1.48339 1.586010 109 1. 68240 3.536543 
58 1.49864 1.68905'5 10:} 1.69105 3.572432 
59 1.55781 2.228273 110 1. 69780 3.66704R 
60 1.60325 2.662066 III 1.70522 3.050246 
61 1.64175 3.057452 112 1. 71534 1.959683 
62 '. 1.67544 3.411420 113 1.72441 2.022600 
63 1.69618 3.624238 114 1. 69199 1. A 40 ,61 
64 1. 70858 2.3446<;4 115 1. 69461 1. R 53441 
65 1. 72544 2.025681 115 1.69668 1.863236 
66 1.70103 1.886361 117 1. 69884 1.R6A451 
67 1. 70705 1.915182 113 1.701a4 1.872867 
68 1.711 76 1.938919 119 1. 70319 1.891R41 
69 1. 71641 1.965169 123 1.70532 1.90403.5 
70 1.72097 1.995635 121 1. 76296 13.762980 
71 1.72395 2.007190 122 1.76337 14.011490 
72 1.72542 2.0294e9 123 1. 76390 14.4,9500 
73 1.72709 2.043246 124- 1. 76443 14.950630 
74 1.72873 2.054565 125 1. 76490 14.A046;?0 
75 1.73028 2.072562 126 1. 76546 13.3073~O 

76 1. 73184 2. 091220 127 1.76606 13.059'8D 
77 1.73352 2.129233 128 1. 76672 13.063210 
78 1.73516 2.17R112 13) 1.761Jl . 12.7968')0 
79 1 • 73 664 2.301991 131 1.76152 13.00R660 
80 1.7380:' ?~52584 132 1.76191 13.203240 
9 1 1.73909 4.C67674 133 1. 762~ 0 l'.400 l.70 
R2 1.73994 6.751271) 13 (t 1. 7626 '5 1,. '5 R4 64 0 
R3 1.7411;)0 7.786656 136 1. 7631 7 l'.R/~41R() 

P4 1.74406 R.252761 137 1. 76344 14.046Alf) 
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N T C T r. 

138 1.8~322 14.475180 146 2.30375 14.303930 
139 1.89040 15.246150 147 2. 36437 4.46720R 
140 1.9/+770 16.345530 149 2.48586 4.409638 

.. 141 2. 00190 Ih.956260 149 2.67292 4.68601R 
142 2.07981 17.836940 15) 2.91113 5.075966 
143 2.15549 18. 536680 151 3.23041 5.496704 
144 2.20329 19.~30070 152 3. 67740 6.1 07848 
145 2.25993 20.238590 153 4.05453 6.606736 , 

* 
... 

* * * * * * * * !* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -~ * * * * 

S.4MPLE NO. 30 V = 23.415 CC/MOlE 

1 .39767 .1)01403 37 • 65497 .031141 
2 .42252 .001723 38 • 6972 5 .01)2241 
3 .45527 .002372 3~ .73873 .081)070 
4 .49109 .003457 40 • 79623 .153691 
5 ; 521 08 .004951 41 .87204 .300176 
6 .53683 .006082 42 1.03697 .976R1)6 
7 .55961 .008323 .43 1.10628 1.,360852 
8 .51:14 /+9 .011763 44- 1.20145 7.167077 
,9 .SI)325 .015308 45 1.30606 3.402879 

10 • 62 ~ 63 .020838 46 1.42387 5.318976 
11 .65795 .032052 47 1.55181 8.246140 
12 .69283 .049618 43 1.77796 16.752420 
13 • 72981 .076290 49 1.94125 19.025720 
14 .77925 .128610 5) 2.10364 6.287499 
15 .83503 .216830 51 2. 19487 5.484723 
16 .8 R82 5 .335190 52 2.27474 15.5271153 
17 .94265 .501673 53 1.92506 28.?4788() 
1 8 • 9'-11 78 .695715 5!t 1.92590 28.522830 
lCJ 1.04295 .952175 55 1.92688 28.5935'50 
20 1.12735 1.5088()4 56 1.92790 28.886740 
21 • 31948 .0006'12 57 1.92879 29.760030 
22 .32 H fiB .000758 58 1.92968 29.19652() 
23 .33914 • 0OO8~2 59 1.93090 29.465740 
24 .35078 .000933 60 1.93194 29.76814() 
25 • 34433 • OCO 8 77 61 1.93301 30.130980 
26 .35734 .001C07 62 1. 93437 30. ~ 792,)0 
27 .37410 .001147 63 1.93594 30.929610 
29 .39471 .001363 64 1. 9372"3 31.35771 0 
29 .41778 .')01666 6.5 1.93852 31.A23}80 
30 .44640 .002173 66 1. 93978 32.491170 
31 .47941 .003034 67 1.94071 33.007470 
32 • 51 LtS5 .004629 63 1.94135 33.4188l0 
33 .54792 .007124 69 1. 9422 5 34.077540 
34 • 57 C 75 .00<1783 7') 1.943!t4 35.458450 
35 .59212 .013212 71 1. 94417 36.724040 
36 .617 82 .818909 72 1.94439 37.118370 



N r 

73 1.94460 
74 1.~44a3 

75 1.94505 
76 1.94522 
77 1.94539 
78 1.94557 
79 1.94561 
80 1.94563 
81 1.94576 
87 1.94484 

* * * ~- * * ... 

1 .34896 
2 .35869 
3 .36809 
4 .37790 
5 .38824 
6 .39923 
7 .41206 
8 .42653 
9 .44215 

10 .45934 
11 .480 00 
12 .50285 
13 .52304 
14 .54239 
15 .56437 
16 • 58675 
1 7 .60904 
18 .03370 
19 .66139 
20 .6'12 76 
22 • 77012 
23 .81405 
24 .135667 
25 .90332 
26 .955?5 
27 1.00934 
28 1.07014 
29 1. 13188 
30 .~ () 281 
31 • 31245 
32 .]21132 
33 .33236 
34 .34253 
35 .35364-

* 

c 

37.'357150 
3R.374000 
39.575820 
41.013210 
43.C45100 
39.340170 
38.517500 
34.1465eO 
30.690120 
3'1.589170 

* * * * * 

SA"'1PLE NO. 

.()O3800 

.004135 

.004485 

.004852 

.005252 

.005711 

.006275 

.006939 

.007748 

.008687 

.009904 

.011385 

.012863 

.014332 

.016180 

.018175 

.020"HO 

.022985 
.!J26170 
.030191 
.041823 
.049677 
.058302 
• 069021 
.082701 
• C9904 2 
.120134 
.145476 
• 00 2 /t96 
.002727 
.102g85 
.OO3~7A 

.003606 

.003957 

,.' 
" h. 
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\j T r 

83 1.945~2 39.803110 
84 1.94519 40.556770 
8S 1.94552 39.1 '59070 
87 1.94578 :?8.0A70AO 
83 1.94656 23.507480 
89 1. 95055 17.10l960 
9) 1.99254 9.480617 
91 2. 12281 6.25:?564 
92 2.32775 5.226712 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

31 V = 20.+560 CC/MOLE 

36 • 32040 .002946 
37 • 33075 .003230 
38 • 34179 .003561 
39 • 35420 .003977 
4J .36700 .304437 
41 • 37958 .004905 
42 • ~9395 .005475 
43 • 41280 .006.798 
44 .43720 .007481 
45 • 46343 .008911 
4S • 491!:J 9 .0]0678 
47 • 52470 .01?986 
4'3 • 564S 7 .016198 
4~ • 61014 .020497 
5J .6581 7 .025790 
51 • 71222 .011'840 
52 • 78032 .04"3589 
53 • 85726 .058488 
54 • 93643 .0775~1 

55 1.02744 .105069 
5~ 1. 137.89 .148785 
57 1. 25975 .211321 
58 1. 38025 .193678 
5~ 1.49832 .398867 
6:) 1.60534 .517405 
61 1. 65919 .5'11'568 
62 1.69623 .640515 
63 1.72827 .hA789'5 
64 1.76141 .74AR8? 
65 1. 7952!J .R()5?3? 
6S 1. 82596 .87131344 
67 1. 85023 1./i"15?1() 
69 1.86365 1 o. V~4 "'-'70 
69 I.R8090 13.16R4"J,O 
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N T C T C 

70 1.90478 13.569370 8~ 1.91777 14.201720 
71 1.19547 .175830 90 1. 970J:~ 1'+.861060 
72 1.23677 .197398 91 2.03721 11).g14970 

,. 73 1.29518 .233183 <12 2. 0913 7 16.70h250 
74 1.38052 .293633 93 2.14330 17.447'560 
75 1.47774 .377874 94 2. 19360 18.1?4010 
76 1.55116 .458303 95 2.25360 lR.RR9110 
77 1.61226 .530413 96 2.33331 19.8780?0 
78 1.6-7546 .613278 97 2. 39914 20.637800 
79 1.73916 • 711645 99 2.44096 21.118/50 
80 1.78821 .795313 99 2.47'.46 21.316180 
81 1.81650 .868817 1JJ 2.50074 21.g32010 
82 1.83674 .395420 101 2.55090 A.269226 
A3 1.84650 .945926 102 2.65160 4.550972 
84 1.85252 1.0584'77 103 2. 84992 4.831651 
85 1.85677 2.1)34679 104 3.08006 5.151719 
86 1.85922 11.837050 105 3.35829 5.544515 
87 1.86859 12.796540 lOS 3.68345 5.975?19 
88 1.89113 13. 1523841) 107 4. 02175 6.406134 

* '" * * '" * '" * * « * * '" * '" '" * * * '" * '" * * * * * * * * 

SAMPLE NO. 36 V = 22.578 CC/MOlE 

1 .34010 .• 001515 26 • 70557 .05989g 
2 .34650 .001670 27 • 753 q 6 .097470 
3 .35351 .001870 28 .80496 .156751 
4 .36280 .001920 2=J .86096 .25434?' 
5 .37332 .002105 )0 • 90993 .~66?5;> 

6 .38512 .002316 31 .94883 .480"144 
7 .40312 .002692 32 • 98976 .62746"" 
8 .42480 • ()O3204 33 1.02741 .790874 
9 .44958 .003931 34 1.06516 .983234 

10 .46834 .004599 35 1.10815 1.'3]5625 
11 • 485 73 • n05379 3S 1.17706 1.886576 
12 .50007 .006135 37 1.25516 2.761781 
13 .51820 .007323 38 1.31951 3.756513 
14 .53303 • 008528 39 1.37726 4.948?fl6 
15 .54782 .009972 4) 1. /t2775 6.3?44~9 
16 .56561 .012154 44 1. 21559 "1.2A54'51 
17 .58095 .014442 45 1. 28209 3.140609 
18 .60105 .018229 46 1.33351 4.0]7997 
19 • A2 538 .1124182 47 1.37167 4.816569 
20 .65241 .0329<;8 7~ 1. 347~6 4.0H0216 
.?1 .68300 .1)46441 80 1.35881 4.281851 
22 • 71860 .068216 131 1.376~5 4.8')2787 
23 .76407 .107~41 82 1.39780 ~. '3 7ADRR 
24 .R10'39 .164521 83 1.41627 '3.91BAR.O 
25 .85277 .234Ce1 84 1.43377 h.4]457A 
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N T C T C 

'. 85 1.45001 6.968062 86 1. /1'6282 7.4?6R94 

* 
... t,:: * * * 

... 
* .... * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *' .,. .,. ..... 

SA~PLE NO. 37 V = 22.365 C(/MOLE 

\; 

1 1.31626 2.985203 25 .592S9 .:017612 
2 1.36635 3.785319 26 • 61 777 .o;>? .'144 
3 1.40768 4.629938 27 • 64251 .0;>9530 
4 1.43933 5.406't57 23 • ,6851 .038698 
5 1.45905 5.Q60707 2} • 696B 2 .0511)9'] 
6 1.46775 11.771110 3) • 72552 .06R557 
9 .32777 .001794 31 • 76218 .096R54 

10 .33595 .OC1937 32 .80794 .144R60 
11 .3/1'442 .'102096 33 .85502 .21::>178 
12 .35330 .002261 34 • 89423 .285 ? C; 8 
13 .36551 .002514 35 • 9301 '; .365451, 
14 .38352 .002911 3S .97304 .48'5207 
15 .40295 .003401 37 1. 02245 .65702::> 
16 .42260 .003970 39 1.06818 .855::>«:)7 
17 .44449 .004699 39 1.11952 1.1-H139 
18 .46630 .005580 40 1.18315 ].565606 
19 .48448 .006457 41 1.25392 ::>.2l0851 
20 .50432 .007613 42 1. 32434 3.09R6::>0 
21 .52095 .00A806 43 1.38226 4.0AO?10 
22 .53600 .0100S8 44 1.42138 4.944509 
23 .552Bd .011844 45 1.44068 5.309617 
24 .57167 .014246 46 1.45266 5."35413'1 

* .. .- ... 
* * 

... >',< * * * * * * * * * 
.., 

* * * * * * * * * * * * ,- 'Y' .... ... ... 

SA"1PLE NO. 38 V = 22.312 CC/MJlE 

1 .32220 .001784 16 • 42190 .004lC'0 
2 • 33132 .0019(:3 17 .44359 .()04R~9 

3 .34794 .'J02253 18 • 46542 .0{)S765 
4 • 35790 • ()02453 1~ .4821 3 .OOh'574 
5 .369 A7 .002718 2:) • 49930 .010127 
6 .38335 .002971 22 • 53713 Q .310590 
7 • ·'+0494 .003606 23 • 55916 .Ol?RR8 
R .43024 .004389 24 .58109 .015912 
9 • 32161 .001765 25 • 6051 3 .020?4::> 

10 .33125 .001929 26 • 63556 .02R936 
1 1 .34237 .1'102800 27 • 66832 .0,84'51 
12 .3531') .',)023 /t7 2:3 • 70020 .0')2.990 
13 • 165 ~h) .002611 2~ .73813 .J7671'> 
14 .3·'3000 • "(l29r:;4 3:) • 7803 9 .l]lCJCJ4 
15 .~q9 YO .003457 31 .R?5~6 .1 A42r:;,7 
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N f C T r: 

32 .87161 .234511 38 1.18826 1.590364 
33 .91594 .32510.2 3~ 1.26060 2.253~59 

34 .90059 .4565<13 4:> 1. 32416 3.()53976 
35 1.01527 .6156?1 41 1.38336 4.0 r:,7 A9r, 
36 1. 06070 • R001 74 42 1.43')37 5.2'>747') 
37 1.11653 1.101391 

* * * * * * * * * * '* * .. * * * * *' * * * '* * '* * '* '* * * * 
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Table V. 

'., 
Transition Temperatures Heat Capacity Discontinuities 

(OK) (JoulesLmole-oK~ 

Sample V T(hcp,m) T(hcp,tr) T(bcc, tr) ... 

10 20.431 1. 870/N.D. 

31 20.456 1.8592/11.717 

9 20.521 1.829 

13 20.742 1.6601/1.91 

14 20.846 1.5486/1.343 * 1.766 /N.D. 

21 20.885 N.D. 1.7240/10886 

15 20.900 1.4780/.991 1.7067/1. 824 

29 20.903 1.4748/.998 1.7045/1.817 

18 20.922 1.437/.127 1.684/1.728 

26 20.960 1.2493/0.16 1.6401/1.461 

19 200984 1.6118/1.326 

20 20.987 N.D. 

12 20.0997 1.596/1.246 

11 21.004 1.590/10228 
24 21.013 1.5752/1.183 
22 21.035 1.5474/1. 107 
16 21.067 1.507/~9226 

17 21.073 1. 502/~ 895 
25A 210094 * 1. 4695 /N. D. 

25B 21.096 ,* 1.4670 /N.D. 

23 21. 444 

38 22.312 

37 22.365 

36 22.578 
.. ;::-.:-. 

28 220947 
~ 

27 27.519 

N.D. = Not Determined 
.: .. 

* = Not Directly Observed 
Temperatures given to nearest millidegree are ±.002°K 
Temperatures given to nearest 1/10 of millidegree are ±.OOl°K 
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Table V~ (Cont illUed) 
,. --_. 

Sample 'l'(bcC!J m) T(liquJdJf) --'-----_._--_._-------------_._._.-
10 20 54/l'J. D. 

31 2.5295/17. r(8 
I 

9 2. 50/N. D. 

13 2. 377/N.D. 
14 N.D. 2.331/n.D. 

21 107508/60566 2. 315/N. DQ 

15 1.7410/5. 040 2. 309/H. D. 

29 1.7393/5. 282 2.3065/16.56 

18 1. 7262/h. 341 2.299/N.D. 

26 1. 6950/2 ~ 436 2.2822/16.29 

19 1. 6710/1. 712 2. 259/N. D. 

20 1. 6678/1. 632 N.D. 

12, 1. 656/1.358 N.D. 

11 106473/1.184 NoD. 

24 1. ~360/1. 078 2.253/N.D. 
22 1.6057/.745 2. 2L~37 /16.18 

16 ,.1.5496/.386 2.231 '\ 

17 J.5373/.338 N.D. 

25A 1.4767/. 128 2.2165/16.27 

25B 1.11.720/.122 2.2165/16•27 

23 2.089/N.D. 

38 1. 7461/1+2. 32 

37 1. 7386/3l~. 60 

36 1. 6615/10. 60 

28 10 1~656/L 36 

27 3.578:;'/3.35 

----------------------------------------
t Liquid + Vsp~r ~ Liquid 

------- ------------_._----
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V. ENTROPIES AND THE PHASE DIAGRAMS 

In this section the determination of the entropy of all the samples 

will be discussed and the resulting data for the various two-phase 

mixtures will be used to evaluat e the P-T phase diagram. The complete 

thermodynamic properties of the pure phase will be discussed in the 

following sections. 

A. Low Temperature Heat Capacities and Entropies 

The entropy can be evaluated from the measured heat capacities if 

the data can be extrapolated to OOK, since 

SeT) =f
T 

o 
~ dT 
T 

(V-l) 

For most solids the extrapolation presents no problem, as the 

lattice heat capacity becomes proportional to T3 at temperatures below 

2 or 3°K and the calculated values of Debye theta, 9, are relatively 

constant to even higher temperatures. For solid helium these conditions 

are not realized even at O.4°K at molar volumes near melting. However, 

it was found that the heat capacities of the samples in the hcp phase 

could be fit to within the precision of the data (±o.3% for the author's 

samples; ±Oo~ for Gardnerts recalculated data) to a four term power 

series in T: 

For each sample the entropy could then be calculated by integrating 

these equa.tions from OOK to the melting or transformation temperatureo 
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A more elaborate power series was required to fit the heat capacities 

of the samples in the hcp-II mixed phase. This is not surprising, con-

sidering the complicated nature of the liquid II phase and the unusual 

temperature dependence of the heat of melting, as will be shown. The 

form of the equation used to fit these data is 

c • 

The addition of even higher· power terms did not improve the fits, while 

the inclusion of the half-power terms was necessary to produce accurate 

fits. The equations, while accurately representing the data, were not 

relied upon to yield accurate extrapolations to OOK~ From graphs such 

as Fig. 17, in which most of the hcp-II samples are represented, the 

entropy was computed graphically at a temperature slightly above the 

lowest temperature point for a given sample. With this starting value, 

the eight term equation was used to generate values of the entropy up 

At a constant temperature in the hcp-II mixture, the entropy is 

a linear function of volume - the sum of the entropies of the pure 

solid and pure liquid fractions~ (This is of course also true at 1.465°K, 

on th~ low temperature side of the lower triple pointo) On the high 

temperature side of the L.ToP., where the hcp-bcc mixture is stable, 

the entropy is a different linear function of volume - the sum of the pure 

bc'c and pure hcp fractions. At molar volumes greater than that of pure 

bec at the L.T.P. (Vb (L.T.P.) = 21.098 cm3/mole), where the bcc-II 
cc 

mixture is stable, a third straight S-V line must exist o Furthermore, 
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180.------.-------.--.. ~._----_,r_----_, 

140 

0.644 oK" 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

v 
~ 
0 

I 
OJ -
0 
E 100 
"-
~ 

E 
,., Sample V (cm3 /mole) 
I-
"- o - 19 20.984 

> 
<.) · - 24 21.013 5 

o - 25A 21.0944 · - 37 22.365 
o - 36 22.578 

60 · - 28 22.947 

20~----~------~------~-------L------~ 
o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

XBL685 -2722 

Fig. 17 Experimental heat capacities in the low temperature 
end of the hcp-II mixed phase. 
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the three straight lines must form a triangle bounded by the three points 

Sh (L.T.P.), cp Vh (L.T.P.); Sb' (L.T.'P.), Vb (L.T.P.) and SII(L.T.P.), cp cc cc 

V II(L.T oP.). A plot of Svs. Vat the L.T.P. is shown in Fig. 18. The 

(hcp-bcc) and' (bec-II) lines were evaluated by adding Shep_II(L. T.P.) 

to 6S'(L.T.P.) = T 0 .6U(L.T.P.). Fortunately sample 28 lies almost exactly 
I 

'at VII(L.T .P.), which permits an accurate evaluation of the slopes and 

points of intersection of the lines. V (L.T.P.) and Vh (L.T.P.) were 
bee ep 

thus defined by this graph. The slopes of the three lines give, via the 

Clapeyron equation, the slopes of the three inters~cting phase lines in 

the P-T diagram. (The relation 1 Joule = 9.86923 cn?atm. has been used 

extensively in converting units). Data pertinent to Fig. 18 are collected 

in Tables VI and,VII. 

The maximum value of 6S (L.T.P.) occurs at Vb (L.T.P.) and is 0.0796 cc 

J!rriole_oK. This is in good agreement with the value (0.075±o.008) J/mole-

°K~ determined by Edwards and Pandorf.25 

In the hcp-bcc mixed phase tpe entropy could be evaluated easily 

because the heat capacity could be expressed as 

C = A • T + B • T2 
v 

as was shown in Fig. 11 for sample 21. The values of the coefficients A 

and B are collected in Table VIIL The entropies calculated from these 

equations are plotted in Fig. 19b as S/T3 VB. T to show the striking 

behavior of S at T(bcc, tr) where it is seen that within the experimental 

error, 

(V-2) 



Q) 

O.20~ 
T = 1.465 oK 

/ J 
I 

0 
I-' /hCP + liquid 
I-' 

E 
en 
I 

mixture ....... 
~ -
(f) 0.151 . ./ • Via integration from 0 oK 

• . Via integration of Cv 
backwards from S(bcc, tr) 

I 
0.10 

20.9 21.0 21 .1 

V (c m 3 / mo Ie) 
XBL6B5-2615 

Fig. 18 The entropy at the lower triple point, L.T.P. = 1.465°K. 

, 
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Table VI. Entropy at T == 1.465°K (lower triple point). ,. 

Sample Sh S S cp hcp-II hcp-bcc 

10 . .1063 

31 . .1066 

9 i .1107 

13 .. 1230 

14 01297 

15 .1331 

29 01326 

18 .1407 .0052 .1459 

26 .1614 .0220 .1$34 

19 .1749 .0321 .2070 

12 .1840 02195* 

11 .1868 .03795 .2248 

24 .1914 .0448 .2362 

22 .2033 .0535 .2568 

16 .2882* 

17 .2940* 

25A .2344 .0784 .3128/ .3156* 

25B .3172* 

38 .9409 . not determined 

37 .• 9517 not determined 

28 1.2763 .000+ 1.2763 

30 1~1l5t 

• All quantities in (Joule/mole-OK) • 

* Obtained by integrating Cv back fromS(bcc,t+). 

• + Run 28 hits the freezing line at l.4656°K4O 

t Liquid II. 
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Table VII. Thermodynamics of the lower triple point transition. 

8 = (0~56063v- 11.5B84) J/mole-oK hcp-II . 

~ = 5.533 atmtK 

8 = (0.98404V - 20 0 4420) J/mole-oK hcp-bce 

8 bee-II 

bS dP t b"V = dT = 9 .. 712 atm K 

(0 .. 51758V - 10.6005) J/mole-oK 

bS dP t b"V = dT = 5 .. 108 atm ' K 

The triangle is defined by the three points 

(~hep 
hep 

(

8 - .3193 J /mole ° K) 
V bee - 21.098 e~ /mole 

bee 

at Vb ,bS is then calculated to be .0796 J/moleoK. ee max 

.., 

.> 
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Table VIII. Heat capacities in the hcp-bcc mixed phase. 
,0 

C = A • T + B- T2 (J /mole-OK) 
v 

Sample V( crrP/mole) '-A. ' B 

17 I 21..070 3.2bo 3.362 
! 

16 21.065 3.200 }.362 
22 21.034 5.6657 4.711 
24 21.0135 5.3220 4.450 
11 21.004 , 5.286 4.422 
12 20.997 5.224 4.370 
20 20.987 N.D. N.D. 

19 20.984 5.9835 408478 
26 20.9602 5.8528 4.735 
18 20.921

5 6.7452 5.265 
29 20.9031 6.4670 5.072 
15 2,0.900 6.6628 5.185 
21 20.885 6.4906 5.055 
14 20.846 7.5245 5.650 
13 20.742 9.5487 6.700 

• 
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104 {a} 

102 
-v 1 ~ } 0 f 

Q) f - 100 f 
0 / 

E 
....... 
J bee-II (bee) E {b} 
"-' 100 

rt) Sample 258 H 

~ 
I 

16 
u 
u ....... .0 en 

80 22 

tiep-rr 

hep - bee H 
I 

60 Q. 

26 u 
.s::. 

18 

40 29 15 21 hep 14 13 

1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.80 
T (OK) 

X8l68!5-2719 

Fig. 19 (a) The entropy o~ the bee phase, and 

(b) the entropy o~ the hcp-bee mixed phase. 
.;. 

o· 
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There is no obvious reason to expect such a simple expression, but 

it has proven to be useful, as will be seen shortly. The molar volume 

of sample 14 was evaluated by extrapolating S/T3 to the value 101.3 mJ/ 

mole_o K4, where the temperature was found to be l.766°K. The volume was 

then calculated from the (bcc, tr) V -T equation (Eq. 111-2). Figure, 19b 

also Isuggests that S /T3 - is a constant along the (~cp, tr) phase line but 

the data are not extensive enough to draw a definite conclusion. A plot 

of S/T3 
VSb T along the (bcc,tr) boundary is shown in Fig. 20 which com

pares the data with that of Edwards and Pandorf.25 

In the pure bec phase, entropies were calculated graphically, by 

drawing smooth lines through the heat capacity data as plotted on large 

graphs of C /T vs. T. Points at even intervals were read from the lines 
v 

and were integrated using Simpsonts rule. Along an isotherm in the bcc 

phase, the entropy changes by only about 4% at the widest portion of the 

phase. In order to evaluate thermodynamic properties such as (dS/dv)T' 

it is therefore necessary to have very precise values of S throughout the 

phase. To achieve this, the value of S at the (bcc,tr) line for each 

sample was calculated from Eqo (V -2). Also, instead of using the measured 

value of T(bcc,tr) for each sample, a smooth value was read from the 

(bee, tr) V -T line. In Table IX it can be seen that the change in the 

initial value of S was never more than ±o.41o, which is within the over-

all experimental error. The entropies are shown in Fig .. 19a. While it 

cart be seen that (dS/dV)T is positive throughout the entire phase, the 

scatter in the data and the small overlap of different samples introduce 

larGe errors into derived values of (dS/dV)To In Section VII it will be 

shown how this difficulty has been overcome by smoothing procedures. 
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1.50 1.55 1.60 
T (OK) 

1.65 1.70 1.75 

XBL686-2895 . 

The entropy at the. (bcc,tr) boundary. 
The squares represent the data of Edwards 
and Pandorf (Ref. 25). 
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Table ]X • Entropies at the (bcc, tr) boundary of the bee phase. 
.. 

Sample T(bccytr) Sebec, tr) S{bccz tr~' Tt(bcc,tr) S'(bec,tr) 
T3 (bce, tr) 

21 1.7240 N.D. 1.7250. 519.97 
15 1.70.67 50.1 .. 82 ' 10.0..94 ,1.70.80. 50.4.75 
29 1.70.45 502.26 10.1.42 1.70.48 50.1.91 
18 1.6843 484 .. 81 10.L.47 1.6844 484.11 
26 1.640.1 445.84 10.1.0.6 1.640.1 446.915 
19 1.6118 423.44 ' 10.l..12 1.6123 424.57 
20. N.D. N.D. 1.60.88 421.81 
12 1.596 412.22 10.1.40. 1.5965 412.21 
11 1.590.6 409.51 10.1.76, 1.5875' 40.5.28 
24 1 .. 5752 395.13 10.1.10. 1.5762 396.68 
22 1.5474 374.63 10.1 .. 11 , 1.5491 376.57 
16 1.50.75 34.9.25 10.1.94 1.50.70. 346.69 
17 1.50.19 343.0. i0.1.25 1.4994 341.48 
25A 10 4695 322.9' 10.1.76 1.4695 321 .. 46 
25B 10 4670. , 321.1 10.1.71 1.4670. 319.81 

av. 10.1.39 

Sf = 10.1.30. .. (T,)3 .. 

N .D.- Not determined. 

.. I: 
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One feature of Fig. 19a is especially useful: (cU
T
3)v is, within the 

. overall experimental error, constant along the (bcc, t:t ) boundary. Com

bined with the observationthatS
b 

/T3 
== constant along the same boundary, 

cc 

a useful relationship can be obtained: 

Since 

8 
0 (~)V dT + ('~T3k dV, d- == == 

T3 

then 

(~)v;4 1 (CS) (~)T· ~ T3 (NT 
== - • 

constant 

then 

along the (bcc, tr) botmdary.. But on this boundary V is known as a 

function of' T (Eqo 111-2),. and an expression for dV /dT maybe written; 

dV(bcc,tr) 
dT .5100 - .83333 • T 

b~047 • T3. (J/cm3 _OK) 
• 5100 - .83333·T 

(V -3) . 

in the pure bcc phase along thebce,tr boundary. This equation may be 

an oversimplification of the actual behavior of' (cSjdV)T' since it results 

from three empirical relations along the (bee, tr) boundary. While it may 

therefore not be very accurate, Eq. (V -3) nevertheless will prove to be 

very useful in computing thethermodynamies of the bee phase. 
~ 

~, 

'~'~'" '. 

' .. ~ "\. 

'-.. \ 
'-. i. 

!, 

,;.., 
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In the bcc-II, bcc-I, hcp-I, and pure liquid I phases, the entropy 

was also calculated from numerical integration of graphicalls" smoothed 

heat capacity data. Unfortunatels", the ~asurements extend beyond the 

upper triple point for only a few of the samples. Five of the samples 

in the bcc-I mixed p~ase extend to the upper triple point (U.T.P.) and 

define the slope of the (bcc-I) S-V line at that temperature. The lower 

end of this line is at Vbcc (U.T,.P.) = 20.838 c;; /mole (see Section III). 

The upper end was determined from present data on the (II,f) V-T line 

where VII (U.T.P.) "= ?2.l5 "~/mole. At this time, Vhcp (U.T.P.) had 

not been defined and there also were no data for M (U.T.P.). However, 

from the following considerations it was possible to complete the S-V 

diagram shown in Fig. 21 at the UoT.P. and bewond. 

As mentioned in Section III, the molar volume of sample No. 13 

(20.742 c;; /mole) was determined from the 1.68, 1.70 and 1. 72°K isotherms 

in Fig. 21. The (bcc, tr) line appears as a straight line on this diagram. 

Although this is not strictly consistent with Eqs. III-2and V-2, the 

discrepancy is within the experimental uncertainty. When S(hcp,tr) of 

sample 13 was plotted at its newls" assigned molar volume, it appeared 

that the (hcp, tr) line was also straight. This is consistent with the 

observation that in Fig. 19b, S(hcp,tr) ~ ,const • T3 .The (hcp,tr) line 

'in Fig. 21 was therefore extrapolated as a straight line to higher tem

peratures and the 1.74, 1.76, and 1.774°K isotherms were extrapolated 

to meet ito The accuracy of these lines in the hcp-bcc phase unavoidably 

depen3..s highly on the molar volume of sample 13. The intersection of the 

l1cp-bcc isotherms and the (hcp, tr) line defined points on the (hcp, tr) 

V -T phase line and thus also defined Vh (U.T.P.). Similar to the cp 
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Fig. 21 The entropy diagram of He4 in the vicinity of the 
bcc phase. 

The open aymbols represent the samples measured by 
Gardner. 
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(bcc,tr) data, the (hcp,tr) points were found to fit the expression: 

V(hcp,tr) = 2009577 + 0.7000 • T -"0.5000 • T2 (v-4) 

The U.T.P. triangle could now be completed because both S and V were 

known at the three corners of the triangle. The entropy data at the 
I I I 

upper triple point are collected in Tables X and XI. Because of the 

shape of the U.T.P. triangle, the Sh I' line has been defined without 
cp-

recourse to measurements of 6S(U.T.Po). However~ 6S(U.T.P.) can now be 

evaluated easily. The maximum value of 6S occurs at Vb (U.T.P.): cc 

6S = 0.259 J/mole-oK. This is in excellent agreement with the directly 
max 

measured value of (0.266±0.017) J/mole-oK reported by Edwards and 

. 25 
Pandorf o Their value is also plotted in Fig. 21, referenced to 

Sb (U.T.P.). cc 

In continuing the entropy calculations for those samples measured 

in the hcp-I mixed region, starting values were calculated from the 

Sh I(U.T.P.)-V line where necessary .. ··, The straight S-V isotherms in 
cp-

the hcp-I mixed phase are well defined but most of the data lie outside 

the graph in Fig. 21. In the hcp phase above 1.66°K, the (dS/dV)T isotherms 

are not well defined because the data are so sparse. 

Therefore the (hcp,mI) line was drawn through the lower corner of the 

U.T.P. triangle and through S(hcp,mI) for samples 9 and 31. Points where 

this line intersects the hcp-I isotherms then define points on the (hcp,mI) 

V -T line. An inflection results in the V -T line, a s shown in Fig. 7 • 

The reality of this inflection as defined here is questionable, but it is 

known from the work of Swenson13 that there is an inflection point in the 

hcp melting line near 2°K. At the time of Swensonts13 work the bcc phase 



Sample 

10 
31 

9 
13 
14 
21 
29 
26 
19 
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Table X. Entropy at 1. 774°K' (upper triple point) .. 

S hcp 

.2111 

.2103 

.2192 

S hcp-bcc 

.4155 

S 
bcc-I 

.5884 

.. 7095 

.. 7636 

.9289 
1.0140 
1.1593 

Table XI. Thermodynamics of the upper triple point transition. 

Sbcc_I = (2.998. V - 61.902) J /mole-oK 

~ = ~ = 29,,587 atmtK 

Shcp_I = (2.8005 • V - 57.530) J/mole-oK 

.t::S dP 
6V = dT = 27.639 atmtK 

Shcp_bec = (1.581· V - 32.370) J/mole-oK 

: = ~. = 15~60· atmtK 

The triangle is defined by the three points: 

at 

(
s - 0.568 J/mole_

O

K) . . bec-
V = 20.838 cm3/mole bce 

o .. . 

4.50. J /mole-
O

K) 
22.15 cm3 /mole 

~max = 0.259 J/mole-oK 

t::S 
max 
R 

(3102±O.6) .. 10-3 
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had not been discovered, and he did not notice its presence (although 

his data between 1.5 and 1.76 do indicate t,ha t he was unknowingly taking 

data in hcp"bcc mixtures). It could be that the inflection point in 

the solid melting volume lies only in the (bcc,m) line. Grilly and 

Milli2,23 (hcp,mI) data also suggest a slight inflection at -1.9°K in 

, the hcp melting line. 

When the entropy diagram in Fig. 21 is projected into three dimensions, 

the shape of the entropy surface becomes evident.. As isometric projection 

is shown in Fig. 22. The pure phases, hcp and bcc, appear as relatively 

flat planes, separated by steep two .. phase walls. The triple .. point planes 
. . 

are vertical walls, and vertical lines when projected onto the V-T plane. 

The slope of the isochores gives the heat capacity along them, since 

(dSjdT)V = C~T. Note that the isochorea and isentropes curve in Fig. 22, 

while the isotherms remain straight lines in the two-phase mixtures. 

(The isotherms in the pure phases, in both Figs. 21 and 22, are not 

strictly straight lirtes, but are drawn so here as an approxiniation.) 

B. The P-T Phase Diagram 

The most useful feature of the entropy diagram, Fig. 21, is that 

slopes of the isotherms in the two phase regions give direct Jy the slopes 

of the correspondin~ P-T phase lines. In general, 

(V-5) 

In a two-phase mixture, P and therefore (dSjdV)T are independent of V; 

dP 
dT 

(v-6) 
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.. 

XBL685-2616 

Fig. 22 The entropy diagram in isometric projection. 
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where 

·68 
6.V == 

and 1 and 2 refer to the pure phases ip equilibrium. Therefore along an 

isotherm in a two phase mixture S is a linear function of V (as discussed 

in the preceding section with reference to the triple points). Equation 

(v-6) points out that to evaluate dP/dT for a transition it is not 

necessary to know either the total entropy change or the total volume 

change for the transition (at constant temperature) if the slope of the 

S-V isotherm in the two phase mixture has been determined (from measure-

ments of S at two or more diff.erent volumes in the mixture). Admit tedly· . J 

this is a tedious way to evaluate :dP/dT but it is a natural by-product 

of the present work. 

Between 1.465°K.and 1.774°K,· (pSfcW)T in the hcp-bec, bcc-II, and 

. bec-I mixed phases were determined graphically from: Fig. 21.. In the 

hcp-II and. licp-I mixed phases, (dS{cW)T was computed at desired tempera

tures by least squares .fits to straight lines. 

For the isotherms above 1.465°K,(dS{cW)T was plotted as in Fig. 23 

and smoothed graphically •. The raw and smobthed Values are collected in 
. . 

Tables XTI and XIII. The (hcp-bcc) data could be expressed asa straight 

line with the equation 

dP hcp-bee 
dT . (19.06 • T - 18.213) atmfK (V-8a) 

Integration of this expreSSion between the lower and upper triple point 

temperatures yields 
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10 -

.. - Swenson(o) 

0- Grilly 8< Mills(b) (melting) 

o -(hcp-bcc) 

K - Kierstea(j(c) 

• - This work 31 ~--~--~------------~ 

30 

29 
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XBl686 - 2887 

Fig. 23 'dP!dT in the vicinity of the bee phase. 

a. Ref. l5 
b. Ref. 23 
c. Ref. 35 
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Table XII. The P-T boundaries of the bee ph~se 

T(OK) dP dP P-Po(atm) dP dP t :j: 

dT raw dT smooth dT raw dT smooth P-P (atm) 
0 

. {bcc-II~ ~hcE-bee) 

1.465 5.11 ,5:~10 1,,0361 9.71 9.734 1.0361 
1.42. 5.62 5.50 1.1154 9.97 10.020 1.1842 
1.50 6.08 6.05 1.2309 10.30 ' 10.401 1.3885 
1 .. 52 6.61 6.68 1.3581 10.78 10.782 106003 

1.54 7 .. 41 7.32 1.4981 11.23 11.163 1.8198 
1.56, 8.09 8.04 1.6517 11.50 11.545 2.0468 
1.58 8.80 8.83 1 .. 8203 11.88 11.926 2.2815 
1 .. 60 10.01 9,,77 200063 12 .. 22 12.307 2.5239 
1062 11.00 10.81 2.2119 12.67 12 .. 688 2.7738 
1.64 12 .. 10 11.98 2.4396 12.93 13.069 3.0314 
1.66 13 .. 32 13.30 2 .. 6918 13.22 13.451 3.2966 
1 .. 68 14.95 14.91 2.9736 13.69 13.832 3.5694 
1.70 16.98 16.87 3.2913 14.13 14.213 3.8499 
1072 19.49 19.25 3.6510 14.45 14,,594 4.1379 
1.74 22.24 22.20 4.0645 14.70 140975 4.4336 
1.76 26.94 26.85 4.5506 15.34 15 .. 357 4.7370 
1 .. 764 28.52 28.52 4.6627 

{bec-I~ 

1.,77 29.24 4 .. 8360 
1 .. 774 29.59 29.59 4.9537 15 .. 59 15.623 4.9537 
1.78* 30.03 30.03 5.1326 
1.79* 30.70 30.70 5.4363 

* Superheated bcc-I 
t dP/dThcp_bcc (19 .. 06 - 18.189 " T) atm/K 
:j: P-P = 7.22946 - 18 .. 189 • T + 9.53 • T2 

o hcp-bcc 
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Table XIII. PVT data in the hcp-I mixed phase 

T dP dP P ... P V(hcp,mI) V(I,r) dT raw dT smooth 0 

(OK) (atmtK) (atmtK) (atm) (crJ /mo1e) ( c';; /mo1e ) 

(hcp-I) 

1.774 . 27.64 27.64 4.9537 20.626 22 ~'l50 

1 .. 78 28.06 5.1207 20.616 22.136 
1.80 29.24 29.24 5.6944 20.580 22.086 

1..82 30.09 6.2882 20.540 22.036 
1.84 30.76 6.8969 20.499 21.985 
1.85 31.03 31.03 
1.86 31,,28 7.5174 20.454 21.935 
1.88 31.72 8.1477 20.413 21.885 

1.90 32.05 32.13 8.7862 20.376 21.836 

1.92 32 .. 50 9.4326 20.335 21.787 
1.94 32 .. 86 10.086 20.296 21.738 

.1.95 33.00 33 .. 02 
1.96 33.19 10.747 20.258 21.690 
1.98 33.53 11.414 20.221 21.643 
2.00 33 .. 85 33.85 12.088 20.186 21.596 
2.02 34.16 12.768 
2.04 34.46 13 .. 454 
2.05 34.68 34.61 
2.06 34.,76 14.146 
2.08 35.04 14.844 
2.10 35.32 35.31 15<>548 
2.12 35.57 16.256 
2.14 35.82 16.970 
2,,15 35,,95 35094 

., 
---

2 .. 16 36 .. 08 17.689 
2.18 ' 36,,32 18 .. 413 
2.20 36.56 36.56 19.142 
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Smoothed data were read from the (bee-II) and (bee-I) lines and 

integrated using Simpson's rule. This yielded the value 

To achieve internal consistency, Eq. (v-8~) was altered so that it 

would yield this value, thus: 

dP . 
. hep-bce 

dT (19 .. 06 • T - 18.189) atmrK (V-8b) 

This amounts to shifting dP/dT upwards by only 0.02 atmrK, well 

within the experimental scatter. The line drawn through the (hep-bee) 

data in Fig. 23 follows Eq. CV-8b~ .. Grilly and Mills23 data on the 

(hep-bee) line reflects the problems discussed in Section III but the 

intereomparison of their data with the present in Fig. 23 is not really 

fa lr, since their measurement s were of pressure directly. However, 

agreement in dP/dT along the (bee-II) line is excellent, as it is with 

the data of Swenson15 who also measured melting pressures. Figure 23 

. 26 23 
establishes Gardner's assumption that Grilly and Mills' temperature 

scale is not in error. It is also obvious that their (bee-II) point at 

1.,44°K is in line with supercooled bee-II mixture, as assumed in Section 

III. Kierstead
40 

has measured dP/dT directly and the lines he drew 

through his data are plotted in the. insert in Fig. 23. His data is over 

3% higher than the present data and, in view of the overall agreement of 

the present data with Swenson15 and Grilly and Mills23 melting values, 

seem slightly in error. Kierstead t s 40 values of the melting pressure 

b 2 t . . 15 23 are a out O. a m hlgher than those of Swenson or Grilly and Mills o 

(Recently, Kierstead36 has mentioned that his earlier pressure data40 is 

too high by -.1 atm.) Qualitatively, Kierstead t s40 data is in very good 
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agreement, and in fact, curved lines like the ones dravTll through tbe 

present data \'!ould fit his rm.,. data. even better than his straight 1ine~. 

In the (hcp-I) region, the present data besin to deviate from the 

Ih 27 
others "/, :J above 1.9°Ko This could be a consequence of the fact that 

the (oShC~~IjCV)T data are based on relatively fevT samples lying over 

a rather narro':! portion of the hcp-I volume range. Most of the sa.mples 

pass from the hcp-I mixed phase to the pure liquid I phase betv:een 2.2°K 

and 2.35°K, and therefore (aSh I/OV)rn has not been evaluated above 2.2°X. 
cp- I 

Looking 8gcdn at :Fig. 21J it is not obvious that (OS/Ov\, can be 

accurately evaluated in the hcp"';II mixed phase, especially at lo\';er tem-

peratures. 'rhis is merely a consequence of the scale of the graph. 

Looking back to Fig. 17, it can be seen that the data are precise enough 

to cVflluate accuratel~y the volume dependence of the hcp-II heat capacit ies. 

In general, 

== 

and in a hT::)-phase mixture, 

1 (CCv)· 
T dv T 

== 

Therefore in a mixtm:e, C is also linear in volumeo (Any extensive v 

variahle of a t'llO-phase mixture is linear in volume at a constant tem-

pe"Y''''~·1.'r'· ) -,_ (J,r l., <... c.: It Hm·/ever, note that 

I'ihcl'e 1 ancl 2 st:'\nc. for the 1)\'-1'0 phases in cguilibrinm(cL gCj. V-7). 

I' 'i 
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This is because of the fact that there is a discontinuity in the heat 

capacity crossing a V-T boundary, as mentioned in Section IV. The 

discontinuity' is proportional to the square of the slope of the V-T 

boundary, and consequently is very small at the (hcp,mII) and (11,1) 

" 0 boundaries below 1 K. I 
I 
I, 

The most striking feature of Fig. 17 is the fact that the heat 
I ' 

capacities all cross one another at approximately 0.64°K. This corres-

pon~s to (dC~dV)T = 0, and thus by Eq. (V-9) there must be an inflec-

tion point in the (hcp-II) P-T boundary. 

isotherms near 0~64 is shown in Fig. 24. 

A plot of C vs. V on three v ' 

The plot shows tlR t the P-T 

inflection point occurs at 0.644±0.001oK, and also shows the accuracy 

with which (dCv/dV)T can be determined. 

A plot of S vs. T for the hcp-II mixed phase would be similar to 

Fig. 17 and the data are found to intersect at o. n6°K. A plot of 

S vs. V for all samples at three temperatures in the vicinity of 0.776°K 

is shown in Fig. 25. In the hcp-II mixed phase below 0.776, (dS/dV)T ~ 0, 

while above, (dSjdV)T:::: O. From Eq. (V -6) we see that there most be a 

minimum in the P-T melting curve at 0.776°~. 

Such a minimum was first postulated by Goldstein18 who assumed that 

at low enough temperatures the liquid heat capacity would be due only 

to longitudinal phonon modes, since transverse vibrational modes cannot 

be propagated in a liquid. Thus the liquid (at freezing) could have a 

lower heat capacity than the solid (at melting) where both transverse and 

longitudinal modes can be propagated. However, the liquid has a higher 

molar volume and thus the energy levels of the liquid modes could be 

closer together than those of the solido The possible increase in the 
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density of longitudinal modes could more than offset the effect of the 

absence of transverse modeso On the basis of the experimental data 

available to him, Go1dstein18 predicted that the liquid would have less 

entropy than the solid at temperatures somewhere below 10 K. Later, 

Goldstein 42 was able to predict that the melting curve minimum would 

occur at 10 K, where P~Po would be -0.052 atm. Subsequently, experimental 

evidence for the minimum was detected by Wiebes and Kramers. 43 From the 

thermal effect associated with slowly depressuri2:ing samples of solid He 4, 
they estimated a minimum of 0.008 atm at 0.76°K. Direct, but relatively 

44 
insensitive measurements of the melting preSsure by LePair et ale con-

firmed the estimates of Wiebes and KramerSo 43 In a later publication, 

Le Pair et al. 45 commented on experimental problems associated with their 

work but expressed confidence in the reality of the minimum. Sydoriak 

and Mills 46 found that the entropy of melting was negative below 0.86°K, 

47 and calculated that P-P . i . . would be 0.027 atm at 0.6°K. Zimmerman mln mum 

found that his measurements were consistent with a negative melting slope 

below 0.63°K. Straty and Adams19 were able to measure melting pressures 

-4 with a precision of 10 atm ° and found the minimum at 0.775 K, and a 

value of P-P .. of 0.0075 atm at 0.35°K. With more accurate and more mlnlmum 

complete data on the thermodynamic properties of liquid and solid He 4 at 

melting, Goldstein and Mills48 were able to present a more accurate 

thermodynamic treatment of the melting curve minimum, together with a 

treatment based on the elementary excitation spectra of the liquid which 

fit the data of Straty and Adams19 excellently above 0.7°K. They con-

~llh1.e\.i. that the measurements of Straty and Adams were slightly in error 



In an inspectian af' Fig. 25 it is abviaus that the present data can 

be used to. calculate the melting pressures quite precisely, if (eS/dV)'r 

can be extrapalated to. OOKaccurately" Also., the value af (es/ev)T itself 

can be accurately calculated, because the hep-II data caver bath ends af 

the valume range af the hcp-II mixed phase. Because (ds/ev),): ,,,as ~alcul[~ted 

by a separate least squares fit at every desired ten~erature, systematic 

errors in entrapy 0.1' mqlar valume amang the hcp-II samples have been 

averaged aut arid the resulting values af dPhCP_II/dT are very smaath. 

When a nevi' sample joins the hep-II graup, such as sample 26 daes at 1.25° K, 

a small jag accurs in dP/dT, amaunting to. -O~%. Using, a plat af 

/ rh3 4 / " dPhcp_II d'll VB. T , the dP dT data shay;rn in Fig. 26 cauld be extra-

palated accurately to. OOK "bec8,use the data helm'l 0.5°K fit the expression 

(V-I0) 

Points vlere read framthe extrapalated curve to. camplete the table af 

dP
h 

II/dT listed in Table XIV. The data were then numerically integrated 
cp-_ " 

to yield P-P : 
a 

p-p 
o 

dP 
hcp-II 

dT 
dT (V-ll) 

The resulting values are also. listed in '1'able XIV and platted in }<'ig. 26. 

At the temperature of the minimum, 0.776°K, P-P = -8.04 • 10-3 atm. This 
a " 

is very close to. the value af -8 • 10-3 8.tm at T. = 0.76°K determined by 
" mln 

" ~ 6° Hiebes a!ld Kramers and in fact at 0 0 7 K the present data yield 

p-p 
o 

p. -3" = 709u • 10 atm. Smaothed values reported by Straty and Adal:,~?9 

aTe also plJtted. in }i'ig. 26. Their data .. Jere in the form af P-P. and mln 
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Fig. 26 The low temperature melting curve and associated 
thermodynamic properties along the curve. 

a. Ref. 19 
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Table XIV. The (hcp-II) P-T curve. 
,,. 

T ap/dT P-Po T dP/dT P-Po 
(OK) (10 -3 atrrif K) (10.3 atni) (OK) , B 

(10.3 atm) (10- atmfK) 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.775 -0.5934 -8.041 
* -0.603524 0.78 -jJ2.016 -8.038 0.1 -0,,1403 

* -0.05611 -7.989 0.2 -1.122 0.79 +7.730 
-3.783* 

! 

0.3 -0.2839 0.80 14.14 -7 0 888 
-4 .. 590 * -0 .. 3675 0.32 0.81 21.30 -7.711 

0.34 .. 5.502 * -0.4682 0.82 29 .. 25 -7.452 

0.36 -6.527* -0.5883 0.83 38.04 -7.116 

0.38 -7.668* -0.7301 0.84 47.72 -6.688 

0.40 ~8.932 -0.8959 0 .. 86 69.94 -5.518 
0.42 .. 10.32 -1.088 0 .. 88 96.34 -3.863 
0.44 -11.83 "';1.309 0.90 127 .. 4 -1.634 
0.46 -13.47 -1.562 0.92 163.4 +1.265 

0.48 -15.20 -1 .. 849 0.94 205.1 +4.940 

0.50 -17.02 -2.171 0.96 252.6 9.508 
0.52, -18.89 -2 .. 530 0.98 306.6 15.09 

.0.54 -20 .. 77 -2.927 1 .. 00 367 .. 7 21.82 

0.56 -22 .. 57 -3.360 1.04 513.1 39.33 
0.58 -24 .. 23 -3.829 1 .. 08 693 .. 3 63.33 
0.60 -25.66 -4.328 1.12 913,,7 95.32 
0.62 ... 26.69 -4.853 1.16 1180. 137.6 
0.64 -27.20 -50392 1.20 1502. 190 .. 5 

, 0.66 -26.99 -5.936 1.24 1886. 258.1 
0.68 -25.89 -6.466 1 .. 28 2336. 342.3 

0.70 -23 .. 63 -6 .. 964 1~32 2821. 445.8 
0,,72 -20.02 -7.402 1 .. 36 3433 .. 570 0 5 
0.74 -14.73 -7.753 1.40 4151. 721 0 8 

0.76 - 7 .. 494 -7.979 1044 4991. 904.2 

0.77 - 3.045 -8.032 10 465 5600.* 1036.1 

* By- extrapohl.tion 
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were adjusted to agree with the present data at O.35°K, the lowest 

temperature of their measurements. Quantitative agreement at the 

minimum is excellent, but between 0.7°K and 004°K their data deviate 

significantly from the present, in the same manner that they deviate 

from the derived expression of Goldstein and Mills.
48 

This prompted 

an attempt to fit the present data to the expression of the latter 

authors [(Eq •. (50) from re:f.48) ] jwhich reads: 

where 

and 

p-p = (p-p) + (p-p ) 
o 0 phonon 0 roton 

( p p ) . -
- 0 roton -

RT 
tN 

4'1fV / 
o £ 0 (2 4kT)1 2 -&T 

----y 7TllPo e 
N h) . 

o 

(V-12) 

(V-13) 

( 
RT p-p = - • o)Phonon 6.V 

3 • (el~S(o))3 ] 
1 - ( fl2 / e s ( 0) ) 2 

(v-14) 

In Eq. (V-14): 

e = 
S 

characteristic longitudinal temperature of the liquid (II) 
at the freezing line. 

Debye temperature of the solid 
Goldstein and Mills have used 

(hcp) at the melting line. 

) 
2 e = e (0 - -rT where s s 

o -1 
1" = 1.755 K 

e (0)= 27.08 oK 
s 

to represent the temperature_dependence of es' based 
data of Edwards and Pandorf.30 

on the 

6.V = volume change on melting 

(= V(II,f) - V(hcp,mII) using the present notation.) 



In Eq. (V-13): 

V£ ::: volume of the liquid (= V(II,f» 

N := Avagodrots number 
0 

h Planckts constant 

k ::: Boltzmann's constant 

J.l ::: r:oton effective mass 

Po ::: rot on characteristic momentum 

D. ::: rot on energy gap 

Through the experiments conducted by the author in conjunction 

with Dr. C. G. Waterfield on the constant volume heat capacities of 

the liquid, it has been possible to evaluate the parameters ~ /k and 

1/2 2 
J.l Po. The values at the freezing line are: 

7.09°K 

3.75 • 10"50 g5/2 2 -2 
em see 

It was also determined that at OaK 

::: 

The present work on the hcp phase yields 

e (0) ::: 26.00o K at V(hcp,mII) = 20.973 crrP /mole and the tem ... s 

peratUre dependence is best fit by the expression 

e ::: e (0) (1 _ b • T4); T < 1.OoK 
s s 

where 
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The expression in T entered into Eq. (v-14) in the differential form, so 

that to be correct, Goldsteints and Millst, equation (47) must be rewritten 

as 

(dP) R 4n
4 

dT. = /:::'V· 15 
phonon 

(V-16) 

and by integration, 

This replaces Eq. (V-14) in Eq. (V-12), yielding 

. RT 
p-p =

o /:::,V 
m 

7T 

4 (!...)3 [1-15 . ep' 
3(ep'/es(0))3 (2 _ bT4) 

2(1 _ bT4)2 ] 
(V-18) 

Goldstein and Mills assumed that at temperatures below 1.2°K /:::,V was 

constant but the next section will show that /:::,V has a small but 

significant temperature dependence. Therefore Eq. (V-18) has been 

evaluated at temperatures of interest by first calculating the appro-

priate/:::'V at each temperature. The resulting values of P-P agree o . 

with those in Table XIV to within 1% below 0.70
o

K and within 2% up to 

1
0

K, showing a minimum of -7.885 • 10-3 atm at 0.713°K. Above 1
0

K the 

calculated values do not rise as steeply as the experimental values 

and the agreement becomes progressively worse. This is not surprising 

in vie1., of the fact that the present heat capacity data on the liquid II 

:9hase could not be fit accurately to the Landau expression above 1
0

K. 

.. 
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With the value P-P = 1.0361 atm at 1.46~K, the lower triple o 

point te~erature, it was possible to continue the integration of the 

smoothed dP/dT values in Tables XII and XIII to yield P-P on the o 

(hcp-bcc), (bcc-II), (bee-I) and (hcp-I) phase lines. The results 

were tabulated in Tables XII and XIII, and are shown in Fig. 27. These 

values may be compared with diXect measurements of pressure on the 

melting lines, thereby yielding values of P , collected in Table TV. 
o 

At the lower te~eratures there is excellent agreement on the value 

P = 25 0 00 atm. The data of Grilly and Mills23 and Swensonl~ also plotted 
o 

in Fig. 27, suggest that the present data become progressively too low 

at higher temperatures, reflecting a possible error of 2% in P-P. The o 

data of Vignos and Fairbank20 are in excellent agreement with the pre-

sent when based on the value Po = 25.21 atm~ This value seems rather 

high in view of the other low temperature data. Having measured no 

melting pressures directly, this author would not like to speculate 

whose melting pressures are the most accurate. Kierstead36 has mentioned 

that Vignos and Fairbankt s 20 pressures, as well as his own earlier data,35,40 

are too high. 

Along the (hcp-bcc) line, the data of Vignos and Fairbank20 and Grilly 

'and Mills23 are both too high and extend to too low a temperature. This 

is a consequence of the problems of achieving equilibrium and pressure 

transmission in the solid-solid mixture and of the tendency of the 

bcc phase to supercool so easily .. 

On the (hcp-I) line, the present data are in excellent agreement with 

S\';enson,15 the discrepancy being only.07 atm at 2.2°K and ±.02 atm 

between 1.8 and 2 0 1oK. The data of Grilly and Mills23 become p~ogreSSi~elY 
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7r---~------,-------~------~------~--~ 

v = 20.50 cm3
/ mole 

6t= __ --------~2~0~.5~5~------------------------------------~ 

20.60 

5 

20.65 

- 20.70 
o -

a...0 

~ 3L-__ --~2QO.~75~----~------------~ 

• 

20.80 

2 
20.85 

• - Swenson(ol 

20.90 
0- Grilly 8 Mills(bl 

• - Vi gnos 8 Fai rbank {el 

O~~~----~~------~------~----~-L--~ 
1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 

Fig. 27 

T (OK) 
XBl686-289. 

The P-T phase diagram in the vicinity of the bec phase. 

Absolute pressures can be obtained by merely adding 
25.000 atm to the values of P-Po• 

a. Ref. 15; b. Ref. 2); c .. Ref. 20. 

.. 
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Table XV. Comparison of pressures along the melting lines. 

T(OK) P(atm) P (atm) t Authors 
0 

0.76 25.0 25~01 Wiebes ,and Kramers43 

0081 25007 25.08 LePair et al. 44 

0.80 24.96 24&97 Sydoriak. and. Mills 46 

0.775 24.96 ' 24.97 Straty and Adams19 

1.399 25.81 25.00* Swenson 15* 

1.499 26 022 25.00 

1.597 26 099 25.02 

1.696 28.27 25.035 

1.746 29.265 25.06 

1.760 29~63 25.08 

1.28 25.34 25.00 Grilly and Mills23 

1.40 25.74 25.02 

1.52 26.38 25.02 

1.60 27006 25.05 

1.72 28.76 25.11 

1.76 29.67 25.12 

1.1-1.8 25.21(av) Vignos and Fairbank20 

1..763 

1.763' 

1.762 

t P 
o 

29.84 25 .. 20 Kierstead35 

29074 25.10 Kierstead36 

29.71 25.10 Lounasmaa and Kaunisto49 

P (p p) this work. measured - - 0 

* 'Based on (bee-II) supercooled. 

:j: Swenson I s temperatures recalculated to T580 



higher,. being .. 2 atm higher than the present at 2.oboK. The values of 

<iF/dT shmm in Fig. 23 reflect this behavioro 

Co The Low Temperature V-T Phase Diagram 

What affect does the minimum in the (hcp-II) P-T line have on the 

molar volumes along 'the melting (hcp,mII) and freezing (II,f) lines? 

Like many problem~s in thermodynamics, the answer to this question seems 

trivial and obvious only after one has spent considerable time solving 

ito The question is best answered by first drawing isochores in the 

P-T diagram, as shmm in Figo 28. (The liquid II isochores are only 

approximate, while the hcp isochores shown here were calculated from 

the reduced state data. The separation between isochores reflects the 

correct compressibility of both phases .. ) Considering first the solid 

hcp phase, t'he 20.973 cm3/mole isochore is drawn coincident with the 

melting pressure at OaK. Thjs is the value of V (hcp,mII). , 0 This 

isochore intersects the melting line at lo055°K. The denser isochores, 

i.e., 20.9725 c';; /mole and 20.9720 c;( /mole, intersect the melting line 

at higher temperatures" Thus in general V(hcp, mII) is decreasing with 

increasing temperature. However, there are less dense isochores which 

intersect the melting curve both above and below the minimum and the 

hcp isochore 20097492 c;( /mole just grazes the melting curve at about 

0.9°K. Thus there must be a maximum in the V(hcp,mII) curve, amounting 

to Vmax - Vo ~ 0.00192 c;(/mole at approximately 009°K. It is obvious 

that if the slope of an isochore(dPhCp/CT)v at the melting line is equal 

to the slope of the melting line dPhCP~II/dT, then at that point 

dV(hcp, mII) /dT = 0 0 At any point in a pure phase, the volume may be 

I" 

• 
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Fig. 28 Isochoresfor hcp and liquid II in the vicinity 
of themin±mum in the melting curve. 



written as a function of the independent variables P and T: 

v = f(T,P) 

thus 

dT + (~) dP 
T 

therefore 

(V-19) 

where K = - l/V (dVjdP)T; the isothermal compressibilityo For a pure 

phase i which is in equilibrium with a pUre phase j, Eq.(V-19) becomes 

(V-20) 

where the term dP .. /dT is the slope of the P~T phase boundary between 
l-J 

i and j. Equation (v-20) thus gives the slope of the V.-Tphase boundary~ 
. . 1 

showing that if (dPijdT)V - dPi_j/dT = 0, then dVi/dT = O. Equation 

(V-20) can be integrated to yield the Vi-T phase line: 

_ l-J dT dP. 'J 
dT (V-2l) 

For the hcp and II phases, (dPijdT)Vi = (dSijdV)T was calculated 

at the approximate V.-T boundary at desired temperatures 0 In the hcp 
1 

phase at each desired temperature, log Sh vs log V was fit to a straight cp 

line via least squares and (dShCP/dV)T was calculated from the slope 



d log Sh /d log V using the computed value of Sh . at the approximate cp cp 

V(hcp,mII), ii.e., the intersection of the hcp and hcp-II lines in Fig. 

25. (It is interesting to note that these estimated V(hcp,mII) points 

also reflected a maximum, although not precisely.) The liquid II phase 

entropy data have a compli~ated volume dependence and are not closely 

spaced near the (II,f) freezing line, so (QSII/;JV)T at the approximate 
I 

V(II,f) were obtained graphically at several temperatures. A smooth 

line was drawn through the data so that m?re closely spaced values could 

be interpolated. The hcp data needed no smoothing except above 1.24°K 

6 8 0 4 0 where the effect of samples 2 and 1 melting at 1.25 K and 1.37 K, 

respectively, was to introduce kinks in the data amounting to ~1/2%. 

This points out that systematic errors in the highest points on the hcp 

lines in Fig. 25 have considerable weight in the value (OSh /OV)T cp· 

analyzed at the end of the line. The data are tabulated in Table XVI 

and were plotted in Fig. 26. The (OPhcp/dT)V(hcp,mII) line cuts the 

dPhcp_II/dT line at 0.886°K, which is therefore the temperature of the 

V(ncp,mII) maximum. The (OPII/dT)V(II,f) line also cuts the dPhcp_II/dT 
o line at a temperature of 0.701 K. Thus there must also be a maximum in 

the V(II,f) boundary. The (OPlIjdT)V(II,f) values become negative above 

0.581
0

K. Since (OP/OT)V= a/K, and the compressibility K is always 

positive, the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, a, must be hegative 

above 0.58lo K. (The temperature where a = 0 changes with volume, in

creasing to 1.138°K at the V(II,vapor) boundary.) This temperature 

agrees well with the values of 00580 K determined from dielectric constant 

data by Boghosian and Meyer50 and 0.59°K determined from the adiabatic 

e..;cpansion and compression measurements by Mills and Sydoriak.32 • 
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The V(II,f') maximum is evident in Fig .. 28, where the liquid isochores 

were constructed f'ran the (dPII/9T)V(II,f') data. At V = V 0 (II,f') = 23.125 

crr?/mole, the isochore enters the hcp-II mixed phase immediately above OOK 

and re-enters the II phase a~ -0.8l
o

K. Lower-volume isochores enter the 

II phase at higher temperatures ~nd thus in general V(TI,f') decreases 

with increasing temperature. A f'ew higher isochores intersect the melting 

line twice and the isochore at 23.12561 crr?/mole just 'grazes the melting 

line at -0.7°K, which must correspond to a volume maximum. Note that the 

behavior of' the isochores puts the V(II,f') maximum at a lower temperature 

than the melting curve minimum temperature. If' the isochores did not 

behave anomalously and there were still a melting curve minimum, the 

volume maximum would be at a higher temperature than the melting curve 

minimum. 

Mills and Sydoriak?2 have discussed the V(II, f') line qualitatively 

and were able to estimate that the volume maximum would occur .080° below 

the P-T miriimum temperature. The present data give T(V(II,f)max) ~, 

- ~(Ph II)' :: 0.701
0

K .. 0.776° K :: -0.075°, in excellent agre,ement , cp- mm 

with their estimate. 

In order to evaluate Eq. (V-20) and (V-2l) quantitatively f'or both 

V-T lines, it was necessary to extrapolate the (dP/dT)V values to OOK. 

This was done on plots Of(dPjdT)V/T3 vs. T4. For the hcp data, the 

limiting value at OOK was (dPhcp/dT)V(hCP,mII) = 144.46 • T3 • 10-3 atmtK 

and f'or the II data, 

(
dPII) 
"d1' V(II,f') = 

,. 
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Pressure data in the pure hcp phase yield values of the isothermal 

compressibility K which when taken at the melting line below 1.4°K are 

relatively constant: 

Kh (hcp,mII) = 3.5 • 10-3 atm-
l 

cp . 
, 
I 
I 

The resulting values of V(hcp,mII) are consistent with the melting 

temperatures of samples 26 and 18, and the hcp volume at the lower triple 

point, as shown in Fig. 7, where the (hcp,mII) line represents the values 

obtained via Eq. (V-2l). [The value of V (hcp,mII) was set at 20.973 
o 

c;p Imole to give exact agreement for the Chcp,mII) transition in 

sample 26. J 

At the present time, the analysis of the liquid II data has not been 

carried far enough to yield values of Krr(II,f), and thus the values 

KII(II,f) =4.2 • 10-3 atm-
l 

and Vo(II,f) = 23.126 cm3 /mole have been 

used to normalize the VCII,f) line to the (II, f) transition in sample 

28 at 1.4656°K. The Vilue of Vo(II,f) is consistent with plots such as 

Figs. 24 and 25 at the lowest temperatures. and the value of KnCn,f), 

(assumed to be constant) is in reasonable agreement with measured 

values. 50- 52 For both the (hcp,rnII) and (II,f) lines, values of 

(dP i!dT)Vi and Vi are tabulated in Table XVI,. Also tabulated is 

o./v. K.) • dV. I dT = (dP. /dT)v ... dPh III dT, which can be eas ily int egra ted 
l l l l i cp-

using values of K. or Vo other than the ones used herein evaluating V .• 
l i l 

These values and the V. data are plotted in Fig. 29. 
l . 
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Table XVI. The (hep, mIl) and (II,r) V~T phase boundaries. 

dPh32.. ) 1 d\T (~ ) 1 dV oP
rI (-61' V VK dT ---

T V(hcPJ mII ) 7fT. V 
VI( dT 

V(II, r) 

'(~ 0-3 ,(10;"3 . '3 (7. 
. 't'l\) 

, ,.L . , .. ..: ' .. , .. ' _, ' , (10- 10~J ... 
. . '(c~ imole) atr<ltK) atmtK) (en? /mole) a-bntK.) atmtK.) 

~-

<> 0 0 ! 20.97300 1 0 0 23.12500 
.1 0 .. 111J.~5 0.2848 20.97300 0.0188 0.1591 23.12500 
.2 1.156 2.278 20.97301 0.150 2.272 23.12501 
.3 3 .. 902 7. 685 20.97304 0.504 4.287 23.12503 
.34 5.682 11.184 20097307 0.727 6.229 23.12505 
.38 7 .. 937 15.605 20.97311 0.999 8.667 23.12508 
.42 10 .. 719 21.040 20.97316 1.30 11.621 23012512 
.46 14.091 27.558 20.9T523 1.61 15.077 23.12517 
.50 180 110 35.135 20.97333 1078 18.805 23 .12522~ 
.54 22.843 43.608 20.9734)+ 1065 22.h15 23.12532 
.58 28.3)5 52 .. 588 20.9T558 0006 24 .. 295 23.12541 
.62 31~. 720 61.1.~13 20.9T575 -11.00 22.693 23.12550 
.66 h2 b 019 69.01h 20.97391~ -11.85 15.145 23.12558 
.70 50.337 T5.967 20.971+15 -23.30 0.330 23.12561 
.7)+ 59.768 7h. )~9'7 20.971.~37 -40.60 -25.87 23.12556 
.78 70.422 68.406 20.971158 -65.04 -67.06 23.12538 
.82 82.1~18 53.168 20.9711-76 -95.5 -121~.80 23.12502 
.86 95.895 25.953 20.97488 -135.2 -205.14 23.1211-39 
.. 90 111.00 . '-20.52 20. 97lJ-90 -186.3 -313.65 23.12339 
.921 127.92 -77.18 20.97h'77 -2.47.0 J~52.10 '23.12191 
.98 11l-6 .. 85 -159.79 20.97h42 .. -326 0 0 -632.6h 23.1198 

1.02 168 Q Ol -268.32 20.97380 -2~30. -866.33 23.1169 
1.06 191.67 -406.82 20 .. 9728 -552. -1150.5 23.1130 
1.10 218.10 -579.99 20.9714, -700. .. 12198 .. 1 23.1079 
1.11f 247.66 -793.27 20 .. 969h -877 -1917.9 23.1013 
1.18 280.70 -1053.4 20.9667 -1090. ... 2h24.1 23.0929 
1.22 317.65 -1369.9 20.9631 ... 131~1. -3028.6 23.0821.t 
1.26 357.23 -171~h.6 20.9586 -1630. -3731.9 23.0693 
1.30 1+00.95 -2189.3 20.,9528 -1970. -4560.2 23.0533 
1.31f 11-50 0 0 "'''--2005.2 20.9458 -2350. -5h65.2 23 .032~0 
1.38 501.5 --3276.5 20.9371 -2759. -6537.0 23.0109 
1042 559.0 -3995.5 20.9265 -3160. -771h.5 22.9831f 
l.lf6 617.5 -)181~5 .. 8 20.9120 -3560. -9023.3 22.9511 
1.465 625.0 -4908 •. 0 20.9100 .. 3615. -9215 • 22.9470 

.. -.-~---... ------ ----,--_._---------
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Fig. 29 Low temperature V-T boundaries for hcp and liquid II phases. 
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It is possible to calculate P~V, T~, and ~U £or the constant 

pressure transitions in the P-T diagram from the present data. It is 

first necessary to assume values o£ V(II,£) and V(I,f) above 1.465°K. 

Grilly and Milli3 data wer,e used as a guide, but below 1.55 OK their 

values were altered to meet: the low temperature V(II,£) curve at 1.465°K 
. I 

. with the correct discontinuity in dV(II,£)/dT determined from lSample 28 

data. Above 1.700K, Grilly and Milll3 data were adjusted to be con

sistent with (II,f) transition temperatures in samples 37,38, and 40. 

These samples have r... transitions at temperatures in excellent agreement 

with Kierstead t s36 V(r...)-T line. This adjustment makes the V(II,f) line 

steeper near the upper r...-point temperature, 1.764°K. Grilly and Mills23 

V(I,f) data have been smoothed to meet the V(II,f) line with a slight 

inflection (as required by the thermodynamics at the r...-point) and have 

been extended to 2.56°K. Many of the present samples have a (I,f) trans

ition between 2.2 and 2.55-oK, making this extension possible. The data 

are tabulated in Table XVII. 

The constant pressure transition parameters can now be evaluated 

and are presented in Table XVIII and Fig. 30. Figure 30 may be compared 

to Fig. 1, where Swenson' s13 da.ta were plotted. At 1.4°K and at 200° K, 

there is almost perfect agreement between the present data and Swenson's 

laterdata.15 Of course, the presence of the bcc phase in the present 

data precludes any intercomparison between the two triple points. The 

dashed lines represent the total P~U, T~, and ~U change in going from 

f
:V(bcc,m) 

(hcp,tr) through the bcc phase (where P~V = Pb dV ) and on up to the . cc 
V(bcc, tr) 

freezing line. This is essentially what Swenson measured, although his 

determinations of the hcp volume were in considerable error because he 



'fable XVII. The freezing curves above 1.465°K. 

T(OK) V:( c.) /mole) T V 
• 

(II,f') 

I 

1.465 22.9.47 1.64 22.700 

1.48 22.933 1~68 22.595 

1.52 22.892 1.72 22.457 

1.56 22.842 1.76 22.215 

1.60 22 0 180 1.764 22.182 

(Itf') * 

1.764 22.182 

1.774 22.150 2.16 21.225 

1.78 22.136 2.20 21.134 

1.80 22.086 2.24 21.045 

1.84 21.985 . 2.28 20.958 

1.88 21.885 2 • .32 20.873 

1.92 21.787 2.36 20.790 

1.96 21.690 2.40 20.709 

2.00 21.596 2.44 20.630 

2 .. 04 21.503 2 .. 48 20.553 
2.08 21.410 2.52 20.478 

2.12 21.317 2.56 20.405 

* A f'ew V(I,f') values were listed in Table XIII • 

. 



Table XVIII. Part A. hcp ~II melting parameters •. 
(all units are in J/mo1e) 

T(OK) P~V T.6S .6u 

0.30 5.45121 -0.00025 -5.45146 
0.34 5.45115 -0.00041 -5 .. 45156 
0.38 5.45107 -0.00064 -5.45171 
0.42 5.45096 -0.00095 -5.45190 
0.46 5.45080 -0.00135 -5.45216 
0.50 5.45061 -0.00186 -5.45246 
0.54 5.45035 -0.00244 .. -5 .. 45280 
0.58 5.45003 -0.00306 -5.45309 
0.62 5 .. 44962 -0.00361 -5.45323 
0.66 5.44909 -0.00388 -5 .. 45297 
0.70 5.44841 -0.00361 -5.45202 
0.74 5b44757 -0.00238 -5.44994 
0.78 5.44651 +0 .. 00034 -5.44617 
0.82 ' 5.44526 0.00523 -5.44003 
0 .. 86 5.4438 0.0131 -5.4307 
0.90 5 .. 4420 0.0250 -5.4170 
0.94 5.4401 0.0419 -5.398i 
0.98 5.4378 0.0653 -5.3725 
1.02 5.4353. 0.0966 -5.3386 
1.06 5 .. 4324 0.1376 -502948 
1.10 5.4290 0.190 -5.2390 
1.14 5.4253 0.256 -5.1689 
1.18 5.4210 0.339 -5.0818 ,. 
1.22 . 5.4160 0.442 -4.9740 
1 .. 26 5.4105 0.566 -4.844 
1.30 5.4041 0.717 -4.687 
1.34 5.3966 0.883 -4.513 
1.38 5.3881 1.096 -4.293 
1.42 5.3789 1.348 -4.031 
10 465 5 .. 3727 1.693 -3.680 



Table XVIII (continued) 

T(OK) P/::N· T.6S 

Part B. heE~bee transition Earameters 

1.465 0.4948 0.2710 -0.2238 
,1.48 0.4998 0.2831 -0.2168 
1.52 . 0.5143 003168 -0.1974 
1.56 0.5302 0.3530 -0.1772 
1.60 0.5477 0.3919 -0.1559 
1.64 0.5669 0.4335 -0.1334 
1.68 0.5878 0.4781 -0.1097 
1.72 0.6106 0.5260 -0 .. 0846 
1.76 0.6352 0.5773 -0.0579 
1.774 0.6442 0.5961 -0.0481 

Part c. bee ~ II melting Earameters 

1.465 4.8779 1.3998 -3~478 

1.48 4.8689 1.5176 -3.351 
1.52 4.8447 1.8663 ..02.978 
1.56 4 .. 8123 2.2647 -2.548 
1.60 4.7668 2.7592 ..02.008 
1.64 4.6988 3.364 -1.334 
1.68 4.5918 4.112 -0.480 
1.72 4.4330 5.123 +0.690 
1.76 4.0332 6.450 +2.416 
1.764 3.9734 6.739 +2.766 
1.774. 3.9820 6 .. 978 +2.966(bce ~ I) 

Part D. hCE-I meltin~ Earameters 
10774 4.6254 7.571 +2.946 

• 1.78 4.6390 7.693 3.054. 
1.80 4.6838 8.031 3.348 
10 84 4.8027 8.522 3.719 
1.38 4.9440 8.894 3.950 
1.92 5.0658 9.181 4.115 
L.96 5.1868 9.439 4.252 
20 00 5.2987 9.672 4.373 
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was unknowingly in a solid-solid mixture. If the dashed P6V line is 

viewed as an extension of the solid hcp-I line, then the present data 

show that a kink exists in the line at the lower tr~ple point and a 

maximum at -166oo K. In Fig. l, a similar kink exists in Swenson's 

P6V line, being at slightly lower temperatures because Swenson was 
i 
I 

measuring the supercooled bcc-II transition, as was seen earlier 

(Fig. 23 and 27). Had Swenson realized the significance of the kink 

(which he conscientiously did not smooth away) the present project 

might have been. done by someone else long ago. 



VI. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF THE hcp PHASE 

AT· MOLAR VOLUMES ABOVE 20.45 cM> IMom 

. A. Heat Capacity 

26 
Gardner measured the heat capacities of six of the hcp samples 

reported here and concluded that 

C =AT+Br3 
v 

at the lower temperatures. However, only his sample 10 was studied care-

fully at low temperatures and the other five could have been expressed 

equally well by 

C = A ·T3 
v 

if the lowest two or three data points in each sample were omitted (see 

Fig. 19 of ref. 26). When Gardner's data were recalculated to correct 

f·or the error in the timing circuit there was no evidence for a linear 

term: in any but sample 10. There the low temperature tail was reduced 

from -6% (see Fig. IS ofre~. 26) to -4% (see Fig. 16 of this work). 

Because sample 10 was measured in a different cell from the other hcp 

samples it is thought that the heat capacity measurements on that empty 

cell (No.1) must be in error below O.SoKo The only other sample measured 

in cell No.1 is sample 11- (in the hcp .. II mixed phase at low temperatures) 

and it .also shows a low temperature tail. None of the other hcp-II 

samples show a low temperature tail. 

In view of the comparison of sample 10 with sample 31 (shown in Fig. 

16) it seems definite that there is no linear term in the heat capacity 

4 of hep He 0 Since Gardner treated all of his hcp samples as if they had 

the s&~e linear term as did sample 10, his thermodynamic analysis is not 

accurateo 

.. 

• 
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The heat'capacitieaofall .the hcp samples except sample 10 are 

plotted in Fig. 3'1, showing thelimittngT3 bt:!havio~. Even at the 

'/ 

. lowest temperatures, the . data: are not purely ~" presenting a slight 

difficulty ,in extrapolating the d,atato OOK •. As discussed in Section V, 

the heat capacity data' for each .of the samples could be, fit by 

C = v 
~~ + 1BT5 + CT 7 + DT9 

The term inT5 is so small (B is also negative' in all but san:i>le 9) that 
-:, :: ,"'. • 1 

itsfriclusion does not produce a significantly better fit; 1.e.,'th~, tv 
, . ,...-

data 'can equally well be fit by 

. -' 

"Theterm in T9 is.~lsoc~~ri:(and negative)" but is qece.ssary tb,fit the 
"f': ' 

"data 'above -1.2:5° K. Thus below _1.0° K, the hap 'data can ,be exPre:ssedas 
, \ 

c = Arr!5 + CT7 
v (vI-i) 

. with no Significant error. 'If this· is true, a plot of Cj~ VS.T4 

. should be a straight' 'line and such a test is made in Fig. 32~ Above 

_1.25°K the data start to fall off the straight lines as the negative 

T9 term, becomes important~ ,At ,the lowest temp;eratures thedata'show a 
, . ~ ..'! ~ - . ' . 

- , • ,' ... i .. :,' ';t " .. 'I' • . '. .:: ,"../ ~ .: ' ~ 

sharp but small upturn'.'; «This. canalsobe'·seen'lD.'Fig.,31) ~ '. This is 

" not to" be confu~edwl~h "a' ~ine~r t~rm'or w~'th a"T5't~~; both of which 

" ~ould be longer'~ange' effects., It. is p!-obably due to, small s'ystematic' 
,'" , " .' \, ,., . 

\ .' ~ ,. , ' : . 
, experimental errors at the ',lo;west tempera:t;m:es such as ,could be caused 

. : \ ,.,)', ,:\ ':'i ',.' 

by an error in the temperature scale or,. more likely, a lack of equilibrium 

in the heat capacity points. The latter is possible oe'cause~henthe ,heat 

m~itch is opened at the lowest attainable temperatur~ a linear warming 

i 
" '" \ 

-' ~ '. - . 

\ , 

-, -, ' 
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Experimental heat capacities of the hcp phase of He • 
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Sample V (cm7molel 

130. • -26 20.9602 

0-18 20.921 5 

~ -15 I 20.900 

• -29 ' 20.903 1 -' I 

v 6-14 ' 20.846 
~' 

I 
0-13 20.742 

° I 0-9 20.521 
Q) 120. 

• -31 20.456 
0 
E 
~ 
E -

", 110. r-
"-> 
U 

100. 

90. 

a 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
" 

T4(OK4) 

II 

x BL685- 2721 

Fig. 32 The data 0f Fig. 
o 4 

31 below 1.2 K plotted VB. T • 



drift is not established immediately. Possibly the mylar support sheets 

take some time to establish a new temperature gradient. By taking the 

lowest points with the heat switch lightly touching the calorimeter, the 

drifts remain negative and the heat capacity points do not tail up. 

(The lowest points in sample 31 were taken in this manner.) i .' 

The coefficients A and C in Eq. (VI-l) wered~termined graphically 

from Fig. 32 and are tabulated in Table XIX. The ratio ciA is as large 

as lCJ'/o, and thus the T 7 term contributes as much as o.fIfo to the total 

heat capacity at 0.5°K, 0.3% at 0.4°K, and 0.1% at 0.3°K. The values of 

A, the limiting T3 coefficient, were used to calculate the OaK values of 

the Debyetheta, using the equation 

= 

The e values are also listed in Table 19. 
o 

(VI-2) 

B. Reduced Equation of State and Smooth Thermodynamic Properties 

The ability to determine e independently of an extrapolation of 
o 

values of e calculated at higher temperatures permits a precise test as 

to whether the heat capacity can be analyzed in terms of a reduced 

equation of state. 

function of T/¢: 

For, if the heat capacity C can be written as a v 

C f(T!C/J) . v 

.. > 
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Table XIX. Low temperature heat capacity coefficients and the 
characteristic Debye temperature of the hcp samples. 

.. Sample V(crrP /mole) A(mJ/mo1e-OK4) C(mJ/mo1e-OK8) e (OK) 
0 

26 20.9602 : 109 .. 65 ! 11.38 26.074 
I , 

18 ; 20.92151 109.05 ,10.95 26~122 

29 20.9031 107.15 10.45 26.280 

15 20 .. 900 108.15 10.42 26.194 

14 20.846 105.85 9 .. 60 26.383 

13 20.742 101.55 8.57 26.750 

9 20.521 ,92.60 8.0 27.586 

31 20.456 89.30 6.66 27.921 

42 20 0 705 98.85 8.56 26.990 

T < 1.25; c = Ar3 + CT7 
v 

' . 

• 

/ ,-
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where ¢ is a parameter which depends only on volume, then one may express 

other 

where 

thermodynamic variables in terms of T/¢ 

SeT) 

U(T)-U( 0) 

(~)v 

P(T)-P(O) 

~JT/¢ <£.f (!) 
T ¢ de!) ¢ 

0 

I 

fT!'" T T = ¢ • f (¢) d(¢) 

0 

= (~)T = "If (TL¢~ 

= y[U(T)-U(O)] 
V 

V 

-y = d in ¢ 
d in V 

also: 

_,0 . 
Edwards and Pandorr . have treated their hcp heat capacity data this way 

and for the parameter ¢ they have used eO•05' defined as the value of 

the Debye theta for each sample at the reduced temperature Tie = 0.05. 

To show that the parameter e
O

•05 is independent of temperature, they 

first express all of their C
v 

data in terms of e and plot eleo•05 va. Tie • 

. In such a plot, all of their data by definition must pass through the point 

e/eO•05 = 1, Tie = 0.05. But only if their data at other values of Tie 

all fallon the same line is the use of e
O

•
05 

justified as a valid re

ducing parameter ¢. Edwards and Pandorf claim that their data lie on a 

single curve and that "the deviations from the curve do not depend 

systematically on molar volu:ne and are probably within experimental error. II 

. However, for this to be true, one must assume that Edwards and Pandorf's 

.. 



.. 

experimental error is ±3% in e, or ~9% in C , both at high and low v 

temperatures. It may also be significant that below T/e = 0.04, their 

highest molar volume sample lies highest while their lowest molar volume 

sample lies lowest. Edwards and Pandorf also calculate 

and show (see Fig. 4 of ref. 30) that the volume dependence of ~ is the a 

d fne 
o 

d fn V -- --2.60. 

As before, it may be significant that their highest molar volume value 

of eO•
05 

suggests a slight deviation from this equality. 

The present values of edefined by Eq. (VI-2) are plotted in Fig. o 

33, and are seen to be in good agreement with the data of Edwards and 

Pandorf.3° (Their point has been plotted here at the reassigned molar 

volume of 20.897 c.;p /mole (See Section III) 1. When analyzed as a straight 

line dfn e /d fn V = ~ = -2.80±0.05j or, 
o 0 

e = 1.3047. 105 V-2·80 • 
o (VI-3 ) 

This .is in good agreement with Edwards and Pandorfls -~60 in view of 

: . 10 26 27 30 53 the overall volume dependence of ~o.' , " and the similar 

behavior of ~ in He3 •
29 

Ahlers53 evaluated ~ from 13.7 to 19 ~/mole o 0 

and found ~ = 10 02 + 0 .. 083 • V. This gives ~ = 2.76 at 20.973 c.;( /mole o 0 

4 (the highest possible molar volume for hcp He at OOK), in excellent 

agreement with the present value .. 
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For the sanq:>les measured by the author, the hcp data are plotted as 

e/e vs. Tie in Fig. 34. Because of the independent evaluation of e 
. 0 0 ,0 

for each sample, the data are nowhere defined to fall on the same line 

(except at Tie = 0). It is seen that the data do however all fall on 
o 

the same curve below Tie =0.04. Above this reduced temperature, the 
o 

samples peel off of the line one by one, each beginning to deviate from 

the general "envelope" approximately 0.025° before its transition point 

(shown by a short vertical line for each sample). This deviation, which 

must be associated with a slowly rising upward tail in the heat capacities, 

cannot be seen in Fig.(> 31. Nor is it especially obvious in the data for 

anyone sample. In sample 26 for example, the Cv data were fit perfectly 

with only two terms, C = A • T3 + C • T 7, i.e., a T9 term was not 
v 

necessary to fit the data. A tail in the data is only obvious in the 

sense that if they did not tail up, then a small negative T9 term (which 

was necessary for fitting the other samples) would have been necessary to 

fit them. The size and extent of the tails appears to be about the same 

for all sanq:>les, but it is difficult to treat the lowest molar volume 

(sample 31) data as a tail distinct from an envelope. The recalculated 

hcpdata of Gardner also fits the present reduced curve, but because the 

data are not closely spaced near the transition temperatures,tails are 

not distinct. 

For each sample, a smooth value of e was determined (from plots of 

e vs. Tie.) at Tie o 0 
0 0 05 and these were plotted in Fig. 33. (Sample 

26 melts below Tie = 0.05, and its point represents an extrapolation of 
o 

the pure phase data.) The data dip noticeably downward near the transition 

volume. but otherwise parallel the e line. Since the slope of the e vs. V 
o 
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line is not the same as the slope of e vs. V near the transition volume, 
o 

a reduced equation of state is not valid for treating the data in this 

region. Nor would it be easy to interpret the data in terms ,of a mildly 

temperature dependent "I, as has'been done for He3, because temperature 
, i 

, I 
dependence would have ~o 

, I 
I I 

transition temperaturei at 

be invoked only in a narrow region near the 
I I 

each molar volume. 

It is interesting to note that the tail is independent of the type 

of transition it precedes. Sample 26 melts to liquid II, sample 29 (and 

42) transforms to bcc, and sample 31 melts to liquid I. Thus the tail 

should not be referred to as a "premelting" anomaly. Hereafter the term 

"pretransition anomaly" will be used in reference to the tails, although 

this term unfortunately implies something "ariomalous" about the effect. 

It indeed may be that the pretransition anomaly is an effect which occurs 

4 
in all solids, and is most easily seen in highly compressible solid He • 

It has been suggested that54 the pretransition anomaly is associated with 

the occurrence of a new long-wavelength mode in the phonon spectrum. 

This new mode would cause long range disorder and would shortly (i.e., 

at the transition point) render the crystal unstable to shear stress. 

Recent computer experiments by Alder and Young55 have shown'that in an 

hcp crystal of hard spheres, in a Ilarrow density range of ~l% prior to 

melting, whole planes occasionally slide while the system remains in the 

solid phase. This phenomenon is observed even in the absence of vacancies 

in the crystal. In solids at high temperatures, the appearance of a new 

low frequency mode could not be detected by measurements of thermodynamic 

properties, the latter being dominated by high frequency modes. However,' 

for solid helium at low temperatures, high frequency modes are riot fully 
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excited and the appeal'ance of a new 10':[ frequency exc itat ion vlOuld be 

more easily observed. 

Regardless of the origin of the pretransition anomaly, its effect 

on the thermodynaliiic properties are, from the present data, difficult 

to calculate qm.ntitativelyo It is obvious that alK must begin t.oin-

crease more rapidly '.'lith temperat1.U'e in the anomalous region, because 

(ecv/dV)T := efO'llV (ep/dT)v := [dieT (aIK) 1v. Jarvis and Heyer56 have measured 

alK directly for hcp and bce He 4 and have interpreted their results in 

terms of a temperature dependent Gruneisen constant 'Y. Eec'ause they do 

not. report closely spaced measurements near the transition temperature 

and theil" precision is relatively poor belm'T 1.5°K (their data suggests 

that 'Y increases strongly "lith decreasing temperature belui'l -TID := 0.05) 
o 

it is difficnlt to say if t.heir data reflect any pretransition anoYrt'1lies. 

EdvrBnLs and Panrlc,rf30 have only one sample in the volume range of 

the present measurements. It. transforms to bcc at 1.~82±.003°K, ,·There for 

its volmne, TIO := -0.06. As discussed above, EdvTards and Pandorf have 

reduced their data via e at Tie := 0.05. HOI-leVer, the 1.m-rer curve in Fig. 

33 "muld suggest that the use of such a high temperature reducing para-

meter ",ould net be valid for those samples near their transition tem-

peratyxes. In Fig. 35, Edi·rards and Pnndorf' s data have been plotted as 

o IG vs. Tie vThere e for their samples has been recalculated by the 
000 

follOl'!ing pl'occdUl"e. Dc:.ta for each of their samples vi8.S plotted as 'I'/e 

vs. 0, using their reported values of O. F'or ee.ch sarnple, a value of G 

at S,/G == 0.03 Vic:'S ct('termined. To determine 0 , this 0 was divided by 
o 

BIG at TIC := 0.03 determined in ti1E: 1::T2sent 
a 

s~per:i!::ents. 7he DC .. : Y2.1ues of Go aTe -'0.5% higher tl1an the values 
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determined by Edwards and Pandorf except for their highest and lowest 

molar volume samples, where virtually no change in 8 occurred. Their 
o 

data now show only -±l% scatter in 81e belowTle = 0.05 and only 12% o 0 

scatter up to Tie = 0.07. However, their highest molar volume sample 
o I 

(shown as solid diamonds) falls considerably below the others above 

Tie = 0.04, the magnitude of the deviation being about the same as the 
o 

present pretransition anomalies. It would however appear to be a longer 

range effect than the present anomalies. In Edwards and Pandorf t s30 own 

reduced plot, based on eO•
05

' this sample is observed to tail off from 

the rest of the data immediately past the fixed point (at Tie = 0.05; vide 

supra). Again, it is difficult to say whether Edwards' and Pandorf are 

seeing an effect similar to the present pretransition anomalies. 

Measurements have just been completed on sample 42, at V == 20.705 

cm3/mole. The data have been included ip Figs. 34 and 35, but have not 

been used in any of the entropy evaluations. This vol~e was chosen,so 

'. that the solid would transform to bccand very careful small tIT points 

were taken through the pretransition anomaly. The measurements revealed 

that the relaxation times in thepretransition region do not gradually 

lengthen as the transition is approached, in contrast to the behavior 

of the bcc phase. The transition to hcp-bcc was very sharp, being seen 

as a large increase in the heat capacity and a rather long relaxation 

time in the. "mixed" point. It should be emphasized that all the data on 

sample 42 plotted in Fig. 34 are definitely in the pure hcp phase. 

Two sets of Ahlers t data are also plotted in Fig. 35, where for his 

earlier data,24 e was calculated from the present e VB. V line, using 
o . 0 

the corrected volumes for his samples (Tabl~ IV). 57 The later unpublished 



'. 
data were plotted 811 received. Both sets represent smoothed data and 

are seen to be in good agreement with the present work. While his data57 

at high molar volumes do not reflect pretranaition tails, his data at 

lower molar volumes do show small tails near melting. Similar tails 
I 8 I 

are also seen in the high density data of Dugdalel and Franci? who ?-ttri-

bute~ the effect to .pre~melting phenomena depending "probably on the 

method of freezing ... " 

When a large molar volume range of the hcp phase57,58 
is plotted in 

a reduced theta scheme, it is observed that no one curve represents the 

Whole range, but that higher molar volumes fall successively lower from 

the BIB vs. Tie envelope. This deviation from the envelope occurs 
o 0 

over a wide temperature range and could be due to the formation of lattice 

vacancies. (However, it is also possible to consider this as a con-

sequence of dispersion in the phonon spectrum.) Very near melting there 

is a stronger downward deviation which is qualitatively similar to the 

present pretransition anomalies.. In summary,there is some, but by no 

means conclusive, evidence for the existence of pretransi tion anomalies 

in other measurements of the heat capacity of hcp He4• 

4 
Compared with all the existing heat capacity data for hcp He , the 

present volume range is very small. The present data could easily be 

incorporated in a full thermodynamic analysis by using just the limiting 
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values "I = 2.80 and 8 = 26.o0
o

K at V (hcp,mII) = 20.973 d /mole. 
o 0 0 

However, the present measurements accurately cover a relatively wide 

temperature range near the melting (or transition) curve, and it is 

worthwhile to present smooth thermodynamic properties based on them, 

even though such properties have a relativ$ly specific applicability. 

A method for calculating the thermodynamics is available since 8
0 

has been shown to be a valid reduciw parameter. Using values of 8/8 
" 0 

read from the envelope of the present data, (shown as a smooth line in 

Fig. 35), the following reduced properties have been calculated: 

V 
RT 

[-r = T ] r o 

C (T) 
v J2rr4 

= R 5 

S~T) = ~ IT 
·0 

(
1 . 1 )" 
K -"KCTY = 

o 

and are presented in Table XX. 

(8/8 }~ 
o 

(vI-4) 

C ve-r ) 
-r 

d-r (VI-5) 

(vI-6) 

(VI-7) 
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Table :XX .. Reduced thermodynamic propert ies of the hcp 

phase above V :::;;20.5 cm3/mDle. 

T/6 8/6 l05c/R IcYS/R leY (U-U 0) /RT (L 1 V -- -) -K K RT . 0 0 
0 

o. 1.0000 O. O. o. O. 
, .002 1.0000 .0019 .0006 .0005 .0pOO 
, .004 .9999 i.0150 .0050 .0037 .0001 
'I .006 .9998 .0505 .0168 .0126 .0003 
.008 .9997 .1198 .0399 .0299 .0006 
.010 .9996 .2340 .0780 .0585 .0012 
.012 .9995 ' .4046 .1348 .1011 .0021 
.014 .9991 .6432 .2141 .1606 .0033 
.016 .9988 .9610 .3198 .2399 .0050 
.018 .9980 1.3716 .4557 .3419 .0071 
.020 .9972 1.8860 .6258 .4696 .0098 
.022 .9962 2.5179 .8342 .6261 .0131 
.024 .9950 3.2808 1.0849 .8146 .0171 
.026 .9932 4.1939 1.3825 1.0384 .0218 
.028 .9911 5.2715 1.7316 1.3011 .0275 
• 030 .9883 6.5389 . 2.1373 1.6069 .0342 
.032 .9850 8.0159 2.6051 1.9600 .0420 
.034 .9809 9.7358 3.1413 2.3655 .0512 
.036 .9760 11.7319 3.7530 2.8291 .0619 
.038 .9701 14.0511 4.4478 3.3572 .0744 
.040 .9637 16.7172 5.2347 3.9569 .0890 
.042 .9569· 19.7678 6.1228 4.6358 .1057 
.044 .9493 23.2786 7.1217 5.4018 .1250 
.046 .9416 27.2573 8.2421 6.2634 .1471 
.048 .9334 31.7929 9.4961 7.2308 .1723 
.050 .9251 36.9108 10.8958 8.3138 .2009, 
.052 .9162 42.7414 12.4543 9.5231 .2338 
.054 .9076 49.2388 14.1865 10.8711 .2704 
.056 .8989 56.5248 16.1075 12.3701 .3115 
.058 .8900 64.7028 18.2313 14.0313 .3580 
.060 .8818 73.6466 20.5724, 15.8663 .4086 
.062 .8735 83.5979 23.1464 17.8876 .4651 
.064 .8650 94.6893 25.9743 20.1130 .5284 '. .066 .8562 107.0817 29.0752 22.5582 .5995 
.068 .8480 120.5448 32.4694 25.2397 .6765 
.070 .8400 135.2899 36.1729 28.1700 .7609 

" 
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For desired molar volumes, values of 9 were calc\llated from Eq. 
- 0 ' 

(VI-3) and smooth thermodynamic properties at convenient temperatures 

were calculated from parabolic interpolation of the values in Table XX. 

For a few of these volumes the smooth properties ~e presented in Table 

XXI. ! In addition to'Cv' S, u-u t and l/K -l/Kt pressures were calcu-
00, 

lated from the relation 

peT) ... P 
'0 

= 'Y(u(~)-u)/V o ' (VI-8) 

For each volume, P was calculated from the value of peT) - P at the 
o 0 

transition temperature and the P-T data for that transition. Thus values 

of peT) - 25.00 atm are presented in Table XXI since the :P-T boundaries 

are known only relative to the assumed (but very well known) value of 

25.00 atm. 

By using the errvelope of the 9/9 vs.T/9 curve to calculate 
00, 

smooth thermodynamic properties, the effect 'of the pretransition anomalies 

are of course ignored. The resulting error in either S or U-U is very o 

small because these are integrated quantities. However, the error in 

Cv is about 3% at the transition temperature, since the error in 9/9
0 

Also, the error in l/K and P-P will be substantial because 
, 0 

the calculation of theseparameter~ involved 'Y, which assumes large values 

in the pretransition range. From the lower curve in Fig. 33, one can 

roughly estimate that at T/9 = 0.05 at the transition volume, 'Y ~ 408. 
o 

This does not imply that the values of l/Ko-l/K and P-Po are off by a 

factor of -2 at the transition temperatures. because in the event that 

'Y is not a constant, Eqs. (VI-7 and 'VI-8) simply do not hold. The 

actual error is impossible to determine, because the present data are 

i 
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Table XXI. Smooth thermodynamic properties of 4 hcp He at high 
mola;rvolumes. 

I. V::: 20.97 c~ Lmole 

T Cv S U U . P-25.00 11K -1/K , - 0 t) 

. (OK) (mJ /mole-OK) (~J/mole_OK) (mJ/mole) (atm) (atm) 

.320 3.6285 1.2087· .2901 .0412 .U028 
. '.360 5.1708· 1.7213 .4648 .0 /.14 .u045 

.4(jO 7.0971 2,.3622 .70BB .0 / . .1 R .u069 

.440 9.4602 3.1459 1.0384 .(ll+?2 .0102 

.480 12.3048 4.0870· 1. '.719 .0'+28 • n 11+4 

.520 15 .• 6740 5.2009 2.0294 .0 1+35 .(J19,) 

.560 19.6211 6.5()31 2.7331 .r l .44 .0269 

.600 24.1941 A.OOB6 3.6073 .0456 .0356 

.61+0 29.462] 9.7340 ' •• 678) .0470 .()462 

.680 35. 1+918 11 .6970 5.97'14 .0487 .0591 

.720 42.3344 13.9149 7.5274 .0507 .0748 

.76':) Sn.0940 16.4071 9.3726 .053? .0936 

.BOO 58.8418 19.1938 11.5474 .056n .11G9 

.84n 68.6771 22.2972 1 1 •• 093:3 .0594 .1423 

.S80 79.7318 25.7419 17.0570 .0633 .1736 

.920 92.1251 29.5549 20. 1.8S'7 .0678 .2102 

.96n 106.0461 33.764.3 2 l l.4482 .(\730 .2532 
1.OUO 121.611.H 38.4.022 28.9951 .0790 .3034 
1.040 138.9244 1.3.5031 31+.1991 .0859 .3620 
1.080 158.1080 '+9.1015 '+ 0 • 1 347 .0937 .'+293 
1.120 179.5037 55.2331 46.8817 .1026 .5071 
1.130 185.2136 56.8540 48.7053 .1050 .5283 

'. 

,. 



Tabl.e XXI. (Continued) 

2. V = '20.22 c~ Lmol.e 

.320 3.5278 1.1752 .2821 .9604 .0028 

.360 5.0272 1.6735 .4519 .9606 .0044 

.400 '6.9000 2.2967 .6891 .9609 .G068 

.440 9.1964 3.0585 1.0096 .9614 .0099 

.480 11.9617 3.9734 1.4310 .9619 .0140 

.520 15.2361 5.0562 1.9729 .9626 .0194 

.560 19.0716 6.3220 2.6569 .9635 .0262 

.600 23.5150 7.7853 3.5065 .9647 .0347 

.640 28.6294' 9.4621 '+.5473 .9660 .0451 

.680 34.4847 11.3695 5.8069 .9677 .0576 

.720 41.1254 13.5243 7.3157 .9697 .0729 

.760 48.6497 15.9450 9.1078 .9721 .0912 

.8UO 57.1335 18.6511 11.2198 .9749 .11:2,9 

.840 66.6604 21.6639 13.6914 .9781 .1385 

.880 77.3 599 25.0066 16.5673 .9819 .1689 

.920 89.3475 28.7053 19.8971 .9863 .2045 

.960 102.7913 32'.7870 23.7353 .9914 .2461 
1.000 11.7.8385 37.2816 28.1470 .9972 .2947 
1.040 134.5625 42,,2229 33.1832 1.0039 .3515 
1.080 153.0877 47.6441 38.9309' 1.0115 .4167 
1.120 173.6967 53.5797 45.4620 1.0201 .4919 
1.160 196.5616 60.0668 52.8597 1.0299 .5784 
1.200 221.6849 67.1453 61.2140 1.0410 .6775 
1.240 249.4692 74.860'+ 70.6286 1.0534 .7904 
1.280 279.9826 83.2562 81.2099 1.0674 .9186 
1 .32 () 31~.5348 92~3787 93.0717 1.0831 1.0645 
1.360 350.5886 102.2772 106.3384 1.1006 1.2311 
1.400 390.7959 113.0073 121.1490 1.1202 1.4170 
1.440 434.6023 124.6251 137.6494 1.1420 I 1.6253 
1.478 479. 99 2L~ 136.5327 155.0249 1.1650 1.8473 
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Table XXI~ (Continued) 

3. V = 20.80 c.) /mole 

• 

1.1.288 
I 

2.2050 
I 

.320 '3.3882 • .2 799 .0~27 

.360 4.8282 1.6074 .4341 2.2052 .0 42 

.AOO 6.6269 2.2058 .6619 2.2055 .0065 

.440 8.8309 . 2.9375 .9696 2.2059 .0096 

.480 11.4863 3.8161 1.3743 2.2064 .0135 

.5.20 14.6295 l~.8557 1.8947 2.2071 .0187 
~560 18.3104 6.0711' 2.5514 .2.2080 .0253 
.600 22.5748 7.4760 3.3670 2.2091 .0335 
~640 27.4771 9~08 55 4.3660 2.2104 .0435 
.680 33.0894 10.9159 5.5749 2~2120 .0555 
.720 39.4542 12.9833 7.0226 2.2139 .0702 
.760 46.6540 15.3052 8.7414 2~2162 .0878 
.800 54.7743 17.9002 10.766 ], 2.2189 .1088 
.840 6"3.8786 20.7876 13.1355 2.2220 .• 1333 
.880 74.0911 23.9898 . 15.8905 2.2257 .1624 
.920 '85.524.5 27.5310 19.0786 2.2299 .1965 
.960 98.3144 31.4370 22.7512 2.2348 .2363 

1.000 112.6387 35.7347 26.9650 2.2404 .2827 
1.040 128.5628 40.4564 31.7825 2 •. 2468 .3369 
1.080 146.1956 45.634.1 37.2718 2.2541 .3994 
1.120 165.7270 51.3004 43.5062 2.2624 .4710 
1.i60 187.4563 57 D 4894 50.5641 2.2718 .5535 
1.200 ' 211.3339 64.2387 58.5301 2.2824 .6479 
1.24f) 237.6448 71.5900 67.5005 2.2943 ~7556 
1.280 266.6323 79.5864 77.5783 2.3077 .8778 
1.320 298.3389 88.270 /+ 88.8702 2.32.27 1.0161 
1.360 333.3716 97.6880 ·101.4924 2.3394 1.1 742 
1.400 371.6117 107.8906 115.5747 2.3581 1.3521 
1.440 413.0834 118.9316 131.2559 2.3790 1.5503 
1.480 458.3015 130.8646 148.6809 2.4021 1.7724 
1.520 507.7443 143.7382 167.9942 2.4278 2.0228 '. 1.560 560.9520 157.6029 189.3492 2.4562 2.2995 
1.597 61'3.5140 171.3560 211.0612 2.4R50 2.5794 

" 
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Table XXI. (continued) 

!e V = 20.70 ~/mole 

.320 3.2~35 1.0840 .2602 .' 3.5274 .0026 

.360 4.6362 1.5436 .4168 .3.5276 .0041 

.40() 6.3634 2.1182 .6356 3.5279 .0063 

.. 440 8.L~784 2.8208 .9311, 3.5283 .0092 

.480 11.0273 3.6643 1.; 3196 3.5288 ~0131 

.520 14.0445 4.6624 l.8192 3.5295 .01B1 

.560 17.5765 5.8290 2. 449 9 3.5303 .0244 

.600 21~6688 7.1777 3.2324 3.5314 .0323 

.640 26.3683 8.7222 4.1912 3.5326 .0419 

.680 31.7457 10~4785 5.3512 3.5342 .0535 

.720 37.8462 12.4619 6~7401 3.5360 .0676 

.760 44.7354 i4.6888 8.3885 3.5382 .0846 

.800 52.5040 ' 17.1767 10.3301 3 •. 5408 .1047" 

.840 61.2091 19.9440 12.6004· 3.5439 .1283 

.880 70.9576 23:.0115 15.2395 3.54·74 .1562 

.920 81.8644 26.4017 18.2919 3.5515 .1889 

.960 94.0405 30.1391 21.8058 3.5561 .2270 
1.000 107.6640 34.2489 25.8352 3.5615 .' .2713 
1.040 122.8255 38.7608 30.4390 3 .• 5677 .3230.· 
1.080 139.6145· 43.7057 35.6815 3.5747 .3828 
1.120 158.152.8 49.1144 41.6323 3.5826 .4511 
1.160 178.,7513 55.0192 48 .. 3658 3.5916 .• 5297 
1.200 201.4668 61.4549 55.9621 3.6017 .6197 
1.240 226.3830 68.4596 6-4.5093 3.6132 .7223 
1.280 253.8734 76.07.49 74.1069 3.6260 .8387 
1.320 283.9434 84.3415 84!1'8559 3.6403 .9704 
1.360 316.9761 93.3023 96.8658 3.6564 1.1199 
1.400 353.3157 103.0033 110.2557 3.6742 ·1.2898 
1.440 392.6309 113.4960 125.1583 3.6941 1.4787 
1.480 435.3867 124.8322 141.7120 3.7162 1.6897 
1..520 482.0232 137.0607 160.0575 3.7407 1.9265 
1.560 532.7550 150.2287 ·180.3392 3.7678 2.1918 , 
1.600 586.8434 164.3854 202.7101 -3.7977 2.4816 
1.640 645.1881 179.5809 227.3304 3.8305 2.8020 
1.680 708.4288 195.8794 254.3894 3.8666 3.1584 .. 
1.702 74").'+385 205.3406 270.3889 3.8880 3.3710 



Table XXI. (continued) 

• 

5 • . V=, 20.60 cJ /mole 

! .320 3.1236 
~ 

1.0408 ~2498 4.9430 .0,025 
, 

.360 14.45.09 .. ; 1.4820 .4002 4.9432 .0039 
~400 6.1093 2.0336 .6102· 4~9435 ,.0060 
.440 .8.1385 2.7081 .8939 4.9439 .0089 
.480 ·10.5845 3.5178 1.2668 4.9'444 .0126 
.520 13.4805 4.4759 1.7464 4.9450 .0174 

, .560 16.8690 5.5955 2 .• 3514 4.9459 .0235 
.600 20.7954 6.8900 3.1027 4.9469 .0311 
.640 25.3007 8.}7:21 4.0227 4.9481 .0404 
.680 .; 30.4519 10.0569 5.1356 4.9496 .0516 
.720 36.2990 . 11.9594 6.4679. 4.9514 .0651 
.760 42.8918 14.0948 8.0485· L~.9535 .0814 
.800 50.3214 ·16.4798 9.9097 4.9560 .1008 
.840 '58.6467 19~1318 12.0855 4.9589 .1235 
.880 67.9534 22.0701 14.6135 L~.9623 .1502 
.920 78.3559 25.3156 17.5355 4.9662 .1815 
.960 89.9555 

, 
28.8915 20'.8977 4.9707 .2180 

1.000 102.9073 32.8219 24.7508 4.9759 .2604 ! 
1.04.0 117.3394 37.1332 29.1503 4.9818 .3096 i 

" , 
1.080 133.3131 41.8.556 34.1570· 1+-9885 .3668 
1.120 150.9381 . '+7.0183 39.8369 4.9961 .4321 
1.160 170.4469 52.6519 46.2608 5.0048 .5070 
1.200 192.0475 58.7886 53.5045 5.014.5 .5927 
1.240 215.6884 65.4632 61.6492 5.0254· .6904 
1.280 241.7078 72.7154 70.7888 5.0377· .8013 
1.320 270.2575 80,5845 81.0209 5.0514 .9268 f 

··f 
1.360 301.4286 89.1103 92.4478 5.0667 1.0684 
1.400 335.7956 98.3:349 105.1803 5.0838 1.2297 
1.440 373.1695 108.3066 119.3427· 5.1028 1.4103 
1.480 413.6224 119.0745 135.0,668 5.1239 1.6110 
1..520 457.6293 L30.6881 152.4898 5.1473 1.8352 
1.560 505.6392 lL+3.1971. 171.7487· 5.1731 2.0872 
1.600 557.2505 156.6330 192.9884 5.2016 2.3653 
1.640 612.3749 171.0594 216.3626 5.2329 2.6695 

r •. 1.680 672.0362 186.5201 242.0308 5.2674 3.0070 - 1.720 736.6007 203.0871 270.1981 5.3052 3.3816 
1.760 8'06.6653 220.8241 301.0646 5.3466 3.7981 
1.789 861.1512 234.4502 325.2462 5.3 790 4.1287 
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Table XXI. (continued) 
• 

6. V = 20.50 ~ /mole 

.320 2.9983 .9991 .2 3
i
9 8 6.3925 .0024 

.360 4.2722 1.4227 .3841 6.3927 .0038 

.400 5.8643 1.9521 .5857 6.3930 .0058 

.440 7.8lJO 2.5995 .8580 6.3933 .0086 

.480 ·10.1575 3.3766 1.2160 6.3938 .(J122 

.520 '12.9366 4.2960 1.6761 6.3944 .0168 

.560 16.1870 5.3703 2.2568 6.3952 .0227 

.600 19.9527 6.6124 2.9776 6.3962 .0300 

.640 24.2728 8.0345 3.8602 6.3974 .0390 

.680 29.2064 9.6506 4.9278 6.3988 .0498 

.720 34.8099 11.4752 6.20:;'7 6.4005 .0627 

.760 41.1202 13.5226 7.7211 6.4026 .0784 

.800 48.2241 15.80g6 9.5050 6.4050 .0970 

.1340 56.1867 18.3500 11.5900 6.4078 .1189 

.880 65.0729 21.1642 14.0112 6.4111 .1444 

.920 74.9941 24.2711 16.8085 6.4148 .1744 

.960 86.0488 27.6924 20.0255 6.4192 .2094 
1.000 98.3610 31.4511 23.7099 6.4241 .2499 
1.040 112.0893 35.5709 27.9140 6.4298 .2969 
1.080 127.2892 40.0805 32.6955 6.4362 .3514 
1.120 144.0567 '+5.0083 38.1169 6.4435 .4139 
1.168 16?539] 50.3829 44.2452 6.4518 .4852 
1.200 183.0284 r)6.2342 51.1519 6.4611 .5669 
1.240 205.5029 62.5950 58.9140 6.4716 .6600 
1.280 230.1239 69.5014 67.6175 6. 1-+833 .7656 
1.320 257.2017 76.9916 77.3570 6.4964 .8851 
1.360 286.7265 85'.1031 88.2286 6.5111 1.0197 
1.400 3Fl.1147 93.8756 100.3371 6.527'+ 1.1722 
1.440 354.6262 103.3522 113.7962 6.5456 1.3447 
1.480 392.9 /+70 113.5802 128.7319 6.5657 1.5359 
1.520 434.5352 124.6074 145.2755 6.:',880 1.7 /-+88 
1.560 479.7856 136.4789 163.5602 6.6126 1.9870 
1.600 528.9401 149.2381 183.7225 6.6398 2.2533 
1.640 581.2855 162.9301 205.9067 6.6697 2.5436 
1.680 637.5503 177.6013 230.2642 6.7026 2.8633 
1.720 698.4111 193.3078 256.9681) F,.7lFl6 3.2179 -. 
1.760 764.2232 210.1J8'3 286.222/.f 6.7780 3.6108 
1.8U:) 835.7046 228.0910 318.2182 6.8211 '+e047{-3 
1.839 911)~3779 246.7940 352.2524 6.8670 4.5146 
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not extensive enough to allow an accurate evaluation of the true (?£v/2N)T 

in the pretransition region. (Such values could be used to derive the 

correct values of F-F and l/K -l/K~) Several isochores in(p-25000)were o 0 

plotted in Fig. 27, where it can be seen that if the values were allowed 
I 
I 

to tail up in a manner suggested by the pretransition anomaly, but were 
I 

I ' I 
still pinned to the transition P-T value, all the isochores would be 

I 

shifted downward. Thus the present smooth pIS can be expected to yield 

values of Po which are too high. A plot of P va. V is shown in Fig. 36, o 

where at V?: 20.973 cm3/mole, Po is drawn as a horizontal line, since 

in the hcp-II mixed phase Po is a constant = 25.00 atm .. 

The Po vs. V data can be utilized to derive Ko,and Uot 

K 
o 

1 dV ---
VdP o 

When the analys is of the liquid -II data is complete, it will be poss il:Jle 

to relate U
o 

to the value at the saturated vapor line (which in turn is 

. well known relative to the energy of the infinitely expanded vapor). For 

the pr,esent then,values of Uo will be given relative to the value of the 

hcp solid at the melting volume. Smooth values of P, K and U are 
,00 0 

listed in Table XXII. 

The K values join smoothly onto the lower volume data of Edwards 
o 

and Pandorf, 30 yielding the value 3.77 • 10-3 atm -1 at V 0 (hcp, mIl) • This 

is not the same as the value 3.5· 10-3 atm-l used in calculating 

V(hcp,mII), but the discrepancy is within the error in K. Edwards and 
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20.7 20.8 
V (cm3 /mole) 

20.9 21.0 

XBL686-2984 

Fig. 36 ~ pre~sure in the hap phase at 
o K as a function of volume. 

II 
II 
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Table XXII. Thermodynamic properties 4 0 of hcp He at 0 K. 

V P K U (V)-U (20.973) 
0 0 o 0 

ii 

(c';;; /mole) (atm) (10-3 atm-l ) (Jjmole) 

20.973 25.00 3.77 0.0 

20 .. 90 25.93 3 .. 7l 0.188 

20.80 27.20 3.61 0.458 

20.70 28.53 3 .. 52 0.740 

20.60 29.93 3.43 . 1.036 
, 

20.50 31.42 3 .. 34 1.347 

For molar volumes in the hcp-II mixed phase, 

U (V) - U (20.973) = o 0 -IV 
25.00 dV 

= 2.533V - 53.127 (J/mole) 
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Pandorr3° report Kh decreasing with increasing temperature at constant cp 

volume, but this is certainly a typographical error. (Edwards and Pandorf 

report slightly higher values of P than does the present work, a conse
o 

quence mostly of the differences in the V-T diagrams. Consequently the 

present values of U 0 will be slightly different from what they would 

evaluate.) 

Along the (hcp,tr) boundary, where the heat capacity discontinuities 

AC are large enough to be accurately determined and where V(hcp,tr) is v 

reasonably well represented by Eq. (v-4), reliable values of Kh may be cp 

calculated from the expression 

T dV(hcp,tr) AC = v ( )

2 

V(hcp,tr)KhCp dT • 

The AC values were tabulated in Table V and are plotted in Fig. 37 along v 

with AC data for the (bcc,tr) and (bcc,m) transitions. The resulting 
v 

K values are found to be reasonably constant,;:; 4.0 • 10-3 atm -1. hcp . . 

This is -10% higher than would be calculated 'fram the smooth values in 

Tables XXI and XXII, and possibly reflects the error resulting from not 

including the pretransition anomalies in the smooth analysis. However, 

as K essentially results fram two differentiations of the measured C 
v 

data, it cannot be considered as being more accurate than ±lo%. Direct 

measurements of Kh also do not seem to be more accurate than ±lo%. cp 

Grilly5
2 

has determined that on the (hcp,tr) boundary Kh ;:; 3.6 • 10-'atm-l , 
cp 

in good agreement with the present smooth values. However he finds a 

large decrease in Kh with decreasing temperature below 1.5°K, while cp 

the present work would yield essentially constant values. This discrepancy 

is probably due to a loss of resolution in the direct measurements at very 

low temperatures. 

• 
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7.0 r-----,---,-------r-----,-------,,.-----.-----. 
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Fig. 37 Heat capacity discontinuities on the transition 
lines near the bcc phase. 
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VII. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF hcc He 4 

A .. · Heat Capacity 

The heat capacities of most of the samples in the pure bcc phase 

are shown in Fig. 38. Except near the melting temperature, the heat 

capacity for each sample, C , is approximately proportional to T4. No 
v 

significance should be ascribed to this T4 dependence; it indicates 

merely that at the temperatures where the bcc phase is stable some of 

the excited modes are high enough in frequency for dispersion to be 

important. (Over this short temperature range, the data could equally 

well be represented by a sum of T3 and T5 terms except near the melting 

points.) The values of Debye theta calculated for the bcc phase are, 

for a given sample, definitely not constant but do fall in the neigh-

° 24 . 25 . borhood of 17.0 K as noted by Ahlers and Edwards and Pandorf; wh1le 

it is not possible to extrapolate the e values to OaK accurately, the 

temperature dependence of e would indicate higher values at OaK than 

these authors reported. 

In the low temperature end of the bcc phase, w~re the data are not 

affected by the pretransition tails, de/dT Z 3.5 at T = 1.6°K and 

V = 21.0 c~/mole. From the data of Sample and Swenson29 at the same 

volume and temperature in He3, one can estimate de/dT ~ 4.3, which com-

binedwith the theoretical harmonic isotope effect 

= 

would yield 

4 1/2 
( -) 
3 = 1.154, 

., 

.. 
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• 
• 

Thus it seems plausible that the isotope effect holds for the bcc phases 

of He as well as it does for the hcp phases (where a (He3)/a (He4) = 1.18)29 
o 0 

One can then estimate that at OOK, for bcc He4 at 21.0 cm?/mole, 

4 a (He) = o 

• 

= 

where the value a (He3) [at V = 21 c~ /mole] = 26°K is taken from Sample 
o . 

and Swenson.29 At 1.6°K, aCHe 4) .:::: 1700oK:; if. a (He 4) = 22~4°K one would 
o 

obtain 

aCHe 4) 
a 

o 
= 

compared with He3 at the same volume and reduced temperature, 29 where 

a(Me
3

) ~ 0.78. 
o 

4 However, until someone succeeds in supercooling bcc He to very low 

temperatures this close agreement can only be termed coincidental. 

The data indicate clearly that (?Jcj?JV)T is positive. Also, 

(dSjdV)T > 0 because at constant volume Sbcc is approximately pro

portional to T4 and Sbcc (bee, tr) 0:: T3 (see Fig. 19A). Therefore the 

,," 

!?> .. 
"e. " 
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. d' t d18 . i th ·.(:>.pi i d pre lC e reglons of negat ve ermal expanslon coe.!..!. cent 0 not 

exist. The measurements do not include the low volume-high temperature 

tip of the phase: but as will be seen ab is increasing with temperature cc 

along the (bcc, tr) line and it is unlikely that ex. could change quickly 
bcc 

Enough to become negative there. The large negative values of (?Jcj2W)T 

determined by Ahleri
4 

in the high temperature end of the phase thus must 

be ascribed to experimental error (probably associated with residual 

hcp He4 in the blocked capillary). More recent measurements by Ahlers57 

have shown only positive (?JCjdV)T_ 

The pretransition anomalies are prominent in Fig .. 38 and it can be 

seen that they are always of the same order of magnitude, beginning -0.02° 

before the melting temperature and smoothly rising to T(bcc,m) where there 

is a vertical discontinuity in the heat capacity.38,39 Beeause of the 

steep rate of increase of C very near T(bcc,m) it is difficult to . 
V 

estimate the size of the discontinuity accurately. This is especially 

true at high molar volumes where the discontinuity is very small. (In 

fact, in samples 25A and 25B, the two highest molar volume samples, the 

discontinuity is not distinguishable in the C data.) 
v 

The pretransition anomaly (again, it might be more appropriate to 

use the term Itpretransition eff'ect!l) was at first viewed with much 

skepticism. Therefore many tests were made to see if the anomaly was 

due to an experimental effect. However, it is obvious that changing 

the cell, the valve, or the size and length of the filling capillary has 

no effect, since this author's data shaw the same size anomaly as do 

20 Gardner's. 
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Because the anomaly is associated with longer relaxation times, the 

possibility that the high heat capacities were associated with the forma-

tion of bulk liquid which does not refreeze, even after a very long time, 

was considered. Formation of liquid is possible. because for the heater 

power typically used in heat inputs in the bcc phase (2.5· 10-4 wa~t), 
the empty cell would be ~O.lo hotter at the heater than at the thermometer 

3 cm away. With the cell full however, the thermometer was never observed 

to superheat more than O.OOOI·K, this always being followed by considerable 

afterheating (see Fig. 10d). In view of the afterheating, it seems 

plausible that the sample closest to the heater could be ~.020o hotter 

than the thermometer during a heat input. But if the liquid does not 

refreeze, remaining trapped as bulk liquid; then the heat capacity near 

the melting point would be affected by cycling; because if the same point 

were taken over and over (by first setting up a cooling drift and waiting 

for the linear afterdrift to reach the initial starting temperature) the 

sample would in time be saturated with the unstable liquid. Lengthy 

experimentation has shown that cycling has no effect on the measured heat 

capacity. Furthermore, neither the length of the heating period. nor the 

magnitude of the heating power has had any effect on C • 
v 

The largest heat leak to the calorimeter is through the capillary, 

which is located nearer the heater than the thermometer (see Fig. 4). 

Thus if the capillary relaxes fast enough, heat could be lost out the 

capillary at an excessive rate during the heat input when the lower ~. 

portion of the cell is being superheated and during the approach to 

equilibrium while the gradient in the cell is be~ng dissipatedo Assuming 

that the gradient decays linearly (although it :is really exponential) and 
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takes 500 sec to come to equilibrium (this is the longest estimate, as 

linear drifts are obtained aft.er 5 min even in the highest portion of the 

anomaly, c.f .. Fig. 10e), that the gradient in the sample is .020 when the 

heater is turned off' (whereas the gradient is probably less than this), 

and finally that the heating time is small compared to the relaxation 

time of the capillary, then for a 10 sec heating at a power level of 

.. 4 r:nI. 2 • 10 watt.s an error of O.J/o in C will result from a linear extrapolav 

tion of the fore and afterdrifts to the midpoint of the heating per~od 

(which of coUrse assumes that the heat leak was constant both before and 

af'ter the heat input). Not only is this within the overall experimental 

uncertainty, but it is only a fraction of the anomalous heat capacity, 

the latter being an effect of' 10-15% in C • v 

If heat were being lost (causing a high measured heat capacity) 

through an unknown process and the heat capacity of the sample had no 

pretransition, then the slopes of the linear af'terdrifts would, when 

evaluated to give the heat capacity of the calorimeter, show no anomalous 

"tail." For a heat leak which is constant over a small temperature range, 
.. 
Q ::: C 0 

dT at ::: const, and C ex: / 
dT 

1 at' where 
dT 
dt is the slope of the 

drift. When C is calculated in such a manner, the values agree exactly 

with the directly measured heat capacities, showing that the higher heat 

capacity associated with the pretransition anomaly is a real property of 

the sample. 

Possibly the best supporting piece of evidence is that the pretransi-

tion anomaly is seen also when the heat capacities are measured with nega

tive heat inputs as outlined in Section II. The measurements on sample 24 
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were shown in Fig. 12 where the solid symbols represented the data 

obtained this way. It would be difficult to ascribe the anomaly to 

an apparatus effect which is independent of the sign of the heat input. 

The afterdrifts of the negatively measured points are exact mirror images 

of the positive, normally measured data. That is, the relaxation times 

are of the same length at a given temperature, and there is an flaf'ter

cooling" when the heater is turned on at the end of the (negative) heating 

period. 

Edwards and Pandorf25 report seeing a "tail" in their bcc He4 heat 

capacities within .020 of melting which is reproducible both on cooling 

and heating. They do not show a graph of the anomalous heat capacity 

nor do they indicate the magnitude of the effect, other than its being 

!IsmaIl". The present pretransition anomalies could also be described as 

small effects in view of the total heat capacity discontinuity at the 

lower molar volumes. Edwarqs and Pandorf25,30 report several other effects 

which they ascribed to pressure inhomogeneities in their samples (their 

cell was filled with sintered copper) because those effects could be 

removed by careful annealing of their samples. They comment however that 

. 24 
the bcc anomaly could not be removed by annealing. Ahlers did not ob-

serve bcc pretransition effects, even in his.latest more careful measure

ments.57 Ahlers used a slightly larger capillary compared to the one 

used by Edwards and Pandori' and this might have some effect on his data, 

especially near the melting point. The present data on sample 23, in 

which the cell valve was leaking, appeared to show no pretransition 

anomaly. However the data are not reliable due to other experimental 

difficulties encountered on this sample. 

-j . 
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Recently Pandorf and Edwarda59 and Stratyand Adams
60 

have published 

data on the thermodynamic properties of bec H~. Near the melting tem

perature, Pandorl and Edwards59 report that (OPjoT)V is rising very fast • 
. . 60 

I Straty and Ada~ using a larger capillary, differ from Pandorf and 
I 

Edwards f values only near the melting temperatures, where they report 

significantly smaller values of (OPjdT)v. They comment, however, that 

"the use of a smaller capillary in our latest measurements has brought 

the results [(OPjOT)VJ into closer agreement. The siZe of the capillary, 

had no effect except very near the melting curve .. " The physics of this 

capillary effect is not known and seems to be opposite to what one would 

4 
expect. However, if the same effect occurs in He , this might explain 

why the pretransition anomaly is not seen in a sample connected to a 

"largeT1 blocked capillary. 
~~- 4 . 

If the pretransi t ion anomaly is a real property of bee He , what is. 

it due to? Certainly the most popular view would be that it is due to 

the formation of lattice defects, i.e .. , a "premeltingT1 effect. However,· 

the pretransition anomaly oceurs over sueh a narrow range of temperature 

that this seems unreasonable. The heat capacity of bee He3, which is 

. 28 29 61 
stable to OOK at high molar volumes, has been ~nterpreted ' , as a 

constant Debye lattice term (A • T3) plus a Ittail. tf This T1tail" is then 
( 

seen to fit theoretical expressions for the heat capacity of lattice 

defect formation.. However it is equally valid to treat the He3 data as 

being due only to a (lattice) phonon distribution in which there is 

considerable dispersion due to the excitation of higher frequency modes. 

In view of the strong temperature dependence of (J in the hcp phases of 

He3 and He
4

, this seems a more reasonable explanation. In any case, the 
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anomalies reported by Pandorf and Edwards 59 and Straty and Adams
60 

are 

an effect over and above the "taillf in bcc He3 and seem very similar 

to the present bcc pretransition anomalies. 

As discussed in reference to the hop phase; the sudden occurrence 

of a new low frequency mode would account for the pretransition anomaly. 

That the effect in the bcc phase should be so much larger than in hcp 

(where the effect was not noticed until the reduced 8 plot was constructed) 

is explained by the fact that in the bcc phase, the transverse [110 j mode 

is known to be of low frequency. The confirmation or refutation of this 

explanation will have to come from other than ther.modynamic measurements. 

In neutron diffraction experiments, one should see a new "softl! mode just 

prior to melting. Sound wave attenuation experiments should also be 

sensitive to such modes.55 

Perhaps it is significant that the transition temperatures reported 

24 
by Ahlers, who does not report observing pretransition anomalies, in-

dicate t~t the bcc phase is ~.Ob3"Knarrowera.t constant volume than the 

present measurements. His (bcc;m) temperatures .are plotted in Fig. 39 

along with part of the present bcc V-T diagram and the (bcc,m) transi

tions of Edwards and Pandorf. 25 The latter are in better agreement with 

the present values, especially for the sample for which Edwards and Pandorf 

claim the highest precision. LThese volumes of these author.s' samples have 

been determined from their (bcc,tr) transition temperatures; see Table IV. ] 

The data, however, are not sufficiently extensive to determine whether or 

not there is a correlation between the presence of pretransition anomalies 

and higher melting temperatures. (Not shown in Fig. 39 is the fact that 

24 
Ahlerrs (hcp,tr) and (hcp,mII) transitions fall almost exactly on the 

present hcp boundaries.) 
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Fig. 39 Transition temperatures in the. bee phase. 
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b. Ref. 24· 



B. Smooth Thermodynamic Properties 

The ability to supercool the bcc phase and to:measure C as precisely v 

in the supercooled portions as in the stable has made it possible to 

evaluate the thermodynamic properties of the bcc phase with reasonable 

accuracy. However, in spite of the high precision of the molar volume 
1 

determinations, the small volume range of the bcc phase makes it impossible 

to draw firm quantitative conclusions about the volume dependence of 

any of the thermod;y-namic parameters. The overlap of different samples as 

shown in Fig. 38 is still small" and it can be seen that it will be 

difficult to obtain accurate thermodynamic properties in the pretransition 

regions. In the analysis that follows, the results should in general be 

considered as qualitative. but having well established features. 

It was necessary to smooth the heat capacities both in temperature. 

and volume before analysis. Figure 19a pointed out the necessity of data 

smoothing and Fig. 38 suggested a suitable approach. A graphical approach 

similar to the one employed by Hill and Lounasmaa33 has been used. The 

C data for all samples, expressed as C /T4 as in Fig. 38, were plotted 
v v 

vs. T*, where for each sample, T* ~ ,+. T - T(bcc,m). Smooth lines were 

drawn through the data of each sample (essentially the same as the lines 

drawn in Fig. 38). Then along lines of constant T* 1 'of C /T4 , va ues vi 

were read from the smoothed lines. These values 
4 

of Cv/T were then plotted 

vs. the molar volume of the samples and for each T*"isotherm" a line was 

drawn through the data. Within the precision of the data the lines could 

be drawn straight and parallel, except for those within .004° of melting. 

The lIisotherms." near melting indicated that the pretransition anomalies 

were slightly higher at lower molar volumes (higher actual temperatures). 
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4 
However, when the C jT data were plot ted vs. T " where 

T' :::: T* - 0.012(V-20.84 c~/mole) 

= T - T(bcc,m) - 0.012(V-20.84 c~/mole) 

the "isotherms" in the C /T
4 

ys. V plot were found to be more nearly 
v 

parallel over the entire range of T'-. The effect of this- correction is 

to assume that the size of the pretransition anomaly of the highest molar 

volume sample at melting is equal to that of the lowest molar volume 

sample 0.004° prior to melting. In the follOWing analysis it will be seen. 

that the magnitude of pretransition anomaly is still being exaggerated 

slightly at the highest molar volumes. In view of the qualitative validity 

of the analysis this is not a serious drawback. 

If the T' "isotherms" are all parallel, then the heat capacity data 

can be expressed as 

C 
y :::: f(T~) + B(V - 21.1 c~ /mole) ;?+ (VII-I) 

where f(T') is a set of values of CvfT4 representing the data at 21.1 

c~ /mole (this is slightly outside the stable volume range, but makes no 

difference to the analysis) and B is the slope of the "isotherms" in the 

4 
CIT vs. V plot. Now (dC/clV)T may be evaluated: 

1 (dC ) 
;?+ dV

v 
T 

:::: 

:::: 

:::: f'(T') 

+ B 

dT(pcc, m) 
dV + B (VII-2) 
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since T' = T - T + -O.012(V .. 20.84), and 0.012 « dT /dV. m n 

From (dCvfdV)T' other useful thermodynamic properties may be calculated 

along desired isochores since 

(VII-3 ) 

Fortunately, an expression for (dS/dV)T at the (bcc,tr) boundary has 

already been obtained (Eq. V-3), so that the integration in Eq. (VII-3) 

does not need to begin at OOK: 

(
dSbCC\ _ (dSbCC) 

dV JT - dV T 
(bcc,tr) .. fT ¥ (:v) cIT. 

T(bcc,tr) ~ 
. (VII-4) 

Also, 

Pb c: P(bcc,tr) +fT (OSbCC\ 
cc dV :'J 

T(bcc,tr) T 

dT (VII-5) 

where P(bcc,tr) can be determined from Eq.(V- 8b ). 

The compressibility may also be calculated Since, 

1 ) 1 ~ (T, V = ~ (T(bcc,tr), V) 
Dec bcc 

_fT 
T(bcc,tr) 
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2 ] - f'(T') d~ (VII-c) 

and 

K~ (T(bcc,tr),V) = ~ (bcc,tr) ucc bcc 

can be determined from the equation 

dV(bcc,tr) 
dT 

The first constant of integration in Eq. (VII-6); 

( 
02C ) ~ .~. (bCc,tr)) ~ ---.::!.,.dT" = _b_c_c ___ _ 
oy2 Tn oT V 

(bcc,tr) 

(VII-8) 

_(0 ~) 
~ 

V 

(VII-9) 

must be known and has been determined by first differentiating the smooth 

PVT data to give Kbcc in the low terr.g;>erature (and supercooled) regions of 

the phase. (This is reasonably accurate at low terr.g;>eratures but breaks 

down at higher temperatures when the pretransition anomaly sets in on one 

isochore independently of the others; cf. Fig. 27.) It was found that 

the change in Kb with temperature was approximately volume independent, cc 

yielding the value 



Values of the thermal expansion coefficient can be obtained also: 

a 
bcc ( cS' ) K bcc . 

bcc dV T 
(VII-10) 

Smooth thermodynamic functions for the bec phase calculated from 

Eqs. (VII-l - VII.10) are presented in Table XXIII for several volumes. 

Several isochores of Pb were plotted in Fig. 27; and even a greatly I cc 

enlarged s~ale does not show the small rise in dPb /dT in the region of cc 

the pretransition anomaly. The values of Pb ,being normalized to cc 

Ph b ,do not all meet the Pb 1· .d phase line at T(bcc,m), the cp- cc cc- lqUl 

discrepancy in T being - -.003 0 at 21.05 c~/mole; and +.001 0 at 20.90 

c~/mole~ This reflects possible errors in the V-T boundaries, especially 

at low temperatures on the V(bcc,m) line where dV(bcc,m)/dT is so small. 

At -21.05 cuP/mole, a change in V(bcc,m) of 0.001 c.;( /mole changes 

T(bcc,m) by -Oo003°K o As mentioned in Section III, the present values 

of V(bcc,m) are not very precise between 21.09 and 21.04 cuP/mole. 

Values of U-Uo have also been calculated from the smooth data and 

are normalized to the (bce,tr) line where the raw U-Uo data was fit to 

the expression: 

4 
Ubee(bee,tr) - Uo ~ T (bce,tr) [87.87 - 5.00(V-20.84)] mJ/mole (VII-ll) 

4 
i.e., (U-U )/T was nearly eonstantat the (bec,tr) line, and a straight o 

line with a small slope was put through the data. Since the volume range 

of the bce data spans a part of the OOK hcp volume range and a part of 
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Table XXIII. Smooth thermodynamic properties of the bee phase. 

V = 21.09 

T Cv S u-u p-p* (dP/?Jr)V K ex 
0 0 

(OK) (J/mole-OK) (J /mole-0 K) (J/mole) (atm) (atm;K) (10-3atm-1) (10-3c K-1) 

1.452 1.1193 .3067 .3833 1.0975 1. 7149 4.282 7.343 

1.456 1.1327 .3098 .3878 1.1045 1.7514 4.289 7.512 

1.460 1.1464 .3130 .3923 1.1115 1. 7919 4.297 7.700 

1.464 1'.1604 .3161 .3969 1.1188 1.8374 4.306 7.912 

1.468 1.1750 .3193 .4016 1.1262 1.8895 4.316 8.155 

1.472 1.1907 .3225 .4063 1.1339 1.9617 4.326 8.486 

1.47;27 1.:2076 .3255 .4108 1.1414 2 • .0711 4.338 8.984 '" ~ 
1.476 1.2091 .3258 .4111 1.1420 2.0830 4.339 9.038 

, 

1.480 1.2334 .3274 .4160 ' 1.1507 2.3138 4.356 10.079 

1.484 1.2700 .3325 .4210 1.1608 2.7707 4.382 , 12.141 

1.4876 1.3280 .3356 .4257 1.1720 3.6283 4.419 16.033 

* ' P = 25.000 atm i.e., all bec data are referenced to P (hcp-II) o 0 
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(0 K) (cr/mole-OK) (J/mole-OK) 

1.464 1.1476 .3142 
1.468 1.1608 .3173 
1.472 1.1742 .3205 
1.476 1.1878 .3237 
1.480 1.2016 .3270 
1.484 1.2158 .3302 
1.488 1.2303 .3335 

1.4822 1.2359 .3348 
1 .. 492 1.2453 .3368 
1.496 1.2608 .3402 
1.500 1.2781 .3436 
1.504 1.2992 .3470 
1.508 1.3284 .3505 
1.512 1.3748 .3541 
102144 1.4218 .3562 

" 

Table XXIII. (continued~ 

V = 21.08 
OR" 

U-U p-p 
0 0 

(J/mo1e) (atm) 

.3962 1.2298 

.4009 1.2373 

.4055 1.2450 

.4103 1.2528 

.4150 1.2608 

.4199 1.2688 

.4248 1.2771 

.4266 1.2802 

.4297 1.2855 

.4347 1.2941 

.4398 1.3030 

.4450 1.3123 

.4502 1.3224 

.4556 1.3340 

.4589 1.3422 

(dP/CJr')V K 
(atmtK) (10-3atm-l ) 

1.8794 4.231 
1.9066 4.238 

1.9357 4.245 
1.9671 4 .. 252 
2.0012 4.260 
2.0384 4.268 
2.0796 4.277 
2.0962 4.280 
2.1261 4.286 
2.1805 4.296 
2.2618 4.307 
2.4029 4.320-- -
2.6729 4.338 
3.2240 4.364 
3.8529 4.388 

a 

(10-3o K-l ) 

7.952 
8.080 
8.217 
8.364 
8.525 
8.700 
8.894 
8.972 

9.112 
9.367 
9.742 

10.381 
11.595 
14.070 
16.907 

'" '-, 

~ 
~ 
I 
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V = 21.04 
T Cv 'S v-v p-p* (op/2JT)V K ex 

0 0 

(01:) (J/mole-OK) (J /mole-OK) (J/mole) (atm) (atmtK) (10-3atm-l ) (10-3o K-l ) 

1.520 1.3007 .3521 .4616 1.8006 2.0614 4.050 8.349 . 
1.524 1.3146 .3555 .4668, 1.8089 2.0831 4.056 8.449 
1.528 1.3287 .3590 .4721 1.8173 2.1056 4.063 8.555 
1.532 ' 1.3429 .3625 .4775 1.8258 2.1290 4.069 8.663 
1.536 1.3576 .3660 .4829 1.8343 2.1533 4.076 8.777 
1.540 1.3720 .3695 .4883 1.8430 2.1786 4.083 8.895 
1.5tf6 1.3816 .3718 .4919 1.8487 2.1956 4.088 8.976 
1.5 1.3868 .3731 .4938 1.8518 2.2051 4.090 9.019 ~ 1.548 1.4019 .3767 .4994 1.8606 2.2330 4.097 9.149 ~ 1.552 1.4172 .3804 .5051 1.8696 2.2624 4.104 9.285 J 

1.556 1.4328 .3840 .5108 1.8787 2.2935 4.112 9.431 
1.560 1.4487 .3877 .5165 1.8880 2.3266 4.119 9.583 
1.564 1.4649 .3915 .5224 1.8974 2.3620 4.127 9.748 
1.568 1.4815 03952 .5282 1.9069 2.4005 4.135 9.926 
1.5'(2 1.4986 .3990 .5342 1.9166 2.4426 4.143 10.120 
1.576 1.5163 .4028 .5402 1.9264 2.4896 4.152 10.337 
1.580 1.5356 .4067 .5463 1.9365 2.5513 4.161 10.616 
1.584 1.5584 .4106 .5525 1.9569 2.6487 4.172 11.050 
1.588 1.5891 .4146 .5588 1.9578 2.8256 4.184 11.822 
1.592 1.6361 .4186 .5653 1.9697 3.1668 4.199 13.044 

, 1.59_6g 1.7309 .4230 .5722 1.9842 3.9557 4.224 16.709 



Table XXIII (continued) 
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V = 21.00 --
T Cv S u-u p-p* (OP/"6r)v K ex 

0 0 

(OK) (J/mo1e-OK) (J/mo1e-OK) (J/mole) (atm) (atmtK) (10-3atm-l ) (10-3o K-l ) 

1.576 1.4677 .3934 .~52 2.3982 2.1891 3.913 8.566 
1.580 1.4828 .3972 .5411 2.4070 2.2127 3.919 8.672 
1.584 1.4981 .4010 .5471 2.4159 2.2371 3.926 8.783 
1.588 1.5136 .4048 .5531 2.4249 2.2622 3.933 8.897 
1.592 1.5293 .4086 .5592 2.4340 2.2880 3.939 9.012 
1.59g8 1.5325 .4094 .5604 2.4358 2.2933 '.941 9.038 
1.59 1.5452 .4124 .5653 2.4432 2.3148 3.956 9.134 
1.600 1.5614 .4163 .5716 2.4525 2.3425 3.953 9.260 

~ 1.604 1.5778 .4202 .5778 " 2.4619 2.3713 3.960 9.390 
1.608 1.5945 .4242 .5842 2.5715 2.4014 3.967 9.526 I-'-' 

~ 

1..612 1.6ll5 .4282 .5906 2.4812 2.4329 3.974 9.668 I 

1.616 1.6288 .4322 .. 5971 2.4910 2.5660 3.981 9.817 
1.620 1.6464 .4362 .6036 2.6009 2.5010 3.989 9.976 
1.624 1.6646 .4403 .6102 2.5110 2.5384 3.996 10.143 
1.628 1.6832 .4444 .6169 2.5212 2.5788 4.004 10.326 
1.632 1..7025 .4486 .6237 2.5316 2.6230 4.012 10.523 
1.636 1.7235 .4528 .6306 2.5422 2.6783 4.021 10.769 
1.640 1.7484" ~5./TO .6375 2.5531 2.19ll 4.029 11.124 
1.644 " 1.7821 .4613 .6447 2.5644 2.9052 4.039 1.1.734 
]:.648 1.8337 .4657 .651.8 .2765 3.1749 4.051. 12.862 
1.652 1..9285 .4703 .6593 2.5902 3.7413 4.068 15~220 

1.6528 1.9623 .4712 .6609 2.5933 3.9630 4.073 1.6.141 

( • ,;, 
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Table XXIII (continued) 
'-------,-------

V = 20.96 
T Cy S u-u p-p* (dP/?!r)V K a 

0 0 
, (OK) (J/mole-OK) (J/mole-OK) (J/molc) (atm) (atm/K) (10-3atm-1) (10":;~oK-l) 

1.624 1.6150 .4306 .6049 3.0004 2.2761 3.797 8 .. 642 
, 1.628 1.6313 .4345 .6113 3.0095 2.3024 3.804 8.758 

1.632 1.6478 .4386 .6179 3.0188 2.3293 3.810 8.875 
1.636 1.6645 .4426 .6245 3.0281 2.3569 3.817 8.996 
1.640 1.6815 .4467 .6312 3.0376 2 .. 38,53 3.824 9.121 

, 1.6406 1.6840 .4473 .6322 3 .. 0390 2.3896 3.825 9.140 
1.644 1.6987 .4508 .6380 3.04:{2 2.4147 3 .. 830 9.248 
1.648 1.'7162 .4550 .6448 3.0570 2.4451 3.838 9.384 ~ 1.652 1.7340 .4592 .. 6517 3.0668 2.5766 3.844 9.520 tn· 1.656 1.7522 .46}4 .6587 3.0768 2.5094 3.851 9.664 I 

1.660 1.7707 .4676 .6657 3.0869 2.5438 3.858 9.814 
1.664 1.7897 .4'719 .6729 3.0971 2.5799 3.866 9.974 
1.668 1..8092 .4762 .6801 3.1075 2.6184 3.873 10.141 
1.672 1.8294 .4806 .6873 3.1181 2 .. 6598 3.881 10.323 
1.676 1.8507 .4850 .6947 3.1288 2.7066 3.888 10.523 
1.680 1.8753 .4894 .7021 3.1396 2.7706 3.896 10.794 
1.684 1.90'71 .4939 .7096 3.1510 2.8720 3.905 11.215 
1.688 '1.9536 .• 4985 .1174 3.1628 3.0507 3.914 11.940 
1.692 2.0338 .5032 .7254 3.1756 3.4063 3.926 13.373 
1.6949 2.1445 .5067 .7313 3.1860 3.9637 3.938 15.609 



Table XXIII (continued) --_._. -- --_. --... -. - ." .,. _ .. __ .. ' -- - .. - ---------
V :: 20.92 

r' Cv S v-v P '0-)(- (dP /'2rr)v K ex 1. -... 
0 0 

(C>'/'l ( ~ / ' 0 !I') (J /mole-OK) (J/mole) (atm) . (atmtK) ( -3 -1) (10-3c 1:-1 ) 
• - I \'_' mo_c- L'I 10 atm 

1.,672 1. 7715 .4704 .6815 3.6215 2.3727 3.707 8.796 
1.676 1. 7893 .4747 .6886 3.6310 2.4028 3.714 8.924 
1.680 1.8074 .4789 .69,8 3.6407 2.4339 3.721 9.057 
1.63)-:- 1.8259 .4833 .7031 3.6505 2.4660 3.728 9.193 
1.6862 1.8362 .4857 .7072 3.6560 2.4844 3.731 . 9.269 
1.638 1.8447 .4876 .7104 3.6604 2.4992 3.734 9.332 fu 

l-' 

1.692 1.8639 .4920 .7178 3.6705 2.5337 3.741 9. 479 'C\ . 
1.696 1.8836 .4964 .7253 3.6807 2.5697 3.748 9.631 
1.700 1.9038 .5009 .7329 3.6911 2.6077 3.755 9.792 
1.70h 109248 .5054 .7406 3.7016 2.6483 3.763 9.966 
1.708 1.9469 .5099 .• 7483 3.7123 2.6932 3.770 10.153 
1.,7J2 109725 .5145 .7562 3.7231 2.7523 3.778 10.398 
1. 716 2.0068 05192 .7641 3.7343 2.8423 3.786 10.761 
1.720 2.0546 .5239 .7722 3.7460 2.9961 3.794 11.367 
1.724 2.1398 .5287 .7806 3.7585 3.2950 3.804 12.534 
1.7274 2.2995 05331 .7881 3.7705 3.9111 3.816 14.925 

t. -:~ 
,. 

'.~ 
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Table XXIII ~continued2 
----.----

V == 20.88 
* (dP/?Jr )V T Cv S v-v P-P K a 

0 0 

(OK) (J/mo1e-OK) (J/mo1e-OK) (J/mo1e) (atm) (atmtK) (10-3atm -1) (10-3oK-1) 

1.720 1.9412 .5131 .7656 4.260 2.482 3.637 9.027 
1.724 1.9617 .5176 .7734 4.270 2.519 3.644 9.179 
1.728 1.9829 .5222 .7813 4.280 2.557 3.651 9.336 
1.7200 1.9938 .5245 .7853 4.285 2.578 3.655 9.423 
1.732 2.0050 .5268 .7893 4.290 2.599 3.658 9.507 
1.736 2.0298 .5315 .7974 4.301 2.649 3.1565 9.709 ~ 
1.740 2.0607 .5362 .8055 4.312 2.717 3.673 9.980 I-' ..q, 

I 

1.744 2.1046 .5409 .8139 4.323 2.828 3 .. 681 10.410 

1..748 2.1((62 .5458 .8224 4.334 ,.025 3 .. 690 1l .. 162 

1.752 2.3235 .5510 . .8314 4.347 3.462 3.700 12.809 

1.7533 2.4336 .5527 .8344 4.352 3.790 3.705 14.042 



Table 

T Cv S U-U 
0 

(OK) (J/mo1e-OK) (J/mo1e-OK) (J/mo1e) 

1.760 2.1047 .5486 .8398 

1.764 2.1530 .5534 .8483 

1.768 2.2343 .5584 . .8570 

l.'[{gg 7.4360 .5638 .8667. 

1.7TI~ 2.5654 .5652 .8691 

l. ~ 

XXIII (continued) 

V = 20.84 

* (op/ill' )v P-P 
0 

(atm) (atmtK) 

- ~.899 1.955 

4.907 2.055 

4.916 2.231 

4.925 2.670 

4.928 2.964 

K 

(10-3atm -1) 

3.567 

3.574 

3.581 

3.591 

3.594 

a 

(lO-3 o
K- 1 ) 

6.973 

7.345 

7.989 

9.588 

10.653 

o C 

.. 

'!o 
S 
: I 

,or 
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the OOK hcp.II range, U is not a linear function of volume over the 
o 

entire bcc range. Thus values of U-Uo are not simple functions of 

volume in the bcc phase even though U might be. 

The values of K calculated from Eq. (vrr ... 6) are shown in Fig. 40 
DCC 

as smooth solid lines, and K b (bcc, tr) from Eq. (VII-8) as diamonds 
,cc ; 

connected by E smooth line. From the P-T and V-T phase boundaries, 

average values of K may also be calculated, and arelilhown as a smooth 

dashed line. Using the heat capacity discontinuities at the (bcc,tr) and 

(bcc,m) lines, plotted in Fig. 37, values of i< have been calculated from 

the equation 

(VII-12) 

However, along the (bcc,m) boundary, the evaluation of l::C is some
v 

what uncertain because of the pretransition anomaly, as mentioned earlier. 

~c fS were evaluated by extrapolating the low temperature (or supercooled) v 

bcc heat capaCities to T(bcc,m) neglecting the pretransition tail. This 

introduces a large error at the highest molar volumes where the tail is 

nearly as big as the evaluated ~. Thus the K values, plotted as triangles, 
v 

reflect this error. Values of Kbcc at the (bcc,m) boundary can also be 

calculated from an equation analogous toEq. (VII-8). These values are 

also piotted as diamonds, connected by a smooth, dotted line. These values 

are very sensitive to the smooth (dS
b 

/dV) values at the (bcc,m) boundary 
cc 

and at higher molar volumes become much too large. The correction applied 

* to T probably,has not been large enough at the highest molar volumes. 

The smoothly calculated values of K
bcc

' being integrated quantities, are 

much less sensitive to erroneous values of (dSbcc/dV)T in the pretransition 
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region. However, they too become slightly too large at T(bcc,m) at the 

highest molar volumes. A smooth solid line is drawn through the smooth 

~ values, as an estimate of the limiting smooth values of Kb at the 
DCC ce 

(bee,m) boundary. 

Possibly the most accurate set of values is the (bcc,tr) set calculated 

from Eq. (VII-12). These are plotted as squares in Fig. 40 and lie some

what high of the (bcc, tr) values ofEq. (VII-8). These values depend on 

tC at the (bcc,tr) line, which is not complicated by anomalous tails; v 

and on the slope of the (bcc,tr) V-T line, which does not become extremely 

shallow as does the (bcc,m) boundary. 

Published values of Kb 24,25,52 scatter quite widely, depending on 
ce 

the method of analysis, but are generally between 3.5 • 10.3 and 4.5 • 10-3 

atm-l • The direct measurements of K by Grilly52 indicate a roughly bec 

6 • 0 ~ . temperature independent value of -3. 10 atm • However, Grilly also 

~inds that for bcc He3, K decreases with temperature along the melting 

. 4 curve with approximately the same slope as is observed in the present He 

data. 

For every method of calculating Kb from the present data, an cc 

equivalent method of evaluating abccexists, since 

a = K (dSbCC) 
bcc bcc. dV T 

(VII-13 ) 

It seems redundant to present all of these possible evaluated values of 

a:.. and therefore only those values calculated from the smooth Kb 's' bce cc 

and. smooth (dSbec/dV)T's; and the average values determined from the phase 

diagrams are presented in Fig. 41. Smooth lines representing the measure

ments of Grilly52 at the (bcc,m) and (bcc, tr) boundaries are also shown 
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in Fig. 41 for comparison. The average values of a b increase with cc 

temperature with about the same slope as GrillY's5
2 

directly measured 

values but are slightly higher. The smooth values increase only slightly 

along the (bcc,tr) boundary, reflecting the error in (dSbc/dV)T(bcc,tr) 

resul'ting from the oversimplified expression Eq. (V-3). (This is also 
I ' , 
'what causes the difference between the smooth and average values of 

~CC(bcc,tr)~) Again, 'the data rise too quickly with temperature at the 

higher molar volumes. 

C. Conclusions about the bed Phase 

In view of the thermodynamic properties of the bcc phase as evaluated 

18 
here, there are no anomalous properties of the type suggested by Goldstein. 

Instead there is a sharp increase in a and K in a narrow region prioD to 

melting. Similar effects, possibly of the same origin, are seen in 

bcc He3
0 Indeed it appears that there is little difference between the 

bcc isotopes, other than that due to mass and density differences. The 

hcp-bcc transition in He3, which has been studied carefully by Straty and 

62 
Adams, 

P . hcp-bcc 

4 is qualitatively the same as the He case. Above 1.8°K, 

(He3 ) can be fit with a constant second derivative: 

2 3 
d Ph b (He) cp- cc 

4 
and bears a striking resemblance to the behavior in He , where 

d
2
p/dT

2 = 19.06 atmt~. (Note that (4/3)1/2 • 16.50 = 19.04 atmtK
2

.) 

Apparently the transformation hcp ~bcc preceeds independently of the 

type .of liquid in the system (superf1uid-nermal), se leng as the free 



'4 energies of the solids are less than that of the liquid. There is then 

4 
no reason to conjecture that the occurrence of a bcc phase in He is 

associated with the lambda transition in the liquid. Of course, the bcc 

phase is affected by the liquid, to the extent that if the supe~lu1d 
i 

entropy were even larger and the free energy smaller, then perhaps the 

bce phase would never be stable. However, the fact is that the bee phase 

still exists in He4 in spite of the lampda transition and the low free 

energy of the Buperfluid liquid. The addition of He' to the sye tem further 

stabilizes the bcc solid only by raising the free energy of the liquid. 



'.0 

VIII. 
4 . 

LIQUID He .. I 

. 4 
Measurements of the heat capacity of liquid He covering the entire 

volume range of the superfluid and a large part of the normal region are 

still in progress. When this is complete an accurate analysis of the 

thermodynamic properties of both phases, depending on outside data only 

for pressures along the A-line,can be made. 

Only four of the samples passing through the hcp or bcc phase were 

measured beyond the freezing temperature T(I,f). Wh:tle these only cover 

the volume range 21.096 to 20.456 ~ /mole, the data are precise enough 

to resolve the volume dependence of the lleat capacity and entropy. At 

these volumes, C in the He I-region is approximately proportional to T v 

and not affected by any lambda transition. 

A comparison of the data at 4.00o K with the data of Hill and 

Lounasmaa33 is made in Fig. 42. The volume dependences of C and S . v 

are in excellent agreement (the lines in Fig. 42 are drawn parallel) but 

the absolute values of Cv are just outside the combined experimental 

uncertainties. Hill and LounasmaaJ~3 entropy values differ substantially 

from the present data, possibly reflecting a.sizable error in their 

choice (as a starting value for the determinations) of S(I,vap) :::1 14.18 

J/mole-oK at T(I,vap) = 4.275°K, determined in their earlier measurements 

along the saturated vapor line.63 
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